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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

I.i General Remarks

Epicyclic gearing arrangements are comprised of four

different elements that produce a wide range of speed ratios

in a compact layout. These elements are: (i) Sun gear, an

externally toothed ring gear co-axial with the gear train;

(2) Annulus, an internally toothed ring gear co-axial with

the gear train; (3) Planets, externally toothed gears which

mesh with the sun and annulus; and (4) Planet Carrier, a

support structure for the planets, co-axial with the train.

The name "epicyclic" is derived from the curve traced by a

point on the circumference of a circle as it rolls on the

circumference of a second fixed circle.

By fixing one of the co-axial members and using the

remaining two for input and output, three types of simple

single-stage epicyclic gearing are possible. Generally,

these are called planetary, star, and solar arrangements.

This investigation is primarily concerned with planetary gear

drives (Fig. I) which have a fixed annulus with the planet

carrier rotating in the same direction as the sun gear.

The principal advantages of epicyclic gears over

parallel shaft gears are considerable savings in weight and

space (see Table i). These advantages stem from the fact
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Application Turbo-pump Turbo-generator

Power 4360 h.p. 1060 kw.

Speeds, rpm 6160/1120 6000/600

Ratio 5.5 : 1 i0 : 1

Drive train type Parallel shaft Epicyclic Parallel shaft Epicyclic

Weight, lb. 3400 2500 3800 2200

Heaviest component, lb. 1730 1600 2100 1500

Circular pitch, in. 0.907 0.605 0.725 0.518
Pitch circle dia., in. Pinion 5.774 Sun 4.619 Pinion 3.695 Sun 2.474

Gear 31.754 Planet 8.083 Gear 36.950 Planet 9.897
Ring 20.785 Ring 22.269

Pitch line velocity, fps 155 102 96.5 58.5
Horsepower losses

Bearing 46.2 38 21 8.2
Tooth 26 21.4 9 8.1

Gearcase size, in.

Length 42 36 37 30
Width 48.5 33 47 33
Height 36 32 48 32

Table 1 - Comparison of Parallel Shaft -vs- Epicyclic Gear Trains



that the use of multiple planets allows the load to be

transmitted by several tooth contacts, and the co-axial

arrangement of input and output shafts gives a more compact

layout. For a planetary arrangement with three planets, each

tooth engagement of the sun gear would have to carry one

third of the total load. Consequently, the dimensions of the

sun gear would be one-third of the pinion of a parallel shaft

gear-train designed to transmit an equivalent torque.

It should be pointed out that six planets do not

necessarily give a gearing twice the capacity of a similar

one having only three planets. It is impossible to guarantee

equal loading among more than three planets due to quality

and accuracy of workmanship. For this reason, three planet

designs are preferred, although systems with up to eight

planets are commercially available.

A second advantage of using multiple planets is that

when two or more planets are spaced symmetrically on the

carrier, the radial loads of the planets offset each other.

Therefore, the bearings and the gear housing for the co-axial

elements must be designed only to maintain proper alignment

of the gearing and withstand loads imposed by external

conditions.

Another advantage of epicyclic gearing is that the

smaller gears used can be made more accurately and with less

difficulty than the larger ones of parallel shaft gearing.

They are easier to handle and to harden, and distortion

during hardening is not such a serious problem.
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While the ring gear is not carburized because of the

difficulty of precision grinding of internal teeth, it can be

hardened by nitriding. This causes so little distortion that

gears can be run without any post-nitriding processing.

Normally, hardening of the ring teeth is not that critical

since the surface stress between internal and external teeth

is less than that between two externa! teeth. The concave

surface of the internal tooth in contact with the convex

surface of the planet tooth results in a larger contact area

than for two external teeth, thus increasing the limiting

wear load. Also, for a given size and number, teeth cut on

an internal ring are stronger than those cut on an equivalent

external wheel.

Use of smaller components giyes lower pitch line veloci-

ties. This accounts for epicyclic gear trains being more

quiet than parallel shaft gear trains. Having more teeth in

mesh, not shifting the load so abruptly, also reduces the

noise level.

Generally, single-stage epicyclic gear trains are more

efficient than equivalent parallel shaft gear trains because

power losses occurring through tooth friction and bearing

losses are reduced. Tooth friction losses are approximately

proportional to the tooth load and the pitch line velocities.

With smaller tooth loads and slower pitch line ve!ocities,

the friction loss in epicyclic gears is less than parallel

shaft gears running at the same rotational speed with the

same load. Bearing losses are dependent on bearing size,
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which are smaller on epicyclic gears since no tooth reaction

loads are carried.

Epicyclic gear systems have a long history of industrial

use. As early as 1781, James Watt patented a sun and planet

gear arrangement used in one of his early engines. However,

advances in internal gear manufacturing did not parallel

those in external gears, limiting the development of epicy-

clic gear trains. As industrial applications required

transmissions with higher power ratings, the performance of

epicyclic gear systems became poorer at higher loads since

load equalization among the planet gears was not realized due

to poor manufacturing and assembly techniques.

However, the compact layout and inline arrangement found

favor with the early automobile designers. Weight and size

became important considerations since thepower source and

transmission were no longer stationary objects, but an

integral part of the moving machine. Dr. F. W. Lanchester is

generally credited with being the first to use epicyclic

gears in automotive applications with the annulus of the

first stage used as the planet carrier of the second stage to

form a compound planetary transmission.

W. G. Stoeckicht adapted epicyclic gears for aircraft

and marine applications. He designed the 3300 HP, 3200 to

1700 RPM gears for the Jumo 222, the largest piston type

aircraft engine developed in Germany. He also designed a

5000 HP, 3770 to 550 RPM marine main propulsion unit, which

had a gear case three feet in diameter, 2 1/2 feet long, and



whose total weight was less than one ton.

Presently, planetary gears are frequently used as main

reduction gears in propulsion gas turbines for merchant

ships. They are widely used in rotor drive gearboxes for

helicopter aircraft. In lower horsepower applications, high

ratio planetary systems are combined with hydrostatic drives

to produce wheel drives for agricultura! and off-highway

equipment.

In an attempt to save weight and material and obtain

better load sharing, current gear train designs are increas-

ingly incorporating lighter, more flexible structures. As a

result, at higher tooth-meshing frequencies, the dynamic

behavior of the gears becomes of increasing interest because

of its affect on gearbox noise and life and power rating of

the transmission.

Efforts have been made to determine the instantaneous

loads on the gear teeth, but few have examined the influence

of the entire gear train on the dynamic loads. Most models

used to date did not account for non-conjugate gear action

caused by the deflection of teeth and other elements under

load, or by inherent errors caused by gear manufacturing and

assembly. Also, most models did notconsider changes in the

load sharing among planets when the number of engaged gear

teeth at each planet change. Accurate modeling of the

sun/planet and planet/ring tooth engagements directly affects

the determination of the instantaneous load.

In addition to the tooth engagement variations, the
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dynamic loading on the gear teeth is dependent upon the

interaction of the components that make up the gear train and

the load transmitted by the gear train. Previous investi-

gators, for the most part, have not considered load

variations which normally occur because of the elastic nature

of the gear train elements. Usually the analysis is made

considering constant torques applied to the input member,

constant velocity ratios maintained between meshing gears,

and a constant torque withdrawn from the output member.

More recently, large-scale digital computer programs

have made it possible to investigate gear tooth interactions

to permit a more realistic model for the epicyclic gear

train. This would allow the study of dynamic loading by

considering tooth engagement which is affected by character-

istics of the gears in mesh, such as errors, tooth stiffnes-

ses, masses of the gears and contact ratios. Also to be

considered would be the influence of the gear train composed

of connecting shafts, gears, bearing supports, couplings, and

torque inputs.

It is the purpose of this investigation to develop a

more comprehensive mode! which considers the affect of tooth

engagement and system parameters. This model will be used to

improve the current analytical methods for determining the

instantaneous loads to which gear teeth are subjected. Since

planetary gear systems are most commonly used, and techniques

exist to determine equivalent planetary gear trains, a

comprehensive method for analyzing the static and dynamic



loading in a planetary gear train will be developed using a

variable-variable mesh stiffness (VVMS) model for external

and internal gear teeth. No current technique uses a non-

linear tooth mesh stiffness in determining planet load

sharing, nor have any investigations been undertaken

examining the effect of the phase relationships of the VVMS

on the dynamic behavior of the gears. Consequently, this

work extends the scope of engineering analysis of epicyclic

gearing. The analysis is applicable toward either involute

or modified spur gearing.
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CHAPTER II

LITERATURE REVIEW

Since the planetary gear train (PGT) is an assembly of

both external and internal spur gears, this literature review

relies on information for PGT's as well as its individual

components in showing the progress and current status of

epicyclic gearing. Investigation into the action of the

separate elements must be made in order to better understand

the behavior of the entire system. Consequently, information

is presented chronologically, and in separate sections, for

external/internal spur gears and PGT's, respectively.

2.1 Spur Gears

A major factor in the design of spur gears is the power

that must be transmitted from the primemover to the load.

The force that is transmitted becomes important in designing

for gear tooth beam strength, contact stress and scoring

factor. Dynamic effects must be considered since the load is

being transmitted by an elastic medium, i.e., deflected gear

teeth. Consequently, the _nstantaneous load to which the

engaged gear teeth are subjected is generally higher than the

nominal statically calculated load.

During the late 1920's and early 1930's, the American

Society of Mechanica! Engineers Research Committee investi-
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gated dynamic loading of gear teeth. Lewis and Buckingham

conducted tests to determine the effects of operating speed

and manufacturing errors in the involute tooth profile.

Their report presented a method to evaluate the dynamic load

increment due to gear train dynamics and tooth error. These

studies presented a dynamic load solution more commonly known

as Buckingham's Equation's [i]*

Tuplin [2] used an equivalent spring-mass system

representing the gears in mesh to determine the dynamic loads

in gear teeth. The mass was determined from equivalent

masses of the gears concentrated at the pitch circles. The

spring stiffness was determined from the static load-

deflection of two contacting teeth. It was considered

constant and linear. He felt that dynamic loads occured from

the passage of "thick" teeth through the meshing zone. The

excess width impressed a displacement upon the mesh spring,

introducing dynamic effects. Tuplin investigated different

shapes of excitation, i.e., profile errors, and concluded

that the shape of excitation had little effect on his

resuits.

His calculated load increment was independent of the

average transmitted load and was inversely proportional to

the pitch-line velocity. Also, his equations did not account

for system damping nor multiple tooth contact. In general,

Tuplin's analysis can be considered as using a constant

equivalent mesh stiffness.

* Numbers in brackets refer to bibliography
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Bollinger [3] was one of the first to consider the tooth

stiffness as a periodic function. Discontinuities in the

effective stiffness between gear pairs resulted from the

change from single to double tooth contact and the change

back from double to single tooth contact. Results of his

study correlated the experimental and analytical work very

well.

This technique can be defined as a fixed-variable gear

mesh stiffness model (FVMS). Although it is an improvement

over the constant mesh stiffness model, the simplifications

used in the model can be generalized as:

a. It does not account for irregular sharing of the
load between simultaneously engaged tooth pairs.
Therefore, analysis is limited to contact ratios
below 2.0.

b. Gear tooth errors have negligible effect or none on
mesh stiffness. This implies for a given load, a
gear with errors will have an equivalent mesh
stiffness as the same gear without errors.

c. Contact is assumed to occur only on the line of
action.

d. The contact ratio and/or mesh stiffness is not
affected by pre-mature or post-mature contact
caused by deflection of the gear teeth under load.

e. The mesh stiffness has a fixed functional relation
to the displacement of the gear.

In an effort to determine tooth mesh stiffnesses,

investigations have been made to determine gear tooth deflec-

tions as a function of the point of load of application.

Weber [4] used the strain energy technique along with the

actual shape of the tooth profile in his deflection
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analysis. Normal, shear, and bending energy in the tooth and

its foundation was considered to the tooth deflection.

Hertzian deformation was calculated using the tooth profile

radii of curvature as equivalent cylinders. Attia [5]

expanded Weber's model by including circumferential deforma-

tion of the gear rim and the deflection of a tooth under the

effect of loaded neighboring teeth.

Kasuba and Evans [6] used a large scale digitized

approach to calculate directly the gear mesh stiffness of two

external spur gears as a function of transmitted load, gear

profile errors, gear tooth deflections, gear hub deforma-

tions, and position of tooth contact and the number of tooth

pairs in contact. By introducing these aspects, the

calculated gear mesh stiffness (Fig. 2) was defined as being

a variable-variable mesh stiffness (VVMS). The VVMS model

has the following properties:

a. It simulates the gear system by including the
elastic effects of the entire system and not just
the gears.

b. The stiffness of the gear teeth is considered a
function of the position of contact.

c. It allows for multiple tooth contact by examining
each pair of teeth that are in and close to the
theoretical contact zone.

d. The gear tooth profiles are defined with errors to
simulate tooth profile errors found in manufacture.

e. It allows for backlash in the gears.

The actual load sharing and deflection are calculated

for discrete positions within an established mesh arc. For
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Z

Gear mesh stiffness cycle

Tooth pair mesh stiffness cycle

ANGLE OF ROTATION (degrees)

Point A - Reference tooth pair enters contact zone

Point B - Preceding tooth pair exits contact zone

Point C - Following tooth pair enters contact zone

Point D - Reference tooth pair exits contact zone

Figure 2 - Variable-Variable Mesh Stiffness
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any position i, the calculated kth gear tooth pair stiffness

KP(k)i, combined mesh stiffness KGi, and load sharing

incorporate the effects due to profile errors, profile

modifications, and tooth deflections. The individual gear

pair stiffness then is

KP(k) i = Q(k)i/_(k) i (2.1)

where: Q(k)i = gear pair static tooth load

_(k)i = tooth deflection due to bending,
compression, and shear forces; and
total hub deformation

If the effective errors prevent contact, KP(k)i = O.

The mesh stiffness at the ith position is the sum of the

gear tooth pair stiffnesses for all pairs in contact at

position i,

KGi = £KP(k)i • (2.2)

The concept of the VVMS was further expanded by

introducing an iterative procedure to calculate the VVMS by

solving the statically indeterminate problem of multi-pair

contacts, changes in the contact ratio, and mesh deflections.

The results of the VVMS model showed that:

a. The maximum instantaneous load occurred immediately
after a change in the number of teeth in contact.

b. Dynamic load factors decrease with increasing
average transmitted load between gears.

c. Dynamic load factors vary with the speed of
operation of the system and closeness to the
resonances of the system.
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d. The gear system can be tuned through the use of
torsionally flexible gear bodies/hubs/rims to
reduce dynamic load factors.

e. Dynamic load factors are reduced when the contact
ratio is increased.

f. Dynamic load factors are reduced when the system
damping is increased.

Pintz [7] used a similar technique for developing the

VVMS for an internal-external gear mesh. This was used to

determine the dynamic loads experienced in an interna! gear

drive. Pintz's model used an internal ring gear which was

radially supported and driven by an externally tooth gear.

He stated that the VVMS model was appropriate in light of the

"very high contact ratios" encountered with internal gear

drives. Use of the VVMS allowed investigation into problems

unique to internal gears such as ring gear deflections. He

examined the effect of ring deflections on the gear mesh, and

found considerable missing and backhitting of the gear teeth

similar to the performance of gears with sinusoidal profile

errors. Also, larger dynamic load factors were found with an

increase in radial deflection.

The work of Kasuba and Pintz represents the most

effective way to date of determining the discontinuous,

non-constant, gear mesh stiffness.

2.2 Epicyclic Gears

Epicyclic gears have been used as early as the 170O's.

However, the first recorded attempt to apply engineering

analysis was made in the very late 18OO's. Lanchester [8]
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recognized the need for "precision in workmanship" to achieve

optimum performance from the planetary gear train by equal

load distribution among the planet gears. He found that the

working clearance for a three planet system allowed the

planets to find an equilibrium postion such that the load was

evenly distributed among the planets. But for a four pinion

combination assembled with the highest degree of accuracy

possible, it was found that the load was not quite so evenly

distributed among the four planets.

Wilson [9] was able to show that his three speed

epicyclic gearbox achieved an efficiency of 99.25%, which was

a marked improvement over existing parallel shaft, sliding-

gear transmissions. He attributed this to reduced oil

churning in the transmission. The centripetal force of the

rotating components forced out any surplus oil, leaving just

the necessary Qil film to lubricate the gears.

Love [iO] described a two stage design process for

epicyclic gearing. The first is the determination of

relative dimensions based on gear ratios required and the

physical constraints imposed by assembling an epicyclic gear

such that the planets are symmetrically placed about the sun.

The second stage is the determination of absolute dimension

based on considerations of power to be transmitted, running

speeds, and the strength of available material of construc-

tion.

Seager [ii] proposed an approximately theoretical

analysis of loading in a simple planetary gear system for
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both centered and non-centered (floating) gears. His

analysis assumed errors in the planet positioning and planet

tooth thickness, and a constant combined tooth stiffness

independent of meshing position. Inertia forces were

neglected, limiting the theory to low speed behavior with

minimal dynamic effects. Based on the equilibrium conditions

about the sun gear and compatible displacements among the

planet gears, Seager developed a set of equations to

determine load sharing among the planet gears. It was shown

that for three planets with a floating sun gear, the total

load is shared equally among the three planets, irrespective

of the distribution of errors. However, it was found if the

number of planets was greater than three, the load was no

longer divided equally among the planets. Furthermore, the

maximum planet load depended on whether the planet lagged or

lead its ideal position.

Imwalle [12] classified designs to achieve load equali-

zation among planets in two systems, statically indeterminate

and statically determinate. Statically indeterminate systems

are ones which rely on precise tolerances of the manufactured

componests to minimize load imbalances. These systems do not

lend themselves to rigorous mathematical analysis. Statical-

ly determinate systems accomplish load equalization by

introducing additional degrees of freedom into the system.

This is done by the use of floating members or by allowing

rigidly connected members to adjust their position to

provide equalizing action (Fig. 3). Imwalle also developed a
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1 - Sun gear
2 - Ring gear
3 - Planet gears
4 - Eccentric pivots
5 - Arms
6 - Rollers
7 - Maltese-cross-type

equalizing member

Figure 3 - PGT with Floating Members
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method for comparing different load equalization systems from

kinematical and dynamic considerations. He assumed the total

dynamic force to be the sum of two components,

Fd = Fd' + Fd", (2.3)

where Fd' = Dynamic force independent of load
equalization system and used to
analyze non-uniform rotary motion of
the principle parts.

Fd" = Dynamic force dependent upon the type
of equalization system and its masses.

The Fd" component can be used as a design parameter to

evaluate the effect of the system on the total dynamic force.

In general, the lowest value of the dynamic force for a given

system provides the best load equaliztion. Imwalle's

analysis assumes the planetary gears are undamped and

neglects the mesh stiffness and ring gear flexibility.

Consequently, the analysis does not account for vibratory

phenomena in the gear train.

Seager [13], noting that even with high quality gears,

vibration and excessive noise is experienced; tried other

means to reduce vibration in epicyclic gearing. He showed

that some potentially troublesome harmonic components can be

neutralized by suitable choice of tooth numbers. Seager

stated that the primary source of tooth excitation is static

transmission error, whose fundamental frequency is the mesh

frequency. The possibility of neutralizing excitation by the

teeth in epicyclic gearing comes from the fact that, in

general, the planets are at different phases of the tooth
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meshing cycle. When the torsional and transverse modes are

effectively de-coupled, the conditions for neutralizing the

components of excitation are:

Z--_s _ integer (torsional modes) (2.4)n

ZS+I _' integer (transverse modes) (2.5)n

where: Zs = Number of teeth, sun gear

n = Number of planets

These conditions can be satisfied provided that the number of

planets is greater than three, and are only valid if all the

planets are identical and there are no errors in their

position.

Cunliffe and Welbourne [14] built and tested a single

stage epicyclic gear train in order to see whether agreement

could be obtained between the model of it, and dynamic force

measurements make on the gear. Their model had 13 degrees of

freedom and simulated a star gear system with a stationary

carrier and rotating annulus. Their experimental results

show that except for very highly loaded, very accurately made

gears, uniform load sharing cannot be expected even under

quasi-static conditions, i.e., tooth mesh frequencies below

the overall fundamental frequency. Load distribution below

the fundamental frequency can be improved by reducing any of

the component stiffnessess. Above the fundamental frequency,
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the system behaves dynamically. The general results imply

the possibility of dynamic tooth loads of three or four times

mean tooth loads at low frequency resonances, and up to four

to six times for high frequency resonances. The thirteen

mode shapes obtained with the model were classified as to !ow

or high frequency modes. The seven low frequency modes were

strongly influenced by support stiffness in their dynamic

behavior. Maximum tooth load could be varied by altering

planet pin stiffness to the mesh stiffness ratio. The six

high frequency modes were little affected by planet pin

stiffness. They were, however, critically dependent both on

tooth contact stiffness and accuracy of manufacture. The

excitation of particular modes could be reduced by the

appropriate choice of symmetrical or asymmetrical meshing of

the planets through selection of tooth numbers in the gear.

In their investigation of noise generated by planetary

ring gears in helicopter aircraft transmissions, Chiang and

Badgley [15] studied the mechanism by which gear meshes

generate vibrations. These vibrations, which result from the

deviation from uniform gear rotation, are one of the major

causes of gearbox noise. Using known dynamic forces as

inputs in a forced vibration analysis, Chiang and Badgley

were able to determine ring gear vibration mode shapes and

amplitudes. These parameters were used to measure the

effectiveness of design modifications in reducing vibration

amplitudes and decreasing dynamic forces in the gear train.

Their analysis also took into account the phase relationships
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of the dynamic forces on each planetary gear. That is, when

one of the planet gears reaches its peak dynamic force, the

remaining planet gears are at intermediate forces below the

peak value. They concluded that structural modification to

the ring gear to separate natural frequencies from multiples

of lower mesh frequency would be most beneficial from the

standpoint of ring gear vibrations.

Tucker [16] studied the effects of flexible ring gears

in epicyclic gear trains. He concluded that rings with

internal gear teeth have substantially different deflection

characteristics than discs with external gear teeth that will

affect the gear train performance. The greater resilience of

the ring gears, results in greater deflections in the

internal teeth than the external teeth, which have a more

rigid support. These deflections in turn, affect the tooth

stiffness, which is a major factor in determining the dynamic

loads on the teeth. The dynamic load increment, which would

be added to the transmitted load, would be:

kre

Wd = LFkrt2+II4M ½ (2.5)

where: Wd = Dynamic load

kr = Effective tooth stiffness on ring gear

e = Effective tooth spacing error

t = Tooth contact time

M = Equivalent mass of two mating gears
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The effective stiffness of the ring gear tooth is:

W
t

kr = (2.7)

_ +A'

where: Wt = Tangential load on tooth

A = Lateral displacement away form mating tooth
due to radial deflection

4' = Lateral displacement away from mating tooth
due to bending moment

Tucker observed that the flexibility of the ring is so

much greater than the tooth that the ring spring rate governs

the dynamic load increment of the tooth. Therefore, at high

speeds, a ring gear generates much lower dynamic loads than

an external gear with equivalent tooth errors.

Tucker felt an important consideration during the design

phase of an eqicyclic gear set was the calculation of the

natural frequencies of the ring gear. These frequencies may

be excited by forcing functions generated during the

operation of the gear set and result in fatigue failures.

The forcing functions which can generate such frequencies

are, in ascending order:

a. Ring gear teeth spacing errors

b. Planet gear teeth spacing errors

c. Oval ring gear

d. Ova! planet gear

e. Sun gear tooth errors
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f. Oval sun gear

g. Tooth meshing frequency

A frequency interference (Campbell) diagram should be

drawn to determine operating speeds where resonance could be

expected, since the variation of the forcing functions is a

linear function of the input gear speed (Fig. 4). If a

forcing function frequency is coincident or close to a ring

natural frequency, the ring thickness should be changed to

avoid problems.

Nakahara, Takahasi, and Makuso [17] examined the

practice of using an intermediate ring between the planet

gear and planet gear pin to improve load sharing among

planets. They point out that a floating sun gear is not very

effective in equalizing planet loads if the system has four

or more planets. Flexible ring gears cannot often be used to

offset errors because resonance conditions may occur due to

the decrease of natural frequencies. However, inserting an

intermediate ring (IR) between the planet gear and its

spindle has been used successfully to eliminate the influence

of relatively large errors on the load distribution among

planets. In general, the effectiveness of the intermediate

rings is due to increasing the compliance related with the

distance between the planet gear and spindle center inde-

pendently of the other planet loads. Two different types of

intermediate rings are used, depending on the application

(Fig. 5).

Figure 5a is used for the case of relatively low speed

/ / i J
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1 - Sun gear
2 - Planet gear
3 - Intermediate ring
4 - Planet gear spindle
5 - Ring gear

Figure 5a - Low Speed Intermediate Ring Structure
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and high torque. Here the IR can rotate at almost the same

angular velocity as the planet gear without help of forced

driving. The IR serves to distribute the planet load to pin

roller bearing over a wider arc while maintaining a

concentrated load on the ring gear. The resulting elastic

deflections of the ring gear then act to offset the system

errors. The reduced Hertzian contact stress also helps to

prolong bearing life.

Figure 5b is used for the case of high power, high speed

applications, such as marine engine transmissions. In this

case, it is necessary for the IR to be driven by the sun and

internal gear in order to rotate with the planet. The ring

is called a "floating" intermediate ring because it floats on

an oil film between the planet gear and spindle. The

relatively thick oil film in the clearance improves the

compliance of the planet. With high centripetal forces due

to high carrier angular velocities, the lubrication film also

increases the damping characteristics significantly.

Botman [18] evaluated the various vibration modes of a

single stage planetary gear in order to predict the gear

tooth loads. Figure 6 shows the dynamic model for only one

planet. Each component has three rigid body degrees of

freedom. The planets are symmetrically spaced about the sun

and attached to the carrier by means of two equal springs

attached in two perpendicular directions. The total number

of degrees of freedon was 9+3n, where n is the number of

planets. The tooth mesh stiffnesses were assumed to be
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1 - Sun gear
2 - Planet gear

3 - Intermediate ring
4 - Planet gear spindle
5 - Ring gear

Figure 5b - High Speed Intermediate Ring Structure
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Figure 6 - Botman's Dynamic Mode! (One Planet Sho_,)
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constant. The equations of motion in the most general form

are:

[M] {q} + [C] {q} + [K] {q} = {F} (2.8)

where q represents the generalized coordinates, and M, C, and

K are the inertia, damping, and stiffness matrices,

respectively, for the components.

Vibration modes obtained for free vibrations with a non-

rotating carrier were categorized into two groups,

axisymmetric or non-axisymmetric. In the axisymmetric, or

rotational, modes, all the planets perform the same motion

with respect to the sun, and the other components have only

rotational vibration. There were six such modes. The

remaining twelve modes were non-axisymmetric. The planets

did not all perform the same motion and at least some of the

other components had lateral motion. The effect of carrier

rotation on natural frequency was found to be small. The

maximum effect was a reduction in the natural frequency of

the lowest mode of about 8 percent at design speed.

Only the natural frequencies corresponding to the six

rotational modes were found. Hence, Botman concluded that

the lateral modes are suppressed by carrier motion. He also

felt that the dominance of rotational modes suggested it was

more meaningful to measure accelerations of the ring gear in

the tangential, rather than radial direction. Since gear

mesh frequencies tend to be high, the high frequency rota-

tional modes were found to be the significant contributing
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factor in the dynamic tooth loads. Influence of torsional

input or output shafts would occur only if components also

had a high natural frequency.

Hidaka, et al. [19, 20, 21, 22, 23], did a comprehensive

study of the dynamic behavior of planetary gears. Using a

Stoeckicht Type 2K-H, single stage planetary gear system with

spur gears, Hidaka performed experimental studies to

determine its dynamic behavior and how it is influenced by

the operational characteristics of the planetary gear train,

such as operational load, variation of torque, vibration

characteristics of the system, and errors of manufacture and

assembly. In conjunction with the experimental results,

Hidaka attempted, analytically, to calculate the load distri-

bution among planets, displacement of floating members, and

dynamic tooth loads.

Hidaka first studied the problem of load distribution

among the planets. The Stoeckicht planetary gear train used

had both a floating sun and ring gear to eliminate the

influence of manufacturing errors. Fillet strains were

measured 30 times during the interval of one synchronous

position to the next of the gear train. Tooth loads were

then measured from these fillet strains. The dynamic load

was defined as the ratio of dynamic fillet strain to static

fillet strain. The load distribution among the planets was

then found from the distribution of fillet strains on the sun

gear teeth. In order to estimate the load distribution and

dynamic tooth load from the measured fillet strains, Hidaka
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calculated the mean dynamic load factors and the standard

deviation through one Isynchronous interval. A coefficient of

variation was defined as the ratio of standard deviation to

the mean value. It was found that for slow input speeds, the

load was equally distributed among the three planets. For

higher input speeds, the mean load distribution remained

nearly equal for the planets. However, the sun gear teeth

experienced increased dynamic loading with increased input

speed. Hidaka concluded that this variation in dynamic load

was largely due to torque variation. It also meant that the

dynamic tooth load could not be predicted just from the mean

load distribution and the mean dynamic load; the coefficient

of variation for each of these parameters must also be

calculated. Using the mean tooth loads and the coefficient

of variation from the mean of those loads, Hidaka derived

equations for both the dynamic tooth load and the load

distribution among the planets.

Hidaka found that the dynamic tooth load and the load

distribution among planets is closely related with the

displacements of the sun and ring gear. He found that in the

low speed region, displacement of the sun gear served to

equalize the planet loading. The sun gear moved on the locus

fixed by the influences of the random errors of manufacture

and assembly and the elastic deformation of the components.

At higher speeds, the amplitude of the displacement of the

sun gear increased and its motion became more circular.

Generally, the periodicity of the sun gear displacement was
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comprised of the following three components:

a. A component of frequency coinciding with the mesh
frequency, representing the stiffness function.

b. A component of frequency coinciding with the
frequency of revolution of the input shaft,
representing run-out errors.

c. A component of frequency coinciding with the
frequency of revolution times the number of
planets, representing errors of assembly and
deformation of the ring gear.

As the sun motion became more circular, the coefficient

of variation for the dynamic load factor and the coefficient

of variation for the load distribution rate both increased

drastically. The larger displacements of the sun gear

affected the meshing conditions between the sun gear and the

planets so that dynamic loads were now being introduced on

the gear teeth. Also, at higher speeds, resonance occured in

the ring gear if the mesh frequency of the planet/ring

approached the natural frequency of the ring.

Hidaka examined ring gear static displacements with

finite elements to derive approxiamte equations for the

calculation of deflections of internal gear teeth. The total

deflection of the internal gear tooth was obtained by super-

imposing the deflections resulting from the bending moment,

shearing force, and inclination at the root of the tooth upon

half the deformation resulting from Hertzian contact. The

deflection of a loaded tooth causes the adjacent non-loaded

tooth to decrease the relative approach distance between

teeth. Consequently, premature contact occurs and the
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contact ratio is increased. Hidaka later determined that

having a ring gear too thin produces the undesirable result

of tip interference with an approaching tooth due to tooth

deformation. He also found that except at resonance, the

influence of the rim thickness of a ring gear on the dynamic

tooth load is small.

Hidaka developed a dynamic model based on the charac-

teristics obtained from the experimental results. Important

assumptions made were:

a. Planet gear shafts were very stiff and deflection
of these shafts due to the centripetal force of the
carrier rotation were neglected.

b. Translation of the ring gear was negligible.

c. Sun gear displacement was restricted to planar
motion, i.e., it did not wobble.

d. Tooth stiffnesses of the sun/planet and planet/ring
meshes were assumed to be constant.

The rotating inertia and the torsional stiffness in the

planetary gear train were transformed into the equivalent

mass and stiffness along the line of action. The angular

displacements of each component were then also transformed

into linear displacements in the direction of the line of

action. The equivalent masses moved up and down corre-

sponding to the direction of the line of action, but did not

wobble. Since it is possible for the planet gears to rotate

freely about their shaft, the planet gears were treated as

behaving like seesaws. The driving and load elements,

respectively, were connected by flexible shafts to the sun
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and ring gear.

The differential equations were set up by summing the

forces on the elements and solved by means of the CSMP

simulation program for continuous systems. The integration

period was taken as ten revolution of the sun gear (140

pitches) and the dynamic tooth loads were calculated during

30 pitches.

Hidaka concluded that the calculated results satisfacto-

rily agreed with the measured ones. Calculations of the

dynamic load factors were found to be low at the higher

speeds. Hidaka felt this was due to the fact that the main

cause of the variation of the dynamic load was tooth errors

and the tooth stiffness varying once per pitch; something he

was not able to duplicate by assuming a constant average mesh

stiffness. Calculations of the load distribution rates and

variation showed tendencies similar to those of the measured

values, but again the measured load variations were higher in

the high speed range. Hidaka concluded that this implied

that load unbalances caused by runout errors could be

compensated by a floating sun gear. However, with increasing

speeds, as the sun gear assumed a circular motion, the

effects of tooth profile error and stiffness variation

increasingly become prevalent factors in the dynamic loading.

Jarchow and Vonderschmidt (24) developed a model with

three planet gears taking into account manufacturing and

tooth errors and tooth stiffness variations which cause

vibrations with subsequent inner dynamic tooth forces. A
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system of coupled, non-homogenous, non-linear differential

equations of motion wereused to find the tooth forces in the

planetary gears. Their study investigated the influence of

transmitted load and input speed on the effective dynamic

tooth force. Three configurations were evaluated:

a. All coaxial elements fixed

b. Sun gear allowed to float

c. Carrier allowed to float

Two parameters were defined in the load calculations:

a. Planet gear load distribution factor, K_,, which
takes into account the non-uniform load distribu-
tion on the individual planets (Ky = i.O for ideal
load distribution).

b. Dynamic load factor K_), which considers the
additional dynamic tooth forces.

It was found that for case a, the load distribution

factor decreased with an increase of load, implying influence

of manufacturing errors relative to static load decreased

with increasing load. For cases b and c, Ky was independent

of the transmitted load.

The product, KyK_, was defined to be the !oad magnifica-

tion factor. Generally, it decreased with an increase of

load. Case a had the highest load magnification factor,

while Case c had the lowest. Jarchow's experimental work

corroborated these findings. It was found that KyKuincreased

strongly with the increase of sun gear speed. One reason

given was that the entry and exiting impulses increase with
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the increased speed. Again, Case a and Case c had the

highest and lowest load magnification factors, respectively.
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CHAPTER III

ANALYTICAL INVESTIGATION

3.1 Problem Formulation

A complete analysis of the dynamic loading of a

planetary gear train (PGT) is difficult even under ideal

geometry conditions because of the non-singular engagement

conditions at each sun/planet and planet/ring mesh. Addi-

tional difficulties arise because of variations in the !oad

transmitted by the PGT. These variations are primarily

caused by discontinuities in the mesh stiffness resulting

from the continuous changing, depending on the contact ratio,

from n to n+l tooth contact and back to n tooth contact.

Dynamic effects are introduced as the transmitted load is

periodically shared between n and n+l teeth. Further

complications are introduced by transmission errors caused by

gear manufacturing errors. A thin tooth or a pit in the

profile may temporarily prevent or interrupt contact and

cause sudden disengagement and subsequent clashing between

teeth. The nonlinearity of the mesh stiffness is also

greatly affected by the magnitude of the transmitted load.

In some instances, with a large enough load, the compliance

of the teeth is great enough so that the magnitude of the

elastic deflection is greater than the manufacturing error,

restoring any interrupted contact.
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Since the variable mesh stiffness for any two gears

produces parametric excitation, a PGT system with n planets

will have 2n variable mesh stiffnesses influencing the system

dynamic behavior.. Figure 7 shows a three planet PGT with

input torque at the sun gear. Although the three planets are

spaced symmetrically around the sun gear, the contact points,

and therefore the mesh stiffness, vary at each engaged gear

pair. Consequently, a phase relationship can be established

for the mesh stiffnesses and the dynamic forces (Fig. 8).

Physically, this phase variation is dependent on the oosition

of the planet gears. Also, for a system with multiple

degrees of freedom, instead of having well defined critical

speeds, regions of critical speed occur within which large

vibrations may occur [25].

In addition to the ring and mesh stiffness affecting the

dynamic behavior, the sun support stiffness must also be

considered. As pointed out in the literature survey, a

common technique for improving load sharing among planets, is

to allow the sun gear to translate and find a position of

equilibrium loading. The magnitude of the sun motion will

then be dependent on the force imbalance. At high input

speeds, the dynamic effects of the sun's translation may

become appreciable. This would be especially true if a

forcing frequency occured near a basic mode of excitation

frequency.

The non-linearities in the geared system give rise to

instantaneous load fluctuations between gear teeth despite
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Figure 7 - Three Planet PGT
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apparently constant load conditions. Furthermore, the

magnitude and duration of these fluctuations is influenced by

the physical characteristics of the geared system. This

would include the masses and stiffnesses of the components as

well as damping and the proximity of natural frequencies with

any of the forcing functions. Having stated the problem,

this author feels that adequate mathematica! tools and

numerical techniques exist for their solution. The task

remains to develop a mathematical model that accurately

describes the physica! system and provides meaningful

results. Not only will new techniques have to be developed

but improvements will be made to existing ones to provide a

more efficient analysis.

3.2 Assumptions

The following assumptions and conventions are used to

make the analysis manageable while maintaining a realistic

model :

a. For static equilibrium conditions, two torque bal-

ances must be maintained:

i. Collectively, the sun gear mesh forces must

create a torque equivalent to the input
to rqu e.

ii. The sum of the torques acting on each
planet must be zero.

b. Since there is no net torque acting on the planet,

there is no net planet hub deformation. Therefore,

sun/planet and planet/ring deflections occur, and
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may be treated, independently.

c. The analysis will be limited to a single planetary

gear stage and to vibrations in its plane. Vibra-

tions out of the plane of the gear stage are assumed

negligible. This assumption is reasonable when

tooth loads are confined to one plane, as they are

in the spur gears being considered.

d. The differential equations of motion are expressed

along the actual, rather than the theoretical line

of action. This allows for evaluation of non-

conjugate gear action due to transmission error.

e. The dynamic behavior of the PGT will be investigated

through several complete engagement or mesh cycles

to insure steady-state operating conditions.

f. The load-deflection behavior of the tooth pairs in

mesh can be represented by a single non-linear

spring. The gear mesh stiffness is determined as a

function of transmitted load, gear tooth profile

errors, and gear tooth and hub deformations. The

component of dynamic transmitted load due to the

spring force is proportional to the relative dis-

placements of two gears along the instantaneous line

of action.

g. Gear errors within a component are periodic and non-

singular. Tooth deflections are localized and
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centerline positions of gear teeth non-adjacent to

loaded teeth remain rigidly fixed. As a tooth is

being unloaded it regains its original shape and

regains its rigid body position as the tooth

immediately preceding it becomes unloaded.

h. Damping in each gear mesh due to lubrication is

represented by a single dashpot assuming Newtonian

damping. A constant damping coefficent of _ = O.i is

chosen [26]. The critical damping ratio is defined

as a function of the total effective mass and

instantaneous stiffness. The component of the

dynamic transmitted load due to viscous damping is

proportional to the relative velocities of two gears

a!ong the instantaneous line of action.

i. The presence of backlash may lead to tooth separa-

tion under certain operating conditions. As such,

the differential equations of motion must consider a

period of no transmitted load before the contact is

restored.

j. In order to isolate the vibratory phenomena within

the gear train and minimize externa! influences, the

input and output shafts are made very stiff tor-

sionally. Masses of the driver and load are also

much greater than that of any of the gears.

k. Displacement of the sun gear caused by allowing it
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to float is restricted to planar motion, i.e., it

does not wobble.

3.3 Method of Solution

The purpose of this investigation is to develop static

and dynamic load analysis techniques for a planetary gear

train. The methods presented in the literature review serve

as the basis for the development of the analysis. The

investigation is divided into static and dynamic sections,

with the static results used as a baseline for comparison

with the dynamic results. The determination of static load

sharing among the planets will be used as the starting point.

An important task is the development of the mathematical

model of the PGT. This allows continuous tracking of the

individua! gear components, the forcing function, i.e.,

driving torque, and the load. An accurate determination of

the position of the elements is critical since the mesh

stiffnesses will be considered as functions of gear

displacement. The model also takes into consideration:

a. Floating or fixed sun gear

b. Gear quality

c. Positioning errors of components

For a PGT with n planets, the mathematical model has n+4

masses and, depending on the fixity of the gears, up to n+6

degrees of freedom. The model is used to determine the

extent of the dynamic load increment and its dependence on
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component stiffness, input speed, transmitted load, and

planet load sharing. It is also used to study the sun gear

motion to determine how tooth profile errors affect the

sun/planet mesh, and the effect of the sun's trans'_'erse

motion on planet load sharing. This model has been

incorporated into a set of computer programs so that the

static and dynamic behavior of the individua! components, as

well as that of the complete gear train, can be examined.

The programs have been developed for use on a mini-

computer system such as the Hewlett Packard HP-IOOO at

Cleveland State University (CSU). They are incorporated into

a computer-aided-design package that will be comprised of the

analyses programs as well as menu-driven, interactive pre-

and post- pro_essors. This design package will enable the

designer/analyst to evaluate a PGT design during one

relatively short terminal session, instead of the rather

lengthy time involved with a mainframe-supported batch

system. The inter-active pre-processor allows for easy

changes in the input data, while the post-processor offers

the option of either tabular or graphical output for the user

selected results.

The analyses programs themselves were developed keeping

in mind the memory partition limitations of minicomputers.

For example, the CSU mainframe IBM 370/158 has 4 megabytes of

main memory, while the HP-IO00 Model F contains 512K bytes of

main memory. Efficient algorithms were developed as well as

computer techniques, so as not to exceed the limitations of
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the computer. The computer program was used to conduct

parametric studies to determine the effect of manufacturing

errors, tooth profile modifications, and errors damping,

component stiffness, and transmitted torque on dynamic

behavior.

The next three sections of this thesis present a

detailed development of the static and dynamic analysis as

well as a description of the computer program. For reference

purposes, Appendix A explains the techniques used to evaluate

the individual static gear mesh behavior. Appendix B shows

how the methodology developed here can be extended to include

the star and solar type of arrangements of epicyclic gearing.

Appendices C and D contain the computer program listings.

3.4 Static Analysis

As mentioned in the previous section, the strategy for

solution includes investigating the static loading conditions

in preparation for the dynamic analysis. The accurate

determination of the inter-dependence of the components'

variable mesh stiffnesses and planet load sharing is of

critical importance to successfully analyse the dynamic

behavior of the PGT. The tasks of the static analysis

portion of the investigation are:

a. Determine an equivalent gear train with stationary
carrier.

b. Determine phase relationships of al! gear mesh
stiffnesses, including the effects of positioning
errors.

c. Determine a synchronous position as a function of
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the sun gear rotation.

d. Examine sun gear position and planet load sharing as
a function of the sun gear rotation.

In addition, the results of the static analysis must be

stored for use in the dynamic analysis and for printing of

selected portions of this material.

3.4.1 Equivalent Gear Drives

In a PGT, the power circulating within the system

components differs from the actual power being transmitted.

This results from the relative motion of the gears and is

present in some degree in all planetary gear trains.

Radzimovsky [27] described a method by which an equivalent

conventional gear train can be developed in conjunction with

the particular kinematic characteristics of the planetary

system. The equivalent conventional gear train would be one

where the transmitted forces remain the same but the gears

would only rotate about their own center, simplifying the

dynamic analysis.

In the conventional gear train (Fig. 9), the pitch line

velocities of the two gears are the same and the power output

by the driven gear is equal to the power input to that gear.

Figure iO shows the meshing relations in a PGT. The velocity

of engagement of the sun/planet and planet/ring gear is

affected by the relative motion of the planet carrier. For

the planet gears, the velocity of engagement, re, is not

equal to the pitch line velocity, v. If F is the tangential

force acting at the pitch circle of the sun gear, the product
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Figure 9 - Conventional Gear Train
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Fve is not equal to the input power at the driving gear.

The PGT shown schematically in Figure ii has a speed

ratio:

_Dm = --
P _H

(3.1)

dc= _+ 1
dA

where: dc = Diameter ring gear

dA = Diameter sun gear

The value of mp is positive, implying the input and output

shafts rotate in the same direction. To eliminate the effect

of the rotation of the planet gears around the sun, an

angular velocity, -_0H,is added to the entire system. The

angular velocity of the planet carrier goes to O, while the

relative motions of all the gears in the train remain the

same. The planet gears now become idlers and the entire

assembly may be considered as a conventiona! gear train with

fixed axes of rotation (Fig. 12).

No external forces or torques have been applied to the

gear train. Therefore, the tangential forces acting on the

gears of the fixed axes gear train, are identical to those in

the actual PGT. Only the pitch-line velocities of the gears

have been changed. With the pitch-line velocities being

equa! to the ve!ocities of engagement in the PGT, the rela-

tive motion caused by carrier rotation has been eliminated,

while maintaining the same transmitted forces between gears.

The absolute angular velocity of the input gear can be
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calculated as:

!

_A = _A - _°H

m--p (3.2)

The angular velocity of the output shaft now becomes,

al = -- _

(3.3)

d c ,

d A A

with the minus sign denoting opposite rotations.

Note that since the ring gear is always larger than the

sun gear, in Equation 3.1, the value of mp will always be

greater than one. Consequently, the velocities of engagement

of gears in a PGT are less than those in a corresponding

conventional gear train comprised of the same gears having

the same input angular velocity and power. Since the tangen-

tial forces acting on the gears remain the same, the power

developed by a PGT is lower than in a conventional gear

drive. This implies that the dynamic tooth loads and wear,

which are functions of the transmitted force and velocity of

engagement, should be reduced in the PGT.

A kinematic examination of the PGT validates the

equivalent engagement approach. This can be shown by

selecting an arbitrary contact position along the line of

action between the sun gear and a planet gear (Fig. 13). As

the sun rotates through an angle @s' the rotation of the
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output carrier is:

@ = NS
C NR + NS 8s (3.4)

Through the carrier rotation 8c, equal arcs are swept out at

the planet/ring contacting gear pair,

RPCR 8C = -RPCp 8 p. (3.5)

The minus sign is required since the planet and carrier

rotate in opposite directions. The angular displacement of

the planet gear about its own axes is:

RPCR

8p = - RPCp 8c

NR
m m 0

Np c

NRNS

Np(NR + NS) 8S (3.6)

From Fig. 14, the sun/planet contacting gear pair have ad-
!

vanced along the line of action through an angle 8s,due to

the rotation 8S. From equivalent arc lengths,

!

RBCs 8 S = -RBCpSp. (3.7)

Thus,
, RBC p

@S = - RBC-----S@P

N-ZI- NRNS= _ NS Np(NR + NS) 8S
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, NR6 = @
S NR + Ns S

= i _ @s

Due to the carrier rotation, the contact point advance-

ment is retarded along the line of action by the factor

(i - i_I-),the same as derived in Eq. 3.1. Since no external
P

forces have been applied, the analysis of the sun/planet and

planet/ring static and dynamic behavior may be done by

restricting the planet to rotate about its own axis, keeping

the input torque the same, and calculating a new, effective

input angular velocity at the sun gear.

Although this investigation is primarily concerned with

planetary gear drives, thc concept of the equivalent

conventional gear train can be extended to also include the

star and solar gear arrangements. The same principles and

techniques may then be used to evaluate those drives

(Appendix B).

3.4.2.1 Phase Relationships Between Sun/Planet/Ring Mesh

Stiffnesses

As stated in the literature survey, the main sources of

dynamic excitation in geared systems are the variable-

variable mesh stiffness (VVMS) functions and their discon-

tinuities. In both parallel and co-axial shafted spur gear

transmissons, the operational gear mesh stiffness is probably

the single most important element in performing the static

and dynamic analysis. Even in theoretically errorless
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gearing, discontinuities in the mesh stiffness exist caused

by the periodically changing number of teeth in contact. The

only exception to this would be the case where the contact

ratio is a whole number, implying that a gear tooth pair

initiates contact si;nulaneouslyas the preceding tooth pair

is concluding contact. In this _nanner, the number of teeth

in contact would remain constant. Additional discontinuities

are introduced when gear tooth errors exist which interrupt

contact, thus altering the normal gear mesh stiffness charac-

teristics. Increased system compliance and transmitted load

also affect the mesh stiffness by increasing pre- and post-

mature contact and decreasing the effect of gear tooth

errors. An assumption that mesh stiffness values remain

constant, or even that the mesh stiffnesses are equal for the

sun/planet and planet/ring engagements, is completely

unacceptable for realistic analyses of planetary gear trains.

Determination of the mesh stiffness as a function of

fully loaded and deflected gear teeth in both the external-

external and external-internal meshes (Fig. 15) must be

completed before attempting any further analysis. The

methodology used in determining the VVMS is described in

Appendix A. To accurately determine the VVMS, the following

parameters must be considered:

a. Magnitude of transmitted load

b. Gear tooth profile errors

c. Positiortof contact

d. Number of contacting tooth pairs
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Figure 15 - Mesh Stiffness as a Function of Engaged
Gear Tooth Position
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e. Operational contact ratio

f. Gear and hub geometry

In Figure 7, three planet gears are shown symetrically

situated about the sun gear. Although equally spaced, the

planet gears generally do not share identical contact

conditions with each other. This can be explained by

examining the number of teeth on the sun and ring gear,

respectively. If the number of teeth is not evenly divisible

by the number of planets, the planets are not spaced a whole

number of tooth pitches apart. Subsequently, different

contact conditions must exist for each planet. The differ-

ence in contact includes the position of contact on the

meshing teeth as well as the number of teeth in contact. In

fact, it is often clearly desirable to have nonidentical

conditions to minimize the variation of the mesh stiffness

about the sun and planet gears [13,14].

This model can determine the magnitude and phase

relationships of the mesh stiffnesses at all load transfer

points. These relationships will affect both the static and

dynamic behavior of the PGT. For example, in a low speed,

quasi-static operation, the sun gear will move, if allowed,

in a manner such that loading is equally distributed among

the planet gears. The motion of the sun will be governed by

the sun/planet mesh forces and the supporting mesh stiffnes-

ses. Dynamically, the VVMS's phasing directly affects the

excitation in the drive train, especially at the mesh fre-

quency and its higher harmonics.
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Phasing of the VVMS's depends on maintaining a static

equilibrium condition about the sun gear such that the sun

gear mesh forces collectively create a torque equivalent to

the input torque. Also, the sum of the torques acting on

each planet must be zero. This way, the planets experience

no net torque, and the hub deformations on the planet at the

sun/planet and planet/ring meshes remain localized. Planet

gear teeth outside the two contact zones are thus, unaf-

fected.

The phase relationships in the loaded mode between the

individual gear tooth meshes are established by analyzing the

planet positions about the sun gear. These are used to

determine the ith sun/planet and planet/ring mesh stiffnesses

based on the instantaneous angular positions of the sun and

planet, respectively. The first planet is positioned such

that one incoming tooth pair is initiating contact between

the sun and the planet. This position is then used as the

reference point for the remaining planets.

The values of the fully loaded VVMS's for the ith

planet's engagement states are referenced against this

position by:

KSPi(@s) = KSPI(SS+ @Si) (3.9)

KpRi(SP) = KpRI(SP + @Pi + @SR), (3.10)

where: 8S = Instantaneous sun gear position.

Kspi = Sun/planet loaded mesh stiffness as a
function of 8s.
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@Si = Phase angle for the ith sun/planet mesh.

= Instantaneous planet gear position.ep

KpR i = Planet/ring loaded mesh stiffness as a
function of @p.

@Pi = Phase angle for the ith planet/ring mesh.

@SR = Phase angle between the start of contact at
the sun/planet mesh and the start of contact

at the planet/ring mesh.

The plase angles, _Si and _Ri' are based on the spacing of

the planets about the sun gear (Fig.16) and the individual

loaded gear mesh stiffness cycles. These are calculated by:

= 8i . PSITPE (3.11)
_Si 2--n i

= 8i , PSITPI (3.12)

where: 8. _ 2_(i-i)
i 3

PSITPE i = Load sun/planet gear mesh stiffness cycle,
radians.

PSITPI i = Loaded planet/ring gear mesh stiffness
cycle, radians.

The phase angle, _SR' relates the engagement state at the

reference planet between the sun/planet and planet!ring

meshes. The angle is calculated through an iterative process

which considers the theoretical, undeflected contacting gear

teeth positions and then the actual deflected positions.

The first step requires positioning the reference planet

such that an incoming tooth j would be initiating contact at
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Figure 16 - Position Qf Planets about
the Sun Gear
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theoretical, no-load conditions (Fig. 17). The deflected and

undeflected centerline angles of the initiation of gear tooth

contact at the sun/planet and planet/ring engagements have

been previously determined absolutely as detailed in Appendix

A. Since this orientation is done under no-load conditions,

the position of tooth k is also determined. Next, the

position of tooth j is adjusted to reflect the actual, load

conditions (Fig. 18). Since the deflections are assumed to

be localized, the position of tooth k remains fixed.

Finally, the planet is rotated until tooth k has reached the

position of initiating fully loaded contact (Fig. 19).

Concurrently, tooth j has advanced by an amount of _SR

radians, which now becomes the phase angle relating the

contact conditions between the sun/planet and planet/ring

meshes.

Knowing the phase relationships of all the individual

meshes allows the static loading and positioning to be

determined simply as a function of the angular position of

the sun gear. This is an important index as it will allow

the monitoring of the rotation of seven elements and the two-

dimensional translation of the sun gear through one

independent variable. The techniques used in the static

analysis are implemented in the investigation of the dynamic

behavior of the PGT.

3.4.2.2 Incorporating Planet Positionin@ Errors

Any attempted modeling of a physical system must

acknowledge the existence of errors and allow for them in
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anet tooth j

/

Planet tooth k

!

_PR = Angle at start of
undeflected contact

y = =, if TGP is even

TGP
y = _--_-_,if TGP is odd

Figure 17 - Tooth j Initiates No-Load Contact
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Tooth j

Tooth k _

_PR = Angle at start of
deflected contact

Figure 18 - Tooth j Initiates Fully-Loaded Contact
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Tooth j

Tooth k

$SP = Angle at start of
deflected contact

Figure 19 - Tooth k Initiates Fully-Loaded Contact
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their simulation or offer sufficient evidence that these

errors are negligible, their effect is small in comparison

with other disturbances, and therefore, may be omitted.

Significant system errors which may occur through the quality

of manufacturing and assembly of PGT's are:

a. Gear geometry errors

b. Radial positioning errors of planets.

c. Tangential positioning errors of planets

Since manufacturing techniques are inexact, gears do not

possess the ideal involute geometry. Instead, they may have,

to varying degrees, deviations from the true involute,

thickness error, spacing error, or even develop errors such

as pitting after prolonged use. These errors may interrupt

contact, introducing additional dynamic excitations in the

system. In this model, it is not necessary that all the

planets reflect the same gear error. By separately

establishing the mesh stiffness characteristics for each

planet, it is possible to examine the effect on gear errors

on just one planet, rather than identical errors on all n

planets.

Figure 20 shows a planet with tangential, _ T' and

radial,eR, positioning errors. These errors are measured

from the position the planet would occupy if it were properly

located. The magnitude of the combined effect of these

errors can be taken as the eccentricity, e, where:

£ T
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RPCp

RPCR

RPC_ - Pitch circle radius, planet
RPC[ - Pitch circle radius, sun
RPC_ - Pitch circle radius, ring

Fiqure 20 - Tangential and Radial Positioning Errors
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Previous investigators have generally ignored eccentricity

errors since tooth errors are found to have a much greater

effect on dynamic loading [ii, 21]. This investigation will

consider the tangential component since this directly affects

the phasing of the mesh stiffnesses among the components. It

can be easily shown that the effects of the radial component

of the positioning error is indeed small in comparison with

tooth errors.

Investigations by Richardson, Kasuba, and Harris, have

shown that for high quality gears, errors present are

sinusoidal in nature. Thus:

Et = £tmaxSin(_t _ c_) (3.14)

£r = eRsin(Spt - ¥) (3.15)

where: Et = tooth error

£r = radial error

= tooth engagement velocity

8p = angular velocity of gear

e,¥ = phase angles of errors with respect to
correct tooth position

The frequency of tooth error is the same as the tooth

engagement frequency and can be found from the number of

teeth on the planet (TGP) and the angular velocity by:

= TGP * 8p. (3.16)

The frequency of radial error is the same as speed of

rotation since there is one cycle of radial error for every
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rotation of the planet about its axis. The resulting accel-

erations caused by tooth and radial errors can be found by

differentiating Eqs 3.13 and 3.14 twice with respect to time:

2

d _t = -E _02sin (_t - e) (3.17)
dt 2 tmax

= -StmaxTGp2e2sin(TGP * _p -e)

2

d _r = -s e 2sin(e - y) (3.18)
dt 2 R P P

If TGP = 28, and etmax = 0.i R, the accelerations caused by

the tooth errors are still almost two orders of magnitude

larger than those caused by radial error. Consequently,

radial errors may be ignored [26].

While the effect of the radial error has been dismissed

by previous studies [ii], the tangential error may not be so

lightly dismissed. The reason for this is the interdepen-

dence of all the sun/planet/ring mesh stiffnesses. The

tangential errors could cause either a lead of a lag error in

the engagement characteristics of a particular planet. Also,

some commercial designs, such as the Stahl-Laval model CPG,

purposely use asymmetrically spaced planets. The tangentia!

error can be incorporated into the model by readjusting the

planet spacing calculation in Eqs. 3.11 and 3.12 (Fig. 21).

If,

@ = _t (3.19)
£i RPC S + RPCp
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Figure 21 - Modeling Tangential Positioning Error
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Then 8i the spacing angle, becomes;

8 _ 2_(i-i) + 8 (3 20)i 3 si

The sign on 8 i is positive if the planet leads its design

position, negative if it lags.

3.4.3 Synchronous Positionin9 of PGT's

An important parameter in the modeling of a system is

the determination of the time period in which physical events

re-occur. Since this investigation is concerned with the

steady-state operation of a PGT, it is necessary to find the

period, T, such that:

S(8S + TS)S = S(8S), (3.21)

where S is a function of system response based on loading and

displacement, and 8S is the input predicated by the monitored

position of the sun gear. Thorough examination of the system

through one period would then be sufficient to develop a time

history for the system, and to make time based judgements on

design parameters such as fatigue failures.

A static evaluation through one period must be done to

establish baseline values for the mesh forces against which

the dynamic forces will be compared. The time period is

important dynamically for two reasons. One, it determines

how long the differential equations describing the system

must be evaluated to eliminate transient behavior and assure

steady state operation. Second, it determines the time

increment required for stability during the numerical
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integration of those equations.

A synchronous position is defined as one where a

predetermined state of engagement between all 2n gear meshes

is repeated, and the period is defined as the elapsed time

between synchronous positions. In the case of the PGT shown

in Figure 7, the synchronous position would occur when planet

#i returns to the 12 o'clock position, with the #i sun tooth

engaged with the #15 planet tooth, and the Nos. 2 and 1

planet teeth engaged with the Nos. 1 and 70 ring teeth. For

the particular case shown, for one revolution of the output

shaft, the planet rotates 2.5 times about its own axis.

Therefore, the output shaft must rotate twice and the planet

five times about its own axis to duplicate the initial

engagement state. The five planet rotations mean there are

five times 28, or 140 engagement cycles between synchronous

positions. The engagement cycle is defined as the mesh cycle

which is extended due to pre- and post-mature contact caused

by elastic deflections.

For the case where the planets have identical errors,

and therefore, identical stiffness functions, the period of

the synchronous position is shortened to just the period of

the meshing cycle. Since there are no singular planet

errors, the synchronous position is repeated with the

beginning of contact of two gear teeth between the sun and

reference planet.

3.4.4 Static Load Sharing Amon@ Planet Gears

Previous experimental investigations have confirmed the
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fact that al!owing the sun gear to float tends to equalize

the load distribution among the planet gears, it is the

purpose of this section to formally develop a static model

based on a sun gear with variable fixity, mathematically show

that for static conditions this mode! correctly predicts the

proper load sharing, and further refine the model so it can

be used in an efficient, computer algorithm.

Other studies [19, 24] have assumed that the sun gear

was not centered and determined equivalent torsional models.

The sun motion was then calculated based on influence

coefficients from all the mesh stiffness. This technique

affords no way of allowing for adjustments in the sun

support. Also it cannot be used to determine planet load

sharing if the support is soft, i.e., the support is not

stiff enough to fix the sun center, but it is stiff enough

that it is not negligible.

Figure 22 shows the static model of the equivalent

conventional gear train used for improving this study. The

sun and ring mesh stiffnesses are represented by ksi and kri,

respectively. As described in the preceding section, these

values are functions of 8s, the angular position of the sun

gear. The angular position will be some jth interval of one

synchronous cycle. The sun support stiffness is modeled by

two equal perpendicular springs, k', whose values can be

varied to simulate different degrees of fixity on the sun's

center. Figure 23 shows the coordinate system used in the

static development.
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Figure 22 - Static Model of Equivalent PGT
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Figure 23 - Coordinate System
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The static analysis determines the motion of the compo-

nents relative to the sun gear. Therefore, %s may be taken

as zero. Only the torques about the planets and ring gear

need to be considered to find their relative angular dis-

placements and the translation of the sun gear. Summing up

the torques about the ring when the sun is at the jth

position gives:

n

[ RPCR[KRij (RPCp@ij - RPCRSRj)] = Tout (3.22)
i=l

The forces acting on the ith planet are affected not only by

the relative angular displacements, but also by the

translation of the sun. Summing up the torques about the it__hh

planet gives:

RPCpKRij(RPCRSRj - RPCpSij) + RPCpKsij(RPCs@sj - RPCp@i9)

+ RPCpKsijXsjO°s i + RPCpKsijYsjsinei = O (3.23)

Finally considering the static equilibrium of forces on the

sun gear in the x and y directions gives:

-Ksxsj + KSij[ (RPCpSij - RPCs8S) - XsCOS_i - Yssin_i]cos_ i =O
(3.24)

-KSXyj + KSij[(RPCpSij - RPCS _) - XsCOS c_ - YSsinei]sine i =O
(3.25)

These equations can be combined in matrix form:

[K][_}j = {V} (3.26)

where: _ = displacement vector
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-- [8r, 81, "'', @n, Xs, YS]T

V = force vector

= [-Tout, O, ..., O, O, O]T

K = stiffness matrix (Fig. 24)

The relative displacement vector, _, can now be solved simply

by using a Gaussian elimination and back substitution

technique. The matrix symmetry also allows the stiffness

matrix to be quickly assembled.

Since the sun rotation is O, and the mesh force is

calculated by the relative displacement along the line of

action, the it--_h planet load for the jth position of the sun

gear is:

Fij = KsijRECp 8i (3.27)

With the planet being in static equilibrium, this force must

be equivalent to the force transmitted by the planet/ring

mesh. Finally, to check whether the proper relative motions

and transmitted forces have been calculated, the input and

output torques must be balanced through the following rela-

tionships:

n

Tin = [ Fij * RBCs (3.28)
i=l

n

Tout = [ Fij * RBCR (3.29)
i=i

/,

The sun gear bearing support reactlons are:



RPC_EKRi ......

-RPCRRPCpKRi RPC_(Ksl + KRI) .....

(matrix is symmetric)

-RPCRRPCpKR2 O RPC_(Ks2 + KR2) ....

K = • • O • co

-RPCRRPCpKRn O O • • • RPC_(Ksn + KRn) . o

O -RPCpKslC°SeI -RPCpKs2COSd2 .... RPCpKsnCOSd K' + ZKsiCOS2di •n

O -RPCpKslsindI -RPCpKs2sine2 .... RPCpKsnSind _KsiCOSdisindi K' + _Ksisin2_in

Figure 24 - Stiffness Matrix
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n

Fxj -- [ Fijcosei (3.30)
i=l

n

Fyi -- _ Fijsin_i (3.31)
i=l

3.5 Dynamic Analysis

The gear train to be used for the dynamic analysis is

shown in Figure 25. The gear train is comprised of a power

source, load, the equivalent planetary transmission, and the

input and output shafts and their bearings. .It is capable of

considering fluctuating output torque: damping in shafts,

gears and bearings; non-involute gear meshes; and loss of

contact between gear teeth. The dynamic model of this gear

train has a total of nine degrees of freedom. The sun gear

has three degrees of freedom, two transverse and one

rotational. The driver, planets, ring, and the load have one

degree of freedom (rotation). It was assumed that this was

the minimum number of allowable motions to accurately

simulate the gear train behavior without making the analysis

overly cumbersome. Assumptions for restrictions on the

motion of the planet gears seem valid since the bending

stiffnesses of the planet shafts are generally much greater

than the mesh stiffnesses. According to experimental results

[20], the displacement of a ring gear as a rigid body is

small in the radial direction. So, it can be assumed that

the ring gear has no planar motion. The coordinate system

given in Figure 23 is also used in the dynamic analysis.



i. Driver, JD
2. Input shaft

3. Sun gear, JS

4. Planet gear, Jp

5. Ring gear, JR

6. Carrier, JC
7. Output shaft

8. Load, JL 4
3

2 '8

Figure 25 - Gear Train Model Used for Conventional Gear Train
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The equations of motion used to calculate the

instantaneous dynamic loads are based on the equivalent

companion gear train shown in Figure 15. By adding the

negative angular velocity of the carrier to the angular

velocities of the components shown in Figure 25, the effect

of the carrier rotation on the pitch-line velocities is

eliminated. Therefore, the equations of motion need only to

consider the effective engagement velocities.

The inertial influence of the carrier on the dynamic

loads can be preserved by assigning an equivalent moment of

inertia to the ring gear, which now becomes the transmission

output element. The equivalent ring gear inertia should be a

function of the planet and carrier masses.

The equations of motion developed for the companion gear

train use the instantaneous parameters determined during the

static analysis for various mesh arc positions. These

parameters are based on the instantaneous rather than the

theoretical line of action. Dynamically, their effect is to

change the transmission ratio to reflect the actual contact

condition as influenced by deformation in the contact zone

and tooth profile errors. For example, if contact occurs

above the intended line of action, the effective base circle

radius of the driven gear is reduced, decreasing the output

torque. This can be expressed as:

RBC' = RBC * TIp/G (3.32)

' = * _ (3.33)TOUt Tout P/G'
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where: RBC' = instantaneous base circle radius

RBC = theoretical base circle radius
!

Tout = instantaneous output torque

Tout = theoretical output torque

_P/G = per cent effective reduction due to
pinion/gear deformation

For the PGT modeled, the input torque will be assumed to

be constant, while the output torque will vary according to

the change in the effective base circle radii of the planet

and ring gears, respectively. The derivation of the instan-

taneous output torque can be started by examining the

equivalent conventional gear train with just one planet. If

all components were considered rigid, the output torque would

be:

RBCR RBCpT = -- * * T. (3.34)
out RBCp RBCS in

If the instantaneous transmission parameters due to profile

errors and modifications, deflections, height of engagement,

and angular position of engagement are now considered, the

effective output torque becomes:

, RBCR . TIp/R . RBCp * q P/S . TT =
out RBCp RBCS in

= RBCR * qP/R * _]S/P * Tin/RBCs, (3.35)

where: np/R = per cent change of RBCR due to planet/ring
deformation

nS/P = percent change of RBCp due to sun/planet
deformation
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The term Tin/RBC S is the force transmitted along the

line of action of the sun/planet mesh. Therefore, for an

arrangement with n planets, the instantaneous output torque

is:

I

Tout = RBCR _ (_P/R * _S/P * GPTFE)j (3.36)

where: GPTFE = sun/planet gear pair transmitted force based

on load sharing

j = instantaneous values at the jth position of
the sun gear

The differential equations of motion for the components

of the equivalent companion gear train in Figure 25 are:

Driver

JD_D + CBD_D + CDS(_D - _S) + KDS(_D - _S) = Tin (3.37)

Sun Gear

Js_s+ CBS_S+ CDS(_S- _D) + KDS(*S- *D)

n

+ [ (RBCS * GPTFEi) = O (3.38)
i=l

n

MsX's+ CsXS + KsXS + [ [GPTFEi * cos(_ - @ - (i-i)'2_)] = 0
i=l n

(3.39)
n

MsYS + CsYS + KsYS + _ [GPTFEi * sin(_ - _ - (i-i)'2_)] = O
i=l n

(3.40)

Planet i

!

JP_i + Cp_i - RBCp(GPTFIi - GPTFEi) = O (3.41)
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JR_R+ CBR_R + =LS(_R- _L)+ KLS(_R- _L)RBC_

(3.42a)
n

. Z (RBC_*GPT_Ii)--O
i=l

= (Jc + 3Jp) + (MC + 3Mp)RPC2 (3.42b)JR

Load

JL_.CBL_r.CLS(_L-_R). KLS(*L-*R)---Tou't
(3.43)

The variables GPTFE i and GPTFIi are the gear pair trans-

mitted force for the ith external-external (sun/planet) and

internal-external (planet/ring) meshes, respectively. They

represent the dynamic response of PGT meshes to the excita-

tion provided by the discontinuities in the mesh stiffnesses

and changes in the transmission ratio. At each mesh, three

situations can occur based on the relative dynamic motions of

the involved gears. These are:

!

i) If RBCj_j < RBCk_k

where: j = driven gear

k = driving gear

then normal operating situation exists, and the dynamic

transmitted force is:

!

GPTFEi = CSPi[RBCs*_S - RBCp*_i + XsCOSei + Yssinei]
(3.44)

!

+ KSPi[RBCs*_s - RBCp*_i + XsCOSei + Yssinei]
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!

GPTFI i = CpRi[RBCR*_R - RBCp*_i]

(3.45)

I.
+ KpRi[RBCR*_ R - RBCp _2i]

_i --_- _ - (i-i)'2_
n

!

ii) If RBCj_j > RBCi_i
I

but, (RBCj_2j- RBCi_i) < BACKLASH

the gears have separated, disrupting contact between the gear

teeth. The gears are now rotating independently of each

other.

So,

GPTFEi = 0 (3.46)

GPTFI i = 0 (3.47)

I

iii) If RBCj_j > RBCi_i
I

and, RBCj_2j- RBCi_i > BACKLASH

The driven gear has impacted on the backside of the driving

gear tooth immediately preceding it, and the line of action

is momentarily reversed. Therefore,

!

GPTFEi = CSPi*[RBCs*_S - RBCp*_i + XsCOSei + Yssinei]
(3.48)

+ KSPi*[RBCs*_S - RBCp*_i + xcosei + ysin_ - BACKLASH]

GPTFI = CpRi*[RBCR*_R - RBCp*_i]
(3.49)

I

* KpRi*[RBCR*_R - RBCp*_i - BACKLASH]
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In cases i and iii, if the instantaneous KSp i or KpRi = O,

then the respective transmitted force is zero.

The equations of motion contain damping terms for the

components in addition to the stiffnesses. The damping

component in the bearings has been combined with the element

located nearest that particular bearing, i.e.,damping from

the inboard drive bearing, CBS , is included in the sun gear

equation. Based on published experimental results [26], a

critical damping ratio of _S = 0.005 has been used to

calculate the effective shaft damping. The shaft masses have

been taken to be the effective mass between the connected

masses. Thus,

Cos = 2_s /_1 . 1
/To Ts (3.5ol

CLS = 2_ S / i + _ (3.51)
_/ MR ML

The critical damping ratio for engaged gear teeth,_G,

has been measured to range between 0.03 and 0.i0 [6], [25].

The effective damping of the gear meshes is,

_G_ KSRi
CSpi = 2 l-!--+ l-!-- (3.52)

MS Mp

CpRi= 2_G /_i + 1
c3.53

Since, the damping is shown as being a function of gear mesh,

this term will change throughout the various mesh arcs.
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The equations of motion (Eqns. 3.36 - 3.43) represent a

system of nine, simultaneous, linear second-order differen-

tial equations with periodically varying coefficients. The

initial displacements of the gears are determined using the

technique described in Section 3.4.4. These values are foond

by solving for the vector _ . The stiffness matrix, K, would

be based on positioning the gears such that an arbitrary sun

gear pair is initiating contact with the No. 1 planet.

The initial positions of the driver and load are

referenced against the initial position of the sun gear,

which was taken to be zero. Since the driving torque and

driver displacement act in the same direction, the initial

displacement of the driver is:

_D -- Tin/KDs (3.54)

The load torque acts in the opposite direction of the load

displacement. Therefore, the initial displacement of the

load is :

_L = _R - Tout/KLs (3.55)

where _R is the initial absolute displacement of the ring

gear. The initial angular velocities are set to be the

nominal steady-state equivalent engagement velocities as

determined in section 3.4.1. The initial translational

velocities of the sun center are taken as zero.

The equations of motion are numerically integrated by

using a fourth order Runge-Kutta method. The integration
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time increment is based on the shortest natural period of a

system with comparable stiffness parameters. Since the gear

meshes have time varying stiffnesses, the system has no

discrete natural frequencies. Even if average stiffness

values are used, the process to solve for the natural

frequencies of a nine degree of freedom system becomes a

tedious exercise. Appendix C gives a method for solving the

natural frequencies of a PGT based on constant, average mesh

stiffness, as well as a technique to set up a simplified

model to determine a natural period from which the

integration time step may be determined. The time step is

taken to be one-tenth of the shortest natural period. At

higher input speeds, the mesh period decreases to the point

where it is equal to the natural period. At this point, and

for all higher input speeds, the integration time step is

taken to be one per cent of the mesh stiffness period.

The numerical integration duration is left as a user

input variable. The integration should be carried out at

least for a length of time sufficient for the start-up

transient to decay. The proper length of integration is

dictated by how often the synchronous position occurs in the

model. As mentioned in Section 3.4.3, if all n planets have

either no or identical profile errors, a synchronous

positions takes place as often as each new tooth engagement

at the reference sun/planet mesh. For these conditions, the

integration duration should be the time required for the sun

gear to make one complete revolution. If all n planets have
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distinctive errors, the synchronous position occurs much less

frequently and the length of integration should be adjusted

accordingly.

During the entire integration process, results from the

static analysis programs are used to determine the following

dynamic information:

a. How the individual mesh dynamic loads are shared
among the contacting tooth pairs during periods of
multiple tooth contact.

b. Variation of the transmission ratio of a contacting
toot'hpair as the pair moves through the contact
zone.

While individual mesh parameters are based on static

results, system behavior, such as load sharing among planets

and movement of the sun center, is calculated independently

and entirely from the differential equations of motion.

Consequently, comparing the dynamic results for a quasi-

static operating state with the static results should offer a

guide as to the validity of the dynamic model and the

integration process.

For the dynamic analysis, it is assumed that the loaded

mesh arcs are of the same length as those experienced in the

static mode. This is a reasonable assumption because the

rapidly changing loads should not cause a permanent change of

the meshing arc lengths. It is also assumed that the sun

center motion has little affect on the mesh stiffness

characteristics. This seems acceptable because the magnitude

of the sun center displacement is smaller than what Hidaka
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[23] and Pintz [7] considered was necessary to appreciably

affect the meshing characteristics.

With these assumptions, the dynamic absolute angular

displacement of the sun gear is used to interpolate mesh

conditions in the static mode for all 2n gear meshes in the

PGT. In such a manner, the parameters listed above are used

in the interpolations between dynamic and equivalent static

positions to calculate the dynamic mesh forces.

The dymanic mesh force represents the amount o£ load

increment due to the periodic excitations within the system.

The dynamic load factor is used as a means of measuring this

increment based on the nominal static load. It is also used

as a penalty to de-rate the load capacity of a PGT based on

the transmitted power. There are two ways of calculating the

dynamic load factor. One is based on the total dynamic mesh

force at each engagement, the other is based on the load

sharing that occurs within that mesh.

In the first case, the dynamic load factor at the jth

position is defined as:

-GPTFi i = i, ...,n
DFIij Qj (3.56)

where: GPTFj = dynamic gear pair transmitted mesh force

Qj = nominal static transmitted mesh force

The force Qj is calculated in the static analysis and is

determined by the load sharing within the system. DFIij can

be thought of as the dynamic load factor of the individual
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gear mesh and its shafts and bearings.

The dynamic load, QD, for the k th contacting gear tooth

pair at the jth dynamic mesh position is:

QD KPik Q i = i, ..,n
ijk KPij ] (3.57)

where: KPk = gear tooth pair stiffness

Kij = total mesh stiffness

The second dynamic load factor can be defined as:

= _ (3.58)
OF2ijk Qijk

The force Qijk is the component of the total force Qij which

is transmitted by the kth contacting gear tooth pair. It

also is calculated in the static analysis. DF2ijk is the

dynamic load factor for an individual gear tooth pair

traversing the mesh arc. It is particularly important when

the strength of the gear teeth is of primary concern. The

larger of the two calculated dynamic load factors will be

used as the design dynamic load factor, DF.

3.6 Computer Programs

The development of a set of computer programs which

implement the analytical work presented in Sections 3.4 and

3.5 was one of the stated goals of this investigation. These

programs constitute a comprehensive, analytical tool enabling

the user to quickly evaluate PGT transmission designs. The
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programs were written with the intent of running them on a

mini-computer system. Memory constraints of mini-computers

place a premium on efficient programming techniques, and, the

direct inter-active capabilities offer the user much more

flexibility in executing these programs than is available in

batch mode systems. The computer programs in their entirety,

along with sample outputs, are listed in Appendix D.

Highlights of the computer programs, their structure and

inter-dependence, explanation of data transfer, and results

available for output are discussed in this section.

The PGT transmission analysis package is written in

Fortran IV for use on a Hewlett packard HP-IOOO F Series

computer with the RTE-IVB operating system. The programs

have been arranged into three groups which may be classified

as the pre-processor, processor, and post-processor. Figure

26 shows the block diagram of the entire package. Each

program may be compiled, loaded, and executed independently

with its results being stored in data files for either

immediate examination, or use by subsequent programs. The

parallel development of external-external and external-

internal spur gear programs also enables the user to evaluate

a single stage parallel-shafted transmission.

3.6.1 Pre-processor

The pre-processor group consists of the programs which

do the following tasks:

a. Accepts, and organizes input data, and writes input
data to a data file
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Figure 26 - Block Diagram of Programs
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b. Defines tooth profile

c. Determines stiffness characteristics of gear teeth

The programs EXPRO and INPRO define the tooth profiles

by digitizing the involute into iOO, points defined by a gear

based coordinate system. Both standard and non-standard gear

forms can be digitized. These programs also check for

interference between mating teeth and calculate the

theoretical contact ratios. These results are written to

data files EXPROD and INPROD The programs EXDEF and INDEF use

these results to calculate tooth deflections due to a unit

load as it is applied to all the digitized profile points.

These results are written to data files EXDEFD and INDEFDT

for use in the processor programs.

3.6.2 Processor

The processor group contains the programs which perform

the actual static and dynamic analysis of the PGT. The

static analysis for an external-external and an external-

internal mesh are done as parallel tasks. These results are

then combined based on the configuration of the PGT. The

dynamic analysis is then performed taking into account all 2n

individual mesh stiffnesses.

The static analysis EXSTA and INSTA use an iterative

process to solve the indeterminate problem of static load

sharing among multiple tooth gear meshes. First, the gears

are treated as perfectly rigid bodies in order to use

geometric analysis techniques to establish points of contact
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for 50 positions in the mesh arcs. Then the results of EXDEF

and INDEF are used to redefine the tooth profiles to reflect

the loaded and deflected engagement conditions at 50

positions along the now extended mesh arc. In this manner,

it is possible to determine the stiffness of the individual

pairs, as well as the variable mesh stiffness as a function

of the driving gear's position.

Because of the length of these programs and memory

limitations of the HP-IO00, it was necessary to use

segmentation techniques to enable these programs to be

executed (Fig. 27). Since both programs have identical

structures, common segment names have been used. Segment

MAIN acts as the executive controller for the programs. It

reads and stores the profile and deflection data previously

calculated. Segment PART1 determines the initial and final

positions of contact, establishing the extremities of the

mesh arc. Segment PART2 then determines the position of

contact and remaining static mesh information for 48 equally

spaced positions within the mesh arc. By executing PART1 and

PART2 in a two-pass do-loop, it is possible to evaluate first

the unloaded, rigid body, and then the loaded and deflected

behavior of the gear mesh.

EPCYC assembles the mesh information from EXSTA and

INSTA for use in the dynamic analysis. The main task of

EPCYC is to properly orientate the mesh stiffness of all the

sun/planet and planet/ring engagements to properly show the

phase relationships among them. This will allow tracking and
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MAIN

l
g DO I = 1,2 I = ii Rigid (unloaded) analysis

I = 2i Deflected (loaded) analysis

PART 1 Part 1 - initial and final
postiions of contact

PART 2 Part 2 - static mesh information
(contact position, stiffness
etc) within the mesh arc.

Continue to EPCYC

Figure 27 - Segmentation of EXSTA and INSTA
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interpolation of all the mesh characteristics as a function

of the sun gear position.

The program INTEG performs the numerical integration of

the differential equations of motion given in Section 3.5.

The calculations are based on a dynamic cycle which starts

with the initiation of contact as a tooth pair enters the

contact zone and ends with the initiation of contact with the

following tooth pair. INTEG examines the mesh stiffness

function for the reference sun/planet mesh to determine the

arc length of this cycle. This arc length is then compared

against the absolute dynamic angular position of the sun gear

to establish the number of sun gear mesh engagement cycles

which have been integrated, and also to interpolate the

instantaneous position within the mesh arc of the currently

engaged sun/planet gear teeth. By tracking the sun gear

position this way, it is possible to interpolate mesh

stiffness values for all the remaining gear meshes and

calculate their instantaneous dynamic forces.

The total number of sun gear mesh cycles to be

integrated is user defined andshould bebased on the

synchronous positioning of the PGT. As defined in Section

3.4.3, a synchronous position occurs with a duplication of a

reference engagement state. After completion of integration

of the pre-determined n number of sun gear mesh cycles, the

dynamic force data is stored in a buffer, which is then

written to a data file. By varying the data sampling rate,

the user can adjust the length of integrated time over which
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data is stored. _ In the present version of the program, a

buffer length of 6000 elements is used to store the results.

This allows the storage of 60OO/(m+l) independent, i.e.,

time, and 6OOO/(m+l) dependent values for m variables.

The integration of the differential equations is done

using a fourth-order Runge-Kutta technique. This is per-

formed by the use of two subroutines in INTEG, RKUTTA and

MORERK. The subroutine RKUTTA deeps track of the step size

and number of iterations across the integration interval,

while MORERK evaluates the derivative being integrated and

sums these values across the integration interval. The

results of the integration for the displacement and velocity

of each mass are the amounts of deviation from the steady-

state values over that time interval. These are added to the

steady-state values to obtain the absolute displacement and

velocity of each element. The dynamic forces are then

calculated based on the relative motion of the elements.

These values are then stored for examination by the post-

processor program.

3.6.3 Post-processor

The function of the post-processor is to provide access

to all the data that has been generated by the above pro-

grams. The user has the option of presenting this data in

either tabular or graphical form. The program which evolved

during the course of this investigation has proved particu-

larly useful in evaluating the calculated results and is

described in this section.
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The program FORCE calculates the static load sharing

among the planets and then the tooth !oad sharing among the

gear teeth within the same mesh for a given position of the

sun gear. Also, included in the analysis is the position the

sun center assumes if it is allowed to move to compensate for

unequal planet loading. By evaluating these forces and

movements at a specified number of discrete positions within

one sun gear's engagement cycle, a baseline is determined

against which the dynamic forces and movement can be

compared. This results in the calculation of the dynamic

load factors as a function of sun gear position. The user

can direct this output either to the terminal screen for a

quick indication of trends, periodicity, and maximum and

minimum forces; or to the printer for more accurate examina-

tion of the results. In addition, the locus of the sun

center static and dynamic movement may be plotted.

The program DRAW Can be used to graphically examine the

integration results. The user specifies the data file to be

read and offers the option of graphing the sun/planet mesh

stiffnesses and dynamic forces, the planet/ring mesh

stiffnesses and dynamic forces, and the dynamic sun gear

center displacement. Output can be directed to either the

screen or four pen plotter.
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CHAPTER IV

RESULTS, DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

4.1 Results and Discussion

4.1.1 Introduction

The planetary gear train (PGT) analysis methodology

developed for this thesis was used to perform a series of

comparative parametric studies in order to validate the

methodology and assess the PGT drive performance. Design

parameters of the gears and system properties used in this

study are given in Table 2. The analyses of this particular

PGT considered tooth profiles, sun support stiffness,

critical damping ratios, shaft stiffness, and transmitted

power. Static and dynamic computer analyses were conducted

under identical conditions.

4.1.2 Static Analysis

The equivalent gear train of the model shown in Figure

25 was used in the static analysis to investigate the planet

load sharing and displacement of the sun gear. Figure 28

shows the phasing and magnitude of the stiffness functions

used for the static analysis. Two conditions were examined;

a floating or free, sun gear, and a fixed sun gear. The sun

gear fixity was determined by its support stiffness. The

floating sun gear was allowed to translate in the x and y

directions by setting the two perpendicular sun support

stiffnesses to 1.0 ib/in. Fixed sun gear conditions were
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Design Parameters

Diametral Pitch 5

Pressure Angle 22.5 °

Number of Teeth

Sun 25

Planet 24

Ring 73

Face Width 1 in

Addendum 0.20 in (1.O/P)

Dedendum 0.27 in (1.35/P)

Theoretical Contact Ratio

Sun/Planet i. 56

Planet/Ring 1.78

System Properties

JDriver 5.000 in-lb, sec 2

Jsun 0.040 in-lb, sec 2

Msun 0.O15 lb. sec2/in

JPlanet 0.033 in-lb, sec 2

JRing 2.000 in-lb, sec 2

JLoad 5.000 in-lb, sec 2

Table 2 - Design and System Parameters
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achieved by assigning a stiffness two orders of magnitude

larger than the gear mesh stiffness to the sun gear supports.

The results of the static analysis were used as baseline data

against which the dynamic results were compared. The tor-

sional stiffness of the input shaft was the same in both

cases.

4.1.2.1 Planet Load Sharin@

Figure 29 shows the loading for one sun/planet/ring

through one sun gear engagement cycle for the fixed sun gear

condition. Since the planets are in static equilibrium, the

sun/planet and planet/ring mesh loads per planet are equal,

The loads illustrate the phasing of the mesh stiffnesses

about the sun gear. These static results were obtained by

evaluating Equations 3.25 and 3.26 for i00 intervals during

the engagement cycle. These results agree with Hidaka's

approach [21] who treated the sun/planet and planet/ring

stiffnesses as springs in series and then proportioned the

sun loads according to the relative stiffness of the equiva-

lent spring. However, Hidaka took the three sun/planet

stiffnesses and three planet/ring stiffnesses to be equal.

Therefore his load distribution does not reflect the VVMS at

each mesh which causes load variations during the engagement

cycle.

Figure 30 shows the load sharing among the engaged teeth

for one mesh cycle at one sun/planet/ring interface. AS the

engagement state changes from two to one tooth pair contact,

the total load generally decreases. Changes in the
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sun/planet contact state affect the planet load more notice-

ably than changes in the planet/ring contact state.

Figures 31a,b,c show that as the sun support stiffness

is reduced, the planet load becomes a constant value inde-

pendent of the sun's position, implying equal load sharing.

Table 3 gives the ranges of both mesh loads and tooth loads

as the sun gear support stiffness is reduced. Thus, for

static conditions, equal load sharing can be achieved by

allowing the sun gear to float.

4.1.2.2 Displacement of the Floatin@ Sun Gear Center

As explained in Section 3.4.2.1,the contact conditions

at each sun/planet mesh will differ due to the fol!owing

reasons:

a. The actual number of teeth in contact differ at
each mesh.

b. The location of contact on the engaged teeth differ
at each mesh.

In accordance to the VVMS model, gear mesh stiffness values

will also vary at each sun/planet and planet/ring engagement.

Consequently, at static load conditions, the sun gear will

move to the position such that:

a. The mesh loads collectively produce a torque about
the sun's center equal to the input torque.

b. The sum of the mesh loads resolved in the x and y
directions is zero.

Since the gear mesh stiffness is a periodic function

with a period of one pitch, the center of the sun gear is
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KSun Max Mesh Min Mesh

(ibf/in) Load (ibf) Load (ibf)

1 x 108 792 528

1 x 106 753 398

1 x 105 703 610

1 x 104 651 647

Table 3 - Effects of Sun Gear Support
Stiffness on Mesh Loads
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forced to move with a period of one pitch according to the

variation of all the mesh stiffnesses. Since the mesh

stiffnesses are implicitly a function of sun gear rotation,

the movement of the sun center can be tracked through the

sun's angular displacement.

Figure 32 shows the x and y displacement of the sun's

center versus the sun gear rotation through one mesh cycle.

These curves depict the adjustment of the sun gear position

to the changes in the six stiffness functions in Figure 28 in

order to preserve the static equilibrium conditions. The

displacement curves display two types of motion, dwell and

transitional. The dwell motion denotes a stationary position

of the sun gear center as the gear rotates, meaning the

number of teeth in contact at all six meshes remain constant.

The transitional motion is relatively large lateral displace-

ment which occurs during a short interval of rotation of the

sun gear. This is caused by a change in the number of teeth

in contact at one of the six meshes. For the case of the

three planet PGT studied, one mesh cycle had 12 transitions

in the number of teeth in contact. Figure 33 is a polar plot

of the movement of the sun center. Point 1 is representative

of a dwell region as shown in Figure 32. Segment AB is repre-

sentative of the transitional zone in Figure 32 . Since three

identical planets are used, the polar plot also exhibits

three-lobed symmetry which is caused by the plasing of the

mesh stiffnesses among the planets.

4.1.3 Dynamic Analysis
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The gear train in Figure 25 was used for dynamic para-

metric studies over an input speed range of 80 to 16,000 RPM.

Based on the equivalent gear train concept, the equivalent

mesh frequency varied from 155 to 30,000 Hz. The solution of

the dynamic equations of motion (Equations 3.36 to 3.43)

leads to dynamic loads which depend on the shaft stiffness,

operational contact ratio, sun/planet and planet/ring gear

mesh characteristics, transmitted loads, damping in the

system, and operating speeds. Numerical integration of the

differential equations was done on an HP-IOOO mini-computer.

Stability for the integration process was obtained by using a

time step that was five per cent of the system's shortest

natural period. The integration was done for a time length

equal to i0 times the longest natural period to assure that

the start-up transience had decayed to the point where the

system was in steady-state operating mode. Appendix C

contains a description of the algorithm used to determine

these natural periods as well.

4.1.3.1 Low Speed Operation

For low speed operation below the first resonance, it

was found that the floating sun gear does position itself to

provide for equal loading among the planets (Fig 34). For a

static mesh load of 650 lb., (4500 Ib-in at the sun gear) the

maximum load increment factor was 1.O4. The floating sun

gear motion was able to compensate for the unequal mesh

stiffnesses at each engagement and provide for relatively

constant planet loading. This corroborated Hidaka's experi-
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mental results of equalization of load distribution at very

low driving speeds. At low speeds, the movement of the sun

gear calculated by solving the dynamic equations of motion

duplicated the static analysis results (Fig 35). The polar

representation of the dynamic x and y translation of the sun

gear center better illustrates the dwell region and transi-

tional motion as discussed in Section 4..1.2.2(Figure 36).

Figure 37 shows the mesh loads for a typical planet at low

speeds with a fixed sun gear. The extra vibratory phenomena

exhibited by the planet/ring mesh is the result of transmis-

sion error being compounded through the sun/planet and

planet/ring engagements.

4.1.3.2 Hi@h Speed Operation

Conditions of operation for the parametric tests of the

dymanic model are given in Table 4. Results of the tests for

both floating and fixed sun gear conditions over a range of

input speeds are given in Figures 38 through 47. The results

support Cunliffe's skepticism [14] about the ability of a

floating sun gear to compensate for load imbalances and

reduce dynamic loading. Equal load sharing among the planets

was not preserved at speeds above pseudo-static conditions,

and in general, the floating sun gear arrangement lead to

higher dynamic loading than a fixed sun gear arrangement

under identical operating conditions.

Figures 38 and 39 show the sun gear center !ocus over a

range of operating speeds. At a very low input speed, the

sun center follows the regular geometrica! motion as
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Figu re Ksu n Gear Shaft Input
Er rot St iff hess Torque

(ibf/in) (in) (ibf-in/rad) (ibf!in)

40 1 0 885000 4500

41 1 X 108 O 885000 4500

42 1 2.5 X 10 -4 885000 4500

I
I

43 1 x lO8 2.5 x lO-4 885000 4500

44 1 O 185000 4500

45 1 x 108 0 185000 4500

46 1 O 885000 5400

47 1 x 108 O 885000 5400

Table 4 - Operating Conditions
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prescribed by the static equilibrium conditions (Fig. 38a).

At higher speeds up to the first system resonance, the motion

of the sun gear becomes a three-lobed orbit that gradually

approaches a circular shape with increasing input speeds

•(Figs. 38b, 38c, 38d). At speeds above the first resonance,

the translational motion of the sun gear decreases, although

it still maintains the symmetrical orbit (Figs. 39a, 39b,

39c, 39d). Therefore the influence of the floating sun gear

decreases at increasing mesh stiffness frequencies.

Figures 40 and 41 compare the dynamic factors for the

floating and fixed sun gear conditions at the sun/planet and

planet/ring meshes. The higher loads shown in Figure 39 in

the lower speeds can be directly attributed to the increasing

sun gear radial displacement. In non-resonant regions

between 6,000 and ii,000 RPM, the floating sun gear arrange-

ment shows generally slightly higher dynamic loads, which are

due to the sun gear displacement. Both configuations showed

higher dynamic loading at the planet/ring mesh for a given

input speed due to the compounded transmission error

occurring through the sun/planet/ring meshes. Increased

system damping decreased the dynamic loads in Figure 39.

Both figures show similar resonance regions at high

input speeds. This is the tooth mesh resonance which

produces the highest dynamics in the system. Although the

fixed sun gear shows a lower dynamic factor, it was found

that a dynamic factor over 2.5 was indicative of tooth

separation within the mesh, and therefore, was an unaccepta-
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ble operating condition. Both fixed and floating sun gears

had experienced dynamic factors over 2.5, indicating neither

configuration sucessfully minimized dynamic loading at high

frequency resonances.

These findings are similar to Cunliffe's [14] who found

high dynamic loads at low frequenacies for a floating sun

gear and even higher ones at the high frequency resonances.

Hidaka's [23] experimental results also show two resonance

regions with the highest dynamic loads occuring at the high

frequency resonance.

5anchester, Love, and Allen [8], [iO], [29], all pointed

out the need for high precision gearing in order for proper

operation to the PGT. Figures 42 and 43 show the effect of a

sine error on the sun's gear teeth on the dynamic loads. The

magnitude of the sine error was purposely set at a relatively

large error (0.00025 in.) to illustrate a worse case

condition. Independent of the sun gear's fixity, the tooth

mesh resonance was particulary sensitive to the gear tooth

qual ity.

Figures 44 and 45 show the effect of having softer input

and output shafts. The torsiona! shaft stiffnesses affect

the two PGT configurations in opposite ways. For the

floating sun gear, the peak loads were relatively unchanged

at the low speed resonance, but were reduced at the high

speed range. For the fixed sun gear, peak dynamic loads were

reduced in the low speed range, but only slightly decreased

at the high speeds.
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Increased static mesh loads caused a decrease in dynamic

loads in the non-resonance region (Fig 46 and 47). In-

creasing the input torque load from 4500 lb.-in, to 5400 ib-

in, increased the operational contact ratio of the sun/planet

mesh from 1.578 to 1.623; the planet/ring operational contact

changed from 1.891 to 2.021. The planet/ring dynamic loading

decreased generally for both systems reflecting the more even

mesh stiffness and smoother load transition at the

planet/ring mesh.

4.2 Summary and Conclusions

A new methodology has been developed for the static and

dynamic load analysis of planetary gear trains (PGT). Prior

to this investigation, there were no established methods

which used a non-linear tooth mesh stiffness in determining

component loading, nor considered the effect of the phase

relationships of the variable mesh stiffnesses on the dynamic

behavior of the gears. With this newly developed methodolo-

gy, the design and analysis of planetary gear trains is based

on an engineering rather than an empirical approach.

The analysis procedure is applicable to either involute

or modified involute spur gearing. It uses non-conjugate

gear action caused by deflection of gear teeth and by

inherent gear manufacturing and assembly errors. Both fixed

and floating sun gear PGT's can be evaluated. The methodolo-

gy is capable of considering fluctuating output torque,

elastic behavior in the entire system as well as in the
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gears, and allows for backlash and possible loss of contact

between engaged gear teeth. The above properties are improve-

ments over models used by previous investigators.

The entire methodology has been incorporated into a

series of computer programs which comprise a computer-aided-

design (CAD) package for the analysis and evaluation of

PGT's. Graphical output permits the engineer to quickly and

selectively examine all or just portions of the design data

base which includes static and dynamic tooth mesh loading,

variations in transmission ratio, and sun gear displacements.

The results of the parametric computer studies yielded the

following conclusions for a typical single stage three-planet

planetary gear drive:

a. Under static conditions, a floating sun gear will
move to a position such that the mesh loads among
the planets are equalized. The !ocus of the sun
center's motion is a determined path with a
periodicity equal to one mesh cycle.

b. Under static conditions, a fixed sun gear dis-
tributes the load among the planets according to
the relative stiffnesses of the effective
sun/planet/ring meshes.

c. For pseudo-static conditions, i.e. very lo_w speeds,
the f!oating sun gear can maintain equal load
distribution among the planets.

d. At all higher operating speeds, variations and
discontinuities in the VVMS, introduce dynamic
effects which lead to increased tooth loads. The
floating sun gear can no longer maintain equal load
distribution among the planets.

e. Allowing the sun gear to float introduces a
resonance region where the sun/planet and
planet/ring tooth loads are affected by the
floating sun gear movement to the point of markedly
increased dynamic loads.
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• f. In non-resonance regions, the floating sun gear
configuration generally shows slightly higher
dynamic loading than the fixed sun gear configura-
tion, indicating that the floating sun gear motion
adds to the dynamic loading in the PGT.

g. At high operating speeds, a resonance region occurs
that is indicative of tooth-mesh resonance and
results in the highest dynamic loads. This
resonance is particularly sensitive to gear tooth
errors, and is not affected by the fixity of the
sun gear.

h. Altering system components such as the input and
output shafts' torsional stiffness, changes the
operating characteristics of the PGT. Also, the
dynamic loading can be decreased by increasing the
system damping and/or the operational contact
ratio.

Through the consideration of deformable components,

variable operational contact ratio, and time dependent system

parameters, the methodology developed during the course of

this investigation represents a definite advancemer_t of

planetary gear train design technique and assesment. It

reflects the latest state-of-the-art understanding of

involute and non-involute spur gear performance, and has been

adapted for use in a mini-computer based CAD environment. In

addition, it establishes the groundwork for further studies

on the effect of the dynamic loads on the PGT support

structure.
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APPENDIX A

DEVELOPMENT OF THE GEAR VARIABSE-VARIABSE MESH STIFFNESS

This appendix describes the methodology used for the

development of the Variable-Variable Mesh Stiffness (VVMS)

for the sun/planet and planet/ring gear engagements. The

VVMS realistically reflects the gear mesh conditions both as

the number of teeth in contact vary and also as the position

of contact on the engaged gear teeth vary. An iterative

procedure was used to calculate the VVMS as a function of

transmitted load, gear tooth profile errors, gear tooth

deflections and gear hub torsional deformation, and position

of contacting points.

Before the VVMS can be determined, the contacting

profiles are digitized into i00 coordinates. Straight line

segments connecting the digitized points, which include

profile errors and modifications, describe the gear tooth.

Deviations from the theoretical involute profile may occur

because of manufacturing quality or by design. Also the gear

profile may change through extended use, often drastically

through surface faults such as pitting or spalling. In terms

of an involute profile chart, the involute variation can be

expressed as:

M = PV(RA) , (AI)
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where M = Deviation from the line of action.

RA = Roll angle measured from the base circle.

PV = Profile variation as a function of RA.

A true involute profile is defined by:

M = PV(RA) = O.

The digitized profile points are then used in the iteration

process to establish contact points on the gear teeth and

also to incorporate appropriate deformations to simulate non-

involute action.

A three step procedure is used to determine the VVMS

directly. First angular positions are determined for the

point of initial contact and point of final disengagement

along the theoretical line of action. The contact arc is

divided into 49 arc segments, and the two digitized tooth

profiles are placed at their respective initial contact

positions. This gear pair (GP3), along with the preceding

two pairs (GPI,GP2) and the following two pairs (GP4,GP5), is

tracked as it rotates through the contact zone. By tracking

five gear pairs, it is possible to observe both the mesh

behavior composed of all the teeth in contact at a particular

time and each individual contacting gear tooth pair, for gear

pairs with a contact ratio up to 3.0.

Next, gear tooth deflections are calculated based on

candidate contact points established by tracking the movement

of GP3 through the mesh arc. Candidate contact points for an

individual gear pair are determined by a search procedure
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that examines the horizontal distance between 20 to 40 points

within an estimated contact zone at every one of the 50

angular positions. Contact occurs if two points are found to

be within a prescribed distance of each other. If no profile

points meet this criteria, then a no-contact condition is

declared for that gear pair at the ith angular position.

The contact gear tooth pair deflection (k)i can be

expressed as:

(k)i = _l(k) i + _2 (k)i + _H (k)i (A2)

where _l(k)i = Deflection of the kth tooth of gear 1 at
mesh arc position i.

_2(k)i = Deflection of the kth tooth of gear 2 at
mesh arc position i.

_H(k)i = Localized Hertz deformation at the point of
contact.

The gear tooth deflection _l(k)i and _2(k)i are defined by;

_j(k)i = 6Mj(k)i + _Nj(k)i + 6sj(k)i + 6Bj(k)i + _Rj(k)i
(A3)

j=l,2

where _M = Gear tooth deflection due to bending.

_N = Gear tooth deflection due to normal force.

_S = Gear tooth deflection due to shear force.

_B = Gear tooth deflection due to deformation of
surrounding hub area.

dR = Gear tooth deflection due to gross torsion of
the rim or hub.

These deflections are considered as equivalent positive

profile errors which cause premature engagement and delayed
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engagement.

In the third step, the _l(k)i, _2(k)i and apportioned

_H (k)i deflections areadded to the respective digitized

profiles in order to simulate the above gear behavior. The

gear pair GP3 is again tracked through the contact arc but

now under "loaded and deflected" conditions. The search

procedure is repeated during this step. New candidate

contact points and positions for five gear pairs are now

determined under full load. As a result of the deflections,

the contact arc, and therefore the contact ratio of the gear

is increased.

For any mesh arc position i, the calculated kth gear

tooth pair stiffness, KP(k)i, mesh stiffness KGi, and load

sharing incorporates manufactured profile errors, profile

modifications, and deflections by means of the iterated

numerical solutions.

The individual gear tooth pair stiffness can be

expressed as :

KP(k)i --Q (k)i/_(k)i" (A4)

If the effective errors prevent contact, KP(k)i = O.

The sum of gear tooth pair stiffnesses for all pairs in

contact at position i represents the variable-variable mesh

stiffness KG,

KGi = [ KP(k)i. (A5)

The load carried by each of the pairs moving through the mesh
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arc in the static mode can be determined as:

_ KP(k)i Qt (A6)Q (k)i KGi

where Qt is the total normal static load carried by the gear

at any mesh position i in the static mode,

Qt = [ Q(k)i" (A7)

Determination of the deflected contact points allow the

calculation of instantaneous pressure angles and transmission

ratios due to non-conjugate gear action. From Figure A-l,

the instantaneous parameters for the contact point A' defined

by the coordinates UCP(k) and VCP(k) are:

PPD' = Distance to instantaneous pitch point (A8)

= RBCI
cos A1 + B1

UAI = arcsin UCP(k)RcPI (A9)

CA2 = arcsin UCP(k)RcP2 (AIO)

eBI = arctan RBc--_RCCPI (All)

e' = Instantaneous pressure angle (AI2)

= UAI + UB1

= Theoretical (involute) transmission ratio
(AI3)
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Figure A-1 - Instantaneous Contact Point
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= RPC2
RPC1

T]'= Instantaneous transmission ratio (AI4)

= (C - PPD')
PPD '

A similar procedure is used for determining the

analogous instantaneous parameters in the external/internal

mesh engagements. Where errors interrupt contact, the values

of the instantaneous parameters are set equal to the

theoretical values. Values for the position dependent mesh

stiffness, KGPi, tooth pair stiffness KG(k)i, and

instantaneous transmission ratio, _'i, are written to data

files and used in the subsequent dynamic calculations.
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APPENDIX B

EVALUATION OF OTHER TYPES OF EPICYCLIC GEARING

As mentioned in Section 3.4.1, the concept of equivalent

gear drives may be extended to the other two types of

epicyclic arrangements, star and solar, so that the

techniques developed in this investigation may be used to

evaluate those drives. This appendix is included to explain

how this may be accomplished.

The star drive (Fig. B-l) has a fixed carrier, so no

relative motion is introduced in the gear train. The pitch

line velocities are equal to the velocities of engagement.

Therefore, the absolute angular velocity of the input gear is

equal to the actual given input angular velocity. Note that

the star drive is a conventional gear train arrangement,

meaning no equivalent input velocities must be calculated.

The solar drive (Fig. B-2) has a fixed sun gear, input

at the ring gear, and output at the carrier. From Table B-l,

the speed ratio of this arrangement is:

m = _R

P _c

NS-- _ + 1.

NR

To eliminate the relative angular velocities caused by

carrier rotation, the carrier is "stopped" by adding a
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f

Sun gear._

(Input)

I

J

Planet gear
with fixed
carrier

J

Figure B-I - Star Arrangement
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f

.__ Ring gearCarrier

(Output) \\\_\ \ (Input)
..+

-
Planet gear"

Figure B-2 - Solar Arrangement



Fixed Input Output Over-all
Arrangement

Member Member Member Ratio

N R

Planetary Ring Sun Carrier NS + 1

NR

Star Carrier Sun Ring NSS

Ns

Solar Sun Ring Carrier NR + 1

NS = Number of sun teeth NR = Number of ring teeth

Table B-I - Epicyclic Gear Data
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velocity of - C to all the components. The absolute angular

velocity of the input ring gear is now:
i

_R = _°R - _C (BI)

NS

N R R"

The absolute angular velocity of the output gear is:

, NR ,
= - -- _0 (B2)

s Ns R

The solar drive arrangement can now be treated as a

conventional gear drive with the equivalent sun gear and ring

gear velocity equal to R and -_RNs/NR , respectively.
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APPENDIX C

CALCULATION OF TOTAL INTEGRATION TIME AND STEP SIZE

To minimize computer time and yet guarantee stable and

accurate numerical solutions, it was decided to base the

total integration time and step size on the system's longest

and shortest natural periods, respectively. To isolate just

the natural frequencies of the gear train, the effect of

driver and load ineritas were not considered, although the

torsional stiffness values of the input and output shaft were

used. The time dependent mesh stiffnesses were assumed to be

constant; their value being the average between one and two

pairs of teeth in contact. A generalized Jacobi Method was

then used to solve the eigenvalue problem:

=

where K = Stiffness matrix based on differential
equations of motion (see Section 3.5)

# = matrix of eigenvectors

A --diagonal matrix of eigenvalues

M = inertia matrix

Jsun -O-
Msun

Msun
= JpI

Jp2
-O- Jp3

Jring
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C <830613. ZZ2G>
FTN4,L

PROGRAM PGT
C

C_THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE HATURAL FREOUEHCIES UP TO A 18 D.O.F.
C_N_=MODEL. DEGRESS OF FREEDOM CAH BE ELIMINATED BY SELECTING VERY HIGH
C_=iSTIFFHESS.
C

IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,K,O-Y)
COMMON /AAA/ A(18,18),B(18,18),X(18,18),EIGV(LB},D(18)

DIMEHSIOH KSP(_),KPR(3),CB(3),SB{3),CA(3),SA(3)
DIMENSION CGC3},SG(3),ZETAC2,18),ETA¢2,18)

DIMENSIOH ZX(_,lG),ZY(3,1G),IG(192},ITITLE(20)
C

C SIZE, MASS, AND STIFFNESS DATA FOR PLANETARY GEAR SYSTEM
C _==n GEAR RADII (PITCH CIRCLE) _t_

DATA RPCS/2.5OOOOODO/, RPCP/2.4OOOOOODO/
C _= INERTIA ELENEHTS _

DATA SM/.O15000DO/, SJ/.O4DO/, PM/.O14DO/, PJ/.O33DO/
DATA CH/9.0OD5/, CJ/9.0OD5/, RH/L.D-1/, RJ/2.0ODO/

C _=,m="_ SUPPORT STIFFNESS ELEHEHTS _

DATA KS/1.DO/, KTS/8.85D5/, KP/9.DS/, KTP/O.DO/
DATA KC/9.0DS/, KTC/9.0OOODS/, KR/9. DS/, KTR/e.85DS/

C _l_ GEAR MESH STIFFNESS _

DATA KSP/3w191543'5.DO/, KPR/3_258S154.DO/
DATA H/18/, PHI/22.5DO/, PI/3.14159265358979DO/

C
PHI - PI m PHI/180.

_0 WRITE(L,31_ RPCS,RPCP

31FORMAT(///'RPCS,RPCP',T25,2FI3.73
WRITE(L,32)

32 FORMAT('CHAHGE? [Y/HI _')
READ¢I,21) Ig
IF¢IQ.EQ.IHN) GO TO 40

NRITE(1,_--3)
33 FORMAT¢*EHTER NEW VALUES')

READ(1,_) RPCS,RPCP

40 WRITE(I,3)

WRI'rE(I,4) SM,SJ,PM,PJ,CM,CJ,RM,RJ
WRITE(_,32)

READ(I,21) IQ
IF (IQ.HE.IHY) GO TO 50

WRITE{I,3"J)

READ(i,m) SM,SJ,PM,PJ,CH,CJ,RM,RJ
50 WRITE(L,G)

WRITE(1,4} KS,KTS,KP,KTP,KC,KTC,KR,KTR

WRITE{I,32)

READ(I,21) Ig
IF (IQ.NE.1HY) GO TO 60

WRITE¢I,_
READ(I,_) KS,KTS,KP,KTP,KC,KTC,KR,KTR

$0 WRITE(I,7) KSP,KPR

WRITE(I,32)
READ(i,21) Ig
IF (IQ. NE.1HY) GO TO 70
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WRITE(I,33}

READ(1,_) KSP,KPR
C
70 RC = RPCS + RPCP

RPCR " RPCS + 2_RPCP
RS = RPCS J DCOS{PHI)

RP = RPCP m DCOS{PHI)

RR = RPCR _ DCOS(PHI)

1OUT " i

C

C STIFFNESS MATRIX
C

DO 75 I=l,N
DO 75 J=l,H
A(I,J)=O.O

75 COHTIHUE

A(1,1) KTS
A¢2,2) KS

A (3,3) KS

A(13,13) KTC .3._KP_RC_N2
A(14,14) 3._KP + KC
A(15,15) 3.1KP . KC
A¢lS,IG) KTR

A(17,17) KR
A(18,18) KR

C

DO 100 J-1,3
BETA = 2./3.1PI_(J-i)
ALPHA = BETA . PI/2. - PHI

GAMMA • BE'I'A. PI/2. . PHI
CB(J) = DCOS(BETR3
SB¢J) - DSIN_BETA)
CA(J) - DCOS(ALPHA)
SA¢J) = DSIH(ALPHA)
CG(J) = DCOS(GAMMA)
SG(J) = DSIN(GAMMA)

C

I = I . 3XJ
A(I,I) " A(1,1) . KSP(J)IRS_2

A(1,2) = A(1,2) . KSPCJ)IRS_CA(J)

ACI,3) • ACi,3) . KSPCJ)_RSISA(J)

A(2,2) • A{2,2) . KSPCJ)uCA(J)_I2
A(2,33 = A(2,3) . KSPCJ)_CA¢J)_SA(J)

AC3,33 = AC3,33 + KSPCJ3_SACJ)m_2
ACt,I) • -KSPCJ)MRS_RP
ACI,I.i) = -KSPCJ)_RS_CACJ)

ACi,I.2) = -KSPCJ)_RS_SACJ)
A(2,13 = -KSP(J)XRPICA(J)

A(2,I.i) - -KSP¢J)ICA(J)_2
A(2,1.2) = -KSP(J)_CA(J)uSA(J)

A(3,1) - -KSP(J)_RP_SA(J)
A(3,1.i) - -KSP(J)_CA(J)_SA(J)

A(3,1.Z) = -KSP(J)MSA(J)_2
A(I,I) = KTP . {KSP(J) . KPR(J))_RP_2

A(I,I.I) - (KSP(J)JCA(J) - KPR(J)_CG(J))_RF
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A(I,I.2) - (KSP¢J)_SA(J) - KPR(J)_SG{J))_RP

A(I.I,I.I)- KP . KSP(J)_CA(J)_I2 . KPR(J)_CG(J)_2
A{I.I,I.2) - KSP(J)ICA(J)_SA(J) . KPR(J)_CG(J)_SG(J)

A(I.2,1.2)" KP . KSP¢J)ISA(J)_2 . KPR(J)_SG(J)_2

A(13,14) A(15,14) - KP_RC_SB(J)

A¢15,15) A(15,15) . KP_RC_CB(J)

A(I.I,iS) KP_RC_SB(J)
A(I.1,14) -KP

A(I.Z,15) -KPIRC_CB(J)
A(I.2,15) -KP
A(IG,IG) A(16,16) • KPR(J)_RR_2

A(16,17) A¢16,17) - KPR(J)_RR_CG(J)

A(16,_8) A(16,18) - KPR(J)_RR_SG(J)
A(17,17) A(17,17) + KPR(J)_CG(J)_2

A(17,18) A(17,18) . KPR(J)_CG(J)_SG{J)

A(18,18) A(18,18) . KPR(J)ISG(J)_2

A(I,I6) -KPR(J)_RPIRR
A(I,17) KPR¢J)HRP_CG(J)

ACI,18) KPRCJ)_RP_SG(J)

A(I+1,16) KPR(J)_RR_CG(J)

A(I+1,17) -KPR(J)MCG¢J)_m2
ACI.I,18) -KPRCJ)_CG(J)_SG¢J)
A(I+2,163 KPR{J)_RR_SG(J)

A(I+2,17) -KPR¢J)_CG(J)_SG¢J)

A(I+2,18) -KPR¢J)_SG(J)_I2
C

C INERTIA ELEMENTS
C

IF (J.GE.2) B(J,J) = SM

B(I,I) - PJ
B¢I.I,I*I)- PM

B(I-2,1*2)= PM

IF (J.GE.2) B¢J.12,J.12) = OH
IF (J.GE.2) B(J.I5,J.15) = RM

100 CONTINUE
B¢I,1) = SJ
8(15,153 = CJ
B(1G,163 - RJ

C

C FILL SYMMETRIC MATRIX
C

DO 200 I=I,H
DO 200 J-%,H

A(J,I) = A¢I,J)
200 CONTINUE

IF (IOUT.NE.G) lOUT = 1
401 CALL JACOB¢N,l.0D-t2,20,O,IOUT)

C PRIHT RESULTS
C

GOt WRITE{t,2)
READ(I,1) IOUT

IF(IOUT.HE.I .AND. lOUT. HE.B) GO TO 601
C

WRITE(lOUT,51) RPCS,RPCP
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WRITE(IOUT,3)

WRITE(lOUT,4) SM,SJ,PM,PJ,CM,CJ,RM,RJ
WRITE(lOUT,B)

WRITE(IOUT,4) KS,KTS,KP,KTP,KC,KTC,KR,KTR
WRITE(lOUT,7) KSP,KPR

C

00 G50 J=I,H

EIGV(J) = DSQRT(EIGV(J))/(2_PI)
PERIOD = I./EIGV(J)

WRITE(lOUT,B49) J,EIGV(J),PERIOD

649 FORMATCIS,SX,'FREQUEHCY',F12.5," Hz',SX,'PERIOD',FII.7," sec')
650 CONTIHUE

WRITE(I,660)

660 FORMAT('PRIMT MODE SHAPES? [Y/HI _')
READ(I,21) IPICK

IF (IPICK.EQ.1HH) GO TO 801
C

WRITE(lOUT,11) (J, d=i,H)

WRITE(IOUT,IG) (EIGV{J), d-l,N)
WRITE(lOUT,12)

C

C CALCULATING LOCAL COORDINATE DISPLACEMEHTS FOR PLANETS #2 & #3
C (FOR PLANET €1, LOCAL & GLOBAL COORDINATES ARE IDENTICAL.)
C

DO 800 I-l,H

DO 700 J'2,3
JJ - 31J "2

ZETA(J-L,I) - X(JJ,I)_CB(J) + X(JJ.Z,I)_SB(J)

ETA(J-I,I) = -X(JJ,I)_SB(J) . X(JJ.I,I)_CB(J}
700 CONTINUE

WRITECIOUT,15) I, CXCI,J), J=I,H)

IF (I.EQ.8 .OR. I.EQ.11) WRITE(IOUT,IB) (ZETA(I/5,J),J-I,H)

IF CI.EQ.9 .OR. I.EQ.12) WRITE(lOUT,16) (ETA(I/B,J),J=I,H)
800 CONTINUE

C

801WRITE(1,802)

802 FORMAT(///'AGAIH9 [Y/N] _')
READ(I,21) IPICK

IF (IPICK.HE.1HH) GO TO 30
C

CONTINUE

1 FORMAT(// "MODE NO.', 15, / (/3(2F12.4,BX)})

2 FORMAT(I'LU FOR OUTPUT DEVICE? [1-SCR 6-PRT] _'//)
3 FORMAT(I'INERTIA ELEMEHTS, M-(MASS) 8 J-(MOMEHT)')

4 FORMATC'SUN_,T25,2F13.5/,PLAHET, T25,2F13.5/,CARRIER, T25,2F13.5/
& 'RING',T25,2F13.5)

6 FORMAT(/'SUPPORT STIFFNESSES, K-{TRAHSLATIOH) & Kt-(TORQUE)')

7 FORMAT(/'MESH STIFFHESSES'/,KSP (SUH/PLANET)',T25,3F13.3/
& "KPR (PLAHETIRIHG)',T25,3F13.3)

11 FORMAT(//// "NATURAL FREQUKHCIES (HZ), 18 DOF SYSTEM'// 18F7.1)
12 FORMAT(// 'EIGENVECTORS OF SYSTEM')
15 FORMAT(/ 12,18F7.4)
16 FORMAT(2X,18F7.i)
21 FORMAT(AI)

22 FORMAT(/ "TO CALCULATE MODAL DISPLACEMENT OF ANY EIGENVECTOR," /
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& "ENTER ITS NUMBER (l-IB), ENTRY OF '0" TERMINATES PROGRAM ")

23 FORMAT(/ "FOR GRAPHICS OUTPUT OH SCREEN, ENTER "I"' I 'FOR OUTPUT

&OH 4-PEH PLOTTER, _FIRST_*LOAD 8.5 X il PAPER VERTICALLY" /

& "AGAINST LEFT & BOTTOM STOPS, THEH ENTER:" / "'2,0" FOR FULL PAGE

& DRAWING" / "s2,1s FOR UPPER HALF PAGE DRAWING, OR" /

& "'2,2" FOR LOWER HALF PAGE DRAWIHG _')

26 FORMAT(/ "ENTER TITLE (MAX. 40 CHARACTERS-TO HERE)')

27 FORMAT(2OA2)

999 END

C

C

BLOCK DATA AAA

IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z)

COMMON /AAA/ A(18,IB),B(IB,IB),X(IB,18),EIGVCIO),D(IB)

DATA A/324_O.DO/, B/324_O.DO/, X/324_O.DO/, EIGV/IB_O.DO/

EHD
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C
C

SUBROUTINE JACOB(N,RTOL,HSMX,IFPR,IOUT)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z)

COMMON /AAA/ A(18,18),B(IB,IB),X(IB,18),EIGV(IB),D(1B)
DIMENSION ITIME(5),JTIME(5),NTIME(5)
IF (IOUT.EQ.O) lOUT - i

C

C m

C I EIGENVALUE SUBROUTINE (USING GENERALIZED JACOBI ITERATION)
C

C • INPUT VARIABLES,

C l A(18,18) " STIFHESS MAT'X (MUST BE POSITIVE DEFINITE) m
C m B(1B,18) - MASS MAT'X (MUST BE POSITIVE DEFINITE)

C • N - ORDER OF MATRICES (MUST BE <- 18)
C • RTO_ " CONVERGENCE TOLERENCE (TYP. 1.0D-12)
C • NSMX - LIMITING NUMBER OF SWEEPS (TYP. 15)

C • IFPR - FLAG FOR PRINTING INTERMEDIATE VALUES
C • (IF .EQ. O, WILL HOT PRINT)
C

C • OUTPUT VARIABLES.
C • A(N,N) " DIAGONALIZED STIFFNESS MATRIX

C • B(H,H) " DIAGOHALIZED MASS MATRIX
C _ XCN,N} I EIGENVECTORS STORED COLUMHWISE
C • EIGVCN) " EIGEHVALUES
C

C • D(18) - WORKING VECTOR
C

C

C INITIALIZE EIGENVALUE i EIGENVECTOR MATRICES
C

DO 10 I-L,N

IF (ACIiI).GT.O. .AND. B¢I,I).GT.O.) GO TO 4

WRITE(lOUT,2020) I_A(I,I),B(I,I)
STOP 1

4 O(l) - A(I,I)/B(I,I)
EIGV(1) - D(1)

10 CONTINUE

DO 30 I-1,H

DO 20 J'l,N
20 X(I,J) - O.

30 X(l,l) - 1.

IF (N.EQ.1) RETURN
C

C INITIALIZE SWEEP COUNTER i BEGIH ITERATION
C

IQ - 0

C (INTERMEDIATE WRITE(I,2997)
C VALUE DUMP) READ(L,_) IQ

CALL EXEC(II,ITIME)
HSWEEP - 0
MR - H-1

40 NSWEEP - NSWEEP + I
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IF (IFPR.EQ.I) WRITE(lOUT,2000) HSWEEP

C
C CHECK WHETHER PRESENT OFF-DIAGONAL ELEMENT REQUIRE5 ZEROING.

C
EPS = (.01_HSWEEP)_2

DO 210 J=I,NR

JJ • J.1
DO 210 K=JJ,H

IF (IQ. EQ.E) WRITE(10UT,Z998) J,K

ATOL = (A(J,K)_2)/(A(J,J)_A(K,K))

BTOL = (B(J,K)_2)/¢B(J,J)_B(K,K))
IF ¢(ATOL.LT. EPS).AHD.(BTOL.LT.EPS)) GO TO 210

C

O IF ZEROING REQ'D, WE CALCULATE ROTATIOH MATX. ELEMENTS 'CA" & 'CG'.
C

AKK = A(K,K)_B¢J,K) - B(K,K)_A(J,K)

AJJ = A(J,J)_B(J,K) - B(J,J)_A(J,K)
AB = A(J,J)_B(K,K} - A(K,K)_B(J,J)

CHK = (_B_I2 + 4._AKKIAJJ)I4.
IF (CHK) 50,60,60

50 WRITE(lOUT,2020) K,CHK
STOP 2

GO SGCH - DSQRT(CHK)
D1 = AB/2. + SQCH
D2 = AB/2. - SQCH
DEN = Di
IF (DABS(D2).GT.DABS(DL)) DEN = D2
IF (DEN) 80,70,80

70 CA = O.
CG = -A(J,K)IA(K,K)
GO TO 90

80 CA " AKKID_N
CG = -AJJ/DEH

IF (IQ. EQ.L) WRITE(IOUT,2999) K,CA,CG

C

O PERFORM GENERALIZED ROTATION TO ZERO PRESENT OFF-DIAGOHAL ELEMENT.
C

90 IF CN-2) 100,190,100
100 JP1 = J+l

JM% - J-1
KP1 = K.I

KM1 = K-1

IF ¢JM1-1) 130,110,110
110 DO 120 I-l,dMi

AJ -'A(I,J)
BJ = B(I,J)

AK l A(I,K)
BK = B(I ,K)

A(I,J) = AJ . CGIAK

B(I,J} = BJ . CG_BK
A(I,K) - AK . CA_AJ

B(I,K) - BK - CA_BJ
IF (IQ. EQ.1) WRITE(lOUT,Z999) I,(A(I,II),II-I,N)

120 CONTINUE
130 IF CKPI-N) 140 140,1G0
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140 DO 150 I-KP_,H

AJ - A(J,I)

BJ = B{J,I)

AK = A(K,I)
BK = B(K,I)

A(J,I) - AJ . CG_AK

B(J,I) - BJ . CG_BK
A¢K,I) - AK * CA_AJ

B(K,I) - BK + CA_BJ

IF (IQ.EQ.E) WRITE(IOUT,2999) I,(A{I,II),II=I,H)
I50 COMTIHUE

160 IF (JP1-KMi) 170,170,190
170 DO 180 I'JP1,KMI

AJ - A(J,I)

BJ - BCJ,I)

AK - A¢I,K)
BK = 8(!,K)

h(J,I) " AJ . CG_AK

B¢J,I) " BJ . CG_BK
A(I,K) - AK + CAIAJ

B(I,K) - BK . CA_BJ

IF (IQ.EQ.i) WRITE(lOUT,2999) I,(A(I,II),II-1,H)
180 CDHTIHUE

190 AK = A(K,K)

BK - B(K,K)

A(K,K) = AK + 2._CA_A(J,K) + A(J,J)_CA_2

B(K,K) " BK . 2._CA_B(J,K} . B(J,J)_CA_2
A(J,J) " A(J,J) + 2._CG'A(J,K) + AK_CG,_2

B(J,J) - B(J,J) . 2._CG_B(J,K} * BK_CG_*2
A{J,K) - O.

B¢J,K) - O.
C

C UPDATE EIGEHVECTOR MATRIX AFTER EACH ROTATIOH.
C

DO 200 I'I,H

XJ - X(I,J)

XK - X(I,K)
X(I,J) - XJ . CG_XK

X¢I,K) - XK . CA_XJ

IF (IQ.EQ.I) WRITE{lOUT,2999) I,(X(I,II),II-1,H)
200 COHTIHUE
210 COHTIHUE

C

C UPDATE EIGEHVALUES AFTER EACH SHEEP.
C

DO 220 I-1,H
IF (ACI,I).GT.O. .AHD. BCI,19.GT.O.) GO TO 220

WRITE(lOUT,Z020) I,A(I,I),B¢I,I)
C STOP 3

220 EIGV(I} = A(I,I)/B(I,I)
IF {IFPR.EQ.O) GO TO 230
WRITE(IOUT_2030)

WRITE(IOUT,20iO) CEIGV(1), I=Z,H)
C

C CHECK FOR COHVERGEHCE.
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230 DO 240 l-l,H

TOL - RTOLID(1)

DIF = DABS(EIGV(1) - D(1))

IF (DIF.GT.TOL) GO TO 280

240 CONTINUE

CHECK ALL OFF-DIAGOHAL ELEMENTS TO DETERMINE IF ANOTHER SWEEP REQ'D.

EPS = RTOL_m2
DO 250 J=I,HR

JJ = J+l

DO 250 K=JJ,H
EPSA = CACJ,K)_I2)ICACJ,J)_A(K,K))

EPSB I CBCJ,K)_I2}ICBCJ,J)_BCK,K))
IF ((EPSA.LT. EPS).AHD.(EPSB.LT.EPS)) GO TO 250

GO TO 290
250 COHTIHUE

C
C FILL BOTTOM TRIANGLE OF h & B MATRICES & NORMALIZE EIGENVECTORS.

C

255 DO 270 I=l,H
XX = O.

DO 2GO J=l,N
XX = XX * X(J,I)HI2

A{J,I) = A{I,J)

B(J,I) " B(I,J)

260 OOHTIHUE
DO 270 J=i,N

X(J,I) = X(J,I)/DSQRT(XX)
270 COHTINUE

CALL EXEC(ll,JTIME)
DO 295 I-1,5

285 NTIME(1) = JTIME(1) - ITIME(1)

WRITE(lOUT,2040) ITIME,JTIME,HTIME,HSWEEP

RETURH

C

C UPDATE "D" MATRIX, START HEW SWEEP, IF ALLOWED.

C

290 DO 290 I=l,H
290 D(1) m EIGV(1)

IF (HSWEEP.LT. HSMX) GO TO 40
GO TO 255

2000 FORMAT (/ "SWEEP HUMBER =',I4)
2010 FORMAT(4G20.12)
2020 FORMAT{/ "mm_ERROR_MATRICES HOT POSITIVE ",

& "DEFIHITE ...VALUE OF I =" 15," A(I,I) & B(I,I) =',2F12.4)

2030 FORMAT{/ "'JACOB a, CURRENT EIGEHVALUES..." I)
2040 FORMATC/ "STARTIHG TIME =i) 515 / "FIHISH TIME =', 515 /

& "COMPUTIHG TIME =', 515, " HO. OF SWEEPS =', I5)
2997 FORMAT(/ "IF CALC. DISP. DESIRED, EHTER I ELSE 0")

2998 FORMAT{/ "TOP OF LOOP: J,K =', 518)

2999 FORMAT( "TEST', 15,(6F12.3))
END
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APPENDIX D

PROGRAM PAGE
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DRAWl 225
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C <830610.1521>

FTH4,L
PROGRAM EXPRO

C
C THIS PROGRAM GENERATES GEAR TOOTH PROFILE COORDINATES

C

COMMOH/OI/XI(IOO),X2(IOO),YI(IOO),Y2{IOO),THETAI(IOO),THETA2{IO0),

1 WI(IOO),WZ(IOO),ZI(IOO),Z2{LOO),RRI{IOO),RR2(IO0)

COMMOH/C2/EI,GI,PR1,YPI,RRDI,RII,FWI,XMINI,
1 E2,G2,PR2,YP2,RRO2,RI2,FW2,XMIH2
COMMOH/C31PI,PHI,TG1,TG2,TP,PD1,PD2,RPC1,RPC2,RAC1,RAC2,TIH,RBOI,

1 RBC2,C,SP,EP
C

DIMENSION LENGTH(2)
DIMEHSIOH TITLE{IO)

DIMEHSIOH IBUF(40),IDCBl(144),IHAM(3),ISIZE(2)
DIMENSION IDATA(2)

C

REAL KL,LEI,KEI
C

C_IBfl}IHOLIBRARY ARCCOS OR ARCSOH FUNCTIONS REQUIRES FOLLOWING FUHCTiOHS

O

ARSIH(X)-ATAH(X/SQRT(I.-X_2))
AROOS(X)-PII2.-ATAN(XISQRT(I.-X_2))

C

C

DATA LENGTH/2HIH,2HMM/
C

C FOLLOWING DATA STATEMEHTS ARE FOR INPUT

C

DATA DP/5./,DELTP/.OI/,PHID/22.5/
DATA MODCOD/O/

DATA AD1,AD2,WDI,WD2,GRRFI,GRRF2/2_.200_2_.470000,2_.020000/
C

C DATA DP,DELTP,PHID/8.466_67,.01,22.5/
C DATA MODCOD/O/
C DATA AD1,AD2,WD1,WD2/2_.11811,.269,.265748/
C DATA GRRF1,GRRF2/2_.O5/,RPMIN/IO00./
C

WRITE(I,2)
2 FORMAT('IHPUT LU FOR OUTPUT DEVICE,PER1,CYCI,PAPI")

READ(1,_) LU,PER1,CYCl,PAP1
O

TDDEGR-180./PI

6 PHI-PHIDxPI/180.

TOUT-TIH_TG2/TG1
RPMOUT-RPMIH_TG1/TG2

GI-O.5_EI/{1..PRI)

G2-O.5_E2/(1.*PR2)
PDI-TG1/DP

PD2-TG2/DP
RPCI-O.5_PD1

RPC2-O.51PD2

7 IF(RII.EQ.O.O) RII-(16._TIH/(PI_TAUMAX))_C1./3.)*0.5

IF(RI2.EQ.O.O) RI2-(16._TOUT/(PI_TAUMAX))_(1./3.)_0.5
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IF(JGI.EG.O.} JGI=.S_GAMAltPI_FNIJRPCI_4/_G6.
IF¢JG2.EG.O.) JG2".S_GAMAZ_PI_FN2_RPC2_4/_86.
C-RPCl+RPC2
CP-PI/DP
BP-CP_COS(PHI)

RFI'.7_(GRRFI.(ND1-AD1-GRRF1)_I2/(.5_PDI*ND1-AD1-GRRF1))
RF2".7_CGRRF2.¢ND2-AD2-GRRF2)_J2/(.5_PD2.ND2-AD2-GRRF2))
RAC1-RPCI.AD1
RRC2"RPC2.AD2
RRCl'RACL-NDI
RRC2"RAC2-ND2
RI1 -RRC1
RI2 -RRC2
RBC1-RPCI_COS(PHi)
RBC2-RPC2_COS(PHI)

C
L1=100

L2-L1
P-TIH/RBC1

C

C NEXT SEGMENT OF CODE IS FROM HOD
C

C TG..... NUMBER OF TEETH
C DP..... DIAMETRAL PITCH
C PHI .... PRESSURE ANGLE
C AD..... ADDEHDUM

C ND..... WHOLE DEPTH (APPROXIMATE)
C GRRF---GENERATIHG RACK EDGE RADIUS
C 1...... IDEHTIFIES GEAR 1
C 2...... IDENTIFIES GEAR 2
C RF..... FILLET RADIUS
C
C

Cmmm_mREADPROFILE MODIFICATIOHS (IF ANY)
C
C
C

CIm"_mmCHECK FOR IHTERFERENCE
C

199 RCHK1 - SGRT(RBCI_2 . (C_SIN(PHI))I_2)

RCHK2 - SGRT(RBC23fJE2 * ¢C=SIH(PHI)}_I2)

IF (RACI.GT. RCHKI.0R. RAC2.GT. RCHK2),,INF.8
IF ¢INF.EQ.2) GO TO 4563
X=RF1/(RRCI+RFL)
ALPHAI=ARSIN(X)
X=RF2/(RRC2.RF2)
ALPHA2-ARSIH¢X)
RTFll=(RRCl.RF1)_COS(ALPHAL)
RTF22=CRRC2.RF2)_COS¢ALPHA2)

O

NRITECLU,200) TG1,TG2,PHI,DP,RPC1,RPC2,RBC1,RBC2,RRC1,RRC2,RF1,
&RF2,RI1,RI2,ALPHA1,ALPHA2,RTFlZ,RTF22

200 FORMAT('TGL,TG2 ,',2F14.7/
& "PHI,DP =',2F14.7/
& "RPC1,RPC2 =',2F14.7/
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& "RBC1,RBC2 :" 2F14.7/
& "RRC1,RRC2 ," 2F14.7/
& "RF1,RF2 z" 2F14.7/
& "RII,RI2 ," 2F14.7/
& "ALPHA1,ALPHA2 =" 2F14.7/
& 'RTFII,RTF22 :" 2F14.7/)

C

C CALCULATIOH OF LIMIT RADII (RLM1 AND RLM2)

C
AUX1-ARCOS(RBCi/RACl)
AUX2-ARCOS¢RBC2/RAC2)
CI1-RAC21SIN{AUX2)-RPC21SIH¢PHI)
CI2=RACI_SIN(AUXi)-RPCi_SIN(PHI)
RALR1-ATAN((RPCI_SIN(PHI)-CII)/RBC1)

RALR2-ATAH((RPC2_SIN(PHI)-CI2)/RBC2)
RLMI-RBCl/COS(RALR1)

RLM2-RBC2/COS(RALR2)
C

WRITE{LU,15) AUX1,AUX2,CIi,CI2,RALR1,RALR2,RLM1,RLM2
15 FORMAT¢'AUX1,AUX2 ,',2F14.7/

1 "CI1,CI2 ,',2F14.7/
2 "RALR1,RALR2 ,',2F14.7/

"RLM1,RLM2 . ,',2F14.7/)
RR1-RACi-RLM1

RR2-RAC2-RLM2
IF {RLM1.LE.RRC1) RR1-RAC1-RTFll
IF (RLM2.LE.RRC2) RR2-RAC2-RTF22

220 FORMAT(eO',2X,'NOTEs RADIUS OF THEORETICAL LAST POINT OF CONTACT
60H GEAR 1 IS LESS THAN THE ROOT CIRCLE RADIUS.'/

&" TO AVOID INTERFERENCE PROBLEMS, THIS TOOTH SHOULD BE UNDERCUT'/)
221 FORMAT¢'O',2X,'NOTEI RADIUS OF THEORETICAL LAST POINT OF CONTACT

&OH GEAR 2 IS LESS THAN THE ROOT CIRCLE RADIUS.'/

6" TO AVOID INTERFERENCE PROBLEMS, THIS TOOTH SHOULD BE UNDERCUT'l)
C

LII-IFIX((RR1/(RACi-RRCi})_LI)

LI2-IFIX¢¢RR2/(RAC2-RRC2))mL2)

RIHCII-RRi/FLOATCLII-1)

RINCI2-RR2/FLOAT(LI2-1)
C

C

C RAI ..... ROLL ANGLE,GEAR 1

C RATML---LENGTN OF TIP MODIFICATION IN DEGREES OF ROLL,GEAR 1
C RAT1 .... ROLL ANGLE AT TIP OF GEAR 1

C RATI1---ROLL ANGLE AT TOP OF INVOLUTE,GEAR 1

C RABI1 .... ROLL ANGLE AT THE BOTTOM OF INVOLUTE,GEAR 1
C RABM1---LENGTH OF ROOT MODIFICATION IN DEGREES OF ROLL,GEAR I

C PATMI---MAGHITUDE OF PARABOLIC MODIFICATION AT THE TIP,GEAR I

C PABMI---MAGHITUDE OF PARABOLIC MODIFICATION AT THE BOTTOM,GEAR 1
C STTMI---MAGHITUDE OF STRAIGHT LINE MODIFICATION AT THE TIP,GEAR 1
C STBMI---MAGHITUDE OF STRAIGHT LINE MODIFICATION AT THE BOTTOM;GEAR
C PER1---MAX MANUFACTURED PROFILE ERROR,GEAR 1
C PAPi---AHGLE FROM START OF SIH. ERROR TO START OF INVOLUTE,GEAR 1
C RTI1 .... RADIUS TO TOP OF INVOLUTE,GEAR 1
C RBI1 .... RADIUS TO BOTTOM OF INVOLUTE,GEAR 1
C
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C

C_CALCULATION OF ROLL ANGLES TO INVOLUTE TOP, PITCH, AND BOTTOM; AHD
C_IRADIAL DISTAHCES TO (UH)MODIFIED INVOLUTE TOP, FITCH, AND BOTTOM
C

RATi=TODEGR_SQRT((RACI/RBCl)_2 - I.)

RAT2-TODEGR_SQRT((RAC2/RBC2)_2 - I.)
RAM1-RAT1-RATM1

RAM2-RAT2-RATM2

RTI1-RBOI_SQRT{(RAMI/TODEGR}_2 . I.)

RTI2=RBC2_SQRT((RAM2/TODEGR)m_2 . I.)
C

RAP-TODEGR_TAH(PHI)

RATIPI-RAM1-RAP
RATIP2-RAMZ-RAP

C

RABII=TODEGR_SQRT((RLMi/RBOl)_2 - i.)

RABI2-TODEGR_SQRT((RLM2/RBO2)_2 - I.}

RANI=RABII.RABM1
RAN2-RABI2.RABM2

RBIi-RBCiJSGRT(¢RAHI/TODEGR)_2 . I.)

RBI2-RBC21SQRT((RAN21TODEGR}_2 . 1.)
C

C_=_CALCULATIOM OF RRO

C

230 TP-PI_.5/DP
PHIBI-ARCOS(RBC1/RLMI)

BETABI=PI/(2._TGI).(TAH(PHI)-PHI}-(TAH{PHIB1}-PHIBi)
IF CRLMI.GE.RTFil) GO TO 295

ARGI-((RRCI.RFI)_2 . RLMi_2 - RFI_2)/(2._RLMI_(RRCI+RFi))
ALPHA1-ARCOS(ARGI)

285 RROI-RRCllCOS(BETABI*ALPHAI}

C

XMINl=RTF11_SIH(BETABi)
PAPI=PAPI/TODEGR

O

PHIB2=ARCOS(RBC2/RLM2)

BETAB2"PI/(2._TG2)+(TAH(PHI)-PHI)-(TAN(PHIB2)-PHIB2}
IF (RLM2.GE.RTF22) GO TO 290

ARG2"((RRC2.RF2}_2 . RLM2_2 - RF2_2)/(2._RLM2_(RRC2.RF2))
ALPHA2-ARCOS(ARG2)

290 RRO2"RRC2_COS(BETAB2.ALPHA2)
C

XMIN2-RTF22_SIH(BETAB2)
PAP2=PAPZ/TODEGR

C

WRITE(LU,291) BETABi,BETAB2,ARGI,ARG2,ALPHAI,ALPHA2,RROi,RRO2
291 FORMAT('BETABI,BETAB2 ,',2F14.7/

2 "ARG1,ARG2 ,',2F14.7/
3 'ALPHAI,ALPHA2 ,',2F14.7/

4 'RROi,RR02 ,',2F14.7/)
C

C

C_m_mCALCULATION OF INVOLUTE PROFILE COORDIHATES, GEAR I
C

DO 330 J=I,LI1
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ETI-O.

PEI-O.

C
R1-RACI-RIHCII_(FLOAT(J-I)}

PHI1-ARCOS(RBC1/R1)

BETAI=PI/(2._TGi) . (TAH(PHI)-PHI) - (TAH(PHI1)-PHIi)

THETA-I(J)-PHIE-BETA1

RAI-TODEGR_TAH(PHII)

IF (J.EQ.I) RAI-RATI
C

C_CHECK FOR TIP MODIFICATIONS

C

IF (RATMI.EQ.O..OR.RA1.LT. RAME) GO TO 300

IF (STTME.EQ.O.) ETE-PATME_(1.-SQRT((RATE-RAE)/RATMI))

IF (PATM1.EQ.O.) ETE-STTMI_(RAE-RAME)/RATMi
C

C_CHECK FOR SIHUSOIDAL ERRORS

C

300 IF ¢PERE.EO.O.) GO TO 310

IF (RA1.GT.RAMI} PE1-PER/_SIH(PAPI)

IF (RA1.LT.RAMI)
& PEI-PERI_SIH((PI_¢RAMI-RA1)_CYCI/RATIPI).PAP1)

C

C_CHECK FOR BOTTOM MODIFICATIONS

C
310 IF (RABM1.EQ.O..OR.RAI.GT.RAHI) GO TO 320

IF (STBM1.EQ.O.) ETI-PABMI_(1.-SQRT((RA1-RABII)/RABMI})

IF (PABMI.EQ.O.) ET1-STBMI_(RAI-RAHI)/RABMI

C
320 XI{J)-RIISIH(BETAt) . {ETI.PEI)/COS(THETAI¢J))

YI(J)=RI_COS(BETAI) - RROI

IF (J.HE.i) THETAZ¢J-I)-ATAH((XI(J)-XI(J-i))/(YI(J-I}-YI(J))}
330 CONTINUE
C
C_m_FILLET COORDINATE POINTS, GEAR 1
C

BETAI'ATAH(XI¢LII)/(YL{LIL).RROI})

RIHCBI'¢Ri-RRCi)/FLOAT(L1-LII}
LIil"LII.i

00 340 J'LIli,LI
RFILI-Ri-RIHCBi_FLOAT(J-LII)

IF CRFIL1.GE.RTFii) ARC1-ALPHAI
X-((RRCI.RFI)_I2.RFILI_H2-RFI=mZ)/(Z._RFILZ_(RRCI.RFI})

IF (X.GT.I.) X=I.O

IF (RFILI.LT. RTFil) ARCi=ARCOS{X}
BETAFi-BETAI.ALPHA1-ARCi

XI¢J)-RFILIISIH(BETAFI)

YI¢J)-RFILI_COS¢BETAFt) - RR01
340 THETAI(J-Z)-ATAH((XiCJ}-XI(J-I))/(YI(J-i)-Yi(J)))

THETAI(LL}=.5_PI - 8ETAFL
C

CIx_CALCULATIOH OF IHVOLUTE PROFILE COORDIHATES, GEAR 2
C

DO 380 J=I,LI2
ET2-O.
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PE2-O.
C

R2-RAC2-RIHCI2_(FLOAT(J-I))
PHI2-ARCOS(RBC2/R2)

8ETA2-PII(2._TG2) + (TAH(PHI)-PHI) - (TAH(PHI2)-PHI2)

THETA2(J)'PHI2-BETA2

RA2"TODEGR_TAH(PHI2)
IF (J.EQ.i) RA2"RAT2

C

IF (RATM2_EQ.O..OR.RAZ.LT. RAM2) GO TO 350

IF (STTM2.EQ.O.) ET2-PATMZ_(I.-SQRT((RAT2-RA1)/RATM2))

IF (PATM2.EQ.O.) ETZ-STTM2I(RA1-RAMZ)/RATM2
C

350 IF (PER2.EQ.O.) 00 TO 360

IF (RA2.GT.RAM2) PE2-PER2_SIN(PAP2)
IF (RA2.LT. RAM2)

& PE2-PER21SIN((PI_(RAM2-RA2)_CYC2/RATIP2).PAP2)
C

360 IF (RABM2.EQ.O..OR.RA2.GT. RAHI) GO TO 370

IF (STBM2.EQ.O,) ET2-PABM2_(I.-SQRT((RA2-RABI2)/RABM2))
IF (PABMZ.EQ.O.) ET21STBM2_(RA2-RAN2)/RABM2

C

370 X2(J)-R2mSIH(BETA2) . (ET2.PE2)/COS(THETA2(J))

Y2(J)-R21COS(BETA2) - RR02

IF CJ.NE.I) THETA2(J-1)=ATAh(¢X2(J)-X2(J-I))/(Y2(J-I)-YZ(J)))
380 CONTIHUE
C

C_I_FILLET COORDIHATE POINTS, GEAR 2
C

RINC82-(R2-RRO2)/FLOAT(LI-LI2)
C

WRITE(LU,IG) RLMI,RLM2,RI,R2,RIHOBI,RIMCB2,RTFII,RTF22
1G FORMAT('RLMI,RLM2 :',2F14.7/

I "RI,R2 ,',2F14.7/

2 "RIMCB1,RIHCB2 ,',2F14.71
3 "RTF%l,RTF22 ,',2F14.7/)

C

LIZ2"LI2+i

00 390 J'LI22,L2
RFIL2-R2-RIHCB2_FLOAT¢J-LI2)

X-((RRC2.RFZ)_I2.RFIL2x_2-RF2_2)/(2.1RFIL2_(RRC2.RF2))
IF (RFIL2.GE.RTF22) ARC2-ALPHA2
IF ¢RFIL2.LT.RTF22)

6ARC2-ARCOS(X)

BETAF2-BETA2+ALPHA2-ARCZ
X2(J)-RFIL2_SIN(BETAF2)

YZ(J)-RFIL2_COS(BETAF2) RR02
390 THETA2(J-i)-ATAH((XZ(J)-XZ(J-I_)/(Y2(J-I)-Y2(J)))

THETAZ(L2)-.S_PI - BETAF2
C

C CONTACT RATIO CALCULATIOHS
C

AUXI'ARCOS(RBCI/RTII)
AUX2-ARCOS(RBC2/RTI2)

ALI-ARCOS(RBCIlRBI1)
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AL2=ARCOS(RBC2/RBI2)

CRUI=RPCI_(SIH(PHI)-COS(PHI)_TAH(ALI))/BP

CRU2=RPC2_(SIH(PHI)-COSCPHI}_TAN{AL2})/BP

CRI-((RTI2)_SIH(AUX2)-RPC2_SIH{PHI))/BP
CR2-((RTII)_SIH(AUX1)-RPCI_SIH(PHI))/BP

C

WRITE(LU,17) CRUI,CRU2,CRI,CR2,RBC1,RBC2,RBI1,RBI2
17 FORMAT('CRUI,CRU2 ,',2F14.7/

1 "CRI,CR2 :',2F14.7/
2 "RBC1,RBC2 :',2F14.7/

3 "RBI1,RBI2 ,',2F14.7/)
O

IF((RBCI.GE.RBIi).AHD.(RBC2.GE.RBI2)) GO TO 18
IF¢CRU1.LE.CRi) CRI=CRUI
IFCCRU2.LE.CR2) CR2=CRU2

IF(CRUI.GT.CRI) CRI-CR1

IF(CRU2.GT. CR2} CR2-CR2
18 CR-CRI.CR2

SP-CRI_BP
EP-CR2_BP
SE=CR_BP
IHF - 1

12 FORMAT(T46,'THE THEORETICAL COHTACT RATIO -',F8.3/)
C

C_PIT IHSERTIOF

C

DEEPI-O.O
DEEP2-O.O
IF (DEEP1.EQ.O.O) GO TO 4561

DO 4560 I'IPITll,IPIT12
4560 XI(1)-XI(1)-DEEP1

4561 IF ¢DEEP2.EQ.O.O) GO TO 4563

DO 4562 I-IPIT21,1PIT22
4562 X2(1)-X2(I}-DEEP2
4563 COHTIHUE

C

WRITE¢LU,4570} RAC1,RAC2,LIi,LI2,RF1,RFZ,RROI,RR02

4570 FDRMAT('RAG1,RAC2 ,',2F14.7/
1 "LIi,LI2 :',2114/

2 "RF1,RF2 ,',2F14.7/

3 "RRO1,RR02 ,',2F14.7//)

WRITE(LU,292) PERI,PER2,CYCI,CYC2,PAP1,PAP2
292 FORMAT('SINE ERRORS',6Fil.6/}

C

C NEW CODE FROM SLOWM FOLLOWS
C

DO 702 I-I,LI
WI¢I)=XI(1)

ZI¢I)-RROI.YI(1)

RRI(1)-SQRT(WI¢I)_2.ZI(1)_2)

IFCRRI(1).GT. RACi) RRI¢I)-RACI
W2¢I)-X2(1)

Z2(1)-RRO2*Y2(1)

RR2(1)-SQRT(W2(1)_Z.Z2(1)_2)

IF(RR2(1).GT.RAC2) RR2(1)-RAC2
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702 COHTIHUE

DO 703 I-1,L1

IPP-I

IF(RPC1.GE.RRI(1)) GO TO 704

703 CONTIHUE
704 COHTIHUE

C

WRITE(I,4571)

4571 FORMAT{'LIST DATA? [Y/HI >_')

READ(I,4572} IPICK
4572 FORMAT(AI)

IF (IPICK.EQ.1HH) GO TO 4610
C

WRITE(LU,4578)

4578 FORMAT(" I',8X,'Xl",12X,'Yi',IOX,'THETAI',lOX,'X2",I2X,'Y2",
810X,'THETA2')

DO 4608 I=I,LL

4608 WRITE{LU,4609) I,XI¢I),YI(1),THETAI(1),X2(I),Y2¢I),THETA2(I}
4609 FORMAT(13,6F14.7)

C

4610 WRITEC1,4620)

4620 FORMAT('WRITE TO DATA FILE? [Y/HI >_')

READ¢l,4572) IPICK
IF (IPICK.EQ.IHY) CALL TRAHS

C

END
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c

C

C

SUBROUTINE TRAHS
COMMOH/CllBUFl{1200)

COMMOH/C21BUF2(1G)

COMMOH/C3/BUF3(17)
C

DIMEHSIOH IDCB(144),IHAME(3)

DATA IHAME/2HDP,2HRO,2HFL/,ICODE/I/
C

CALL OPEH(IDCB,IER,IHAME,I,-99,36)
IF {IER.GT.O) GO TO 13

C

9 WRITE(I,10) IER,ICODE

10 FORMAT('FMP ERROR ,',15_' AT ICODE-',I2," PROGRAM ABORTED')
GO TO 50

C

13 ICODE=ICODE*I
CALL WRITF(IDCB,IER,BUFI,2400)
IF (IER.LT.O) GO TO 9
ICODE'ICODE*I

CALL WRITFCIDCB,IER,BUF2,32)
IF (IER.LT.O) GO TO 9

ICODE'ICODE+I
CALL WRITFCIDCB,IER,BUF3,34)
IF (IER.LT.O) GO TO 9

C
WRITECI,30) IHAME

30 FORMAT{'DATA FROM PROFL HAS WRITTEH TO FILE ",_AZ)
C

50 CALL CLOSE{IDCB,IER)
RETURN
END

C
C

C

BLOCK DATA

COMMOH/C1/BUFI(1200)

COMMOH/C2/E1,G1,PR1,YP1,RRO1,RI1,FW1,XMIH1,
I E2,G2,PR2,YP2,RRO2,RI2,FW2,XMiH2

COMMOH/C3/PI,PHI,TGI,TG2,TP,PDI,PD2,RPC1,RPC2,RACI,RAC2,TIH,RBCl,
1 RBC2,C,SP,EP

C

DATA E1/30.EOS/,E2/30.EOS/,PRI/.285/,PR2/.285/
DATA G1/.288/,G2/.288/,PI/3.141592654/

C DATA TG1/14./,TG2/28./,RI1/.GG/,RI2/I.500/

DATA TGI/25./,TG2/24./,RII/2.2300/,RI2/2.1300/
DATA FW1,FW2,TIH/1.O,I.,1500.O/
EHD
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FTN4,L
PROGRAM EXDEF

C

COMMON/CIlXI(IOO),X2(IOO),YI(IOO),Y2(IOO),THETAI(IOO),THETA2(IO0),
1 Wl(100),W2(IOO),Zl(100),Z2(lOO),RI(IOO),R2(IO0)

COMMOHIC2/EI,GI,PR1,YP1,RROI,RI1,FI_XMIH1,

1 E2,G2,PR2,YP2,RRO2,RI2,F2,XMIH2

COMMOH/C4/DCPI(IOO),DCP2(IOO),THETCI(IOO),THETC2(IO0}
C

o

DIMEHSIOH X(IOO),Y(IOO),A(IOO),DCP(IOO),THETA(IOO),BML(IO0)
DIMENSIOH MI(IOO),THETAC(IOO),PL(IOO),VL(IOO),DM4(IO0}

REAL MII,MI2,MI
C

WRITE(I,9000)
9000 FORMAT('EHTER LU HUMBER OF OUTPUT DEVICE')

READ{I,_) LU
CALL ERLST(LU)

C

CALL TRAHR

C

L1-100
L2-L1

KH-i

KL-IO0
C

PI-3.141592654
IG-I

5 IF¢IG.EQ.3) GO TO 150

IF(IG.EQ.2) GO TO 15
E - El

G - G1
PR - PR1
YP - YP1
RRO - RR01

RI - RI1

XMIH - XMIN1

F - FI

LL - L1

DO 10 I - 1,LL
X(1) - XI(1)

Y(1) - YI(1)

THETA(1) - THETAI(1)
A(1) - 2._X(1)_F

10 MI(1)-(FI(2._X(1))_3)/12.
GO TO 25

15 E - E2
G - G2
PR - PR2
YP " YP2
RRO - RR02
RI " RI2

XMIN - XMIN2

F - F2
LL - L2

DO 20 [ - 1,LL
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X(1) - X2(1)

Y(1) - Y2(1)

THETA(1) - THETA2(1)

A(1) - 2._X(1)_F

20 MICI)-(F_(2._X(1))_3)/12.
25 BW-2._XMIH

IF (IG.EQ.1) YH-YI(1)
IF (IG.EQ.1) YL=YI(IO0)
IF (IG.EQ.2) YH-Y2(1)

IF (IO.EQ.2} YL-Y2(IO0)
C

DO 30 L - i,LL
KH - LL .I - L

IF(YCKH).GE.YH) GO TO 40
30 COHTIHUE
40 DO 50 KL = 1,LL

IF(Y(KL).LE.YL) GO TO GO

50 COHTIHUE

60 DO 70 L - L,LL
DCP¢L) - 0.0
THETAC¢L)-O.O

70 CONTIHUE
QQ = 1.0

DO 110 K = KH,KL
THETACCK9 = THETA(K)
P = QQ_SIH(THETAC(K))
V = QQICOS(THETAC(K))

YCT - Y¢K) - X(K)_TAH(THETAC(K))

BRi - (QQ_(COS(THETAC(K)))_2)/E

BR2 - (5.2_(YCT_IZ))/{BWI_2) . YCT/BW

BR3 - 1.4m(I..((TAH¢THETAC(K)))II2)/3.1)
DCPBR - BRI_(BR2 + BR3)
T - Vi(Y¢K) . RRO)

PSIRD - (T/(4.1PImF_G))m¢I./(RI_2)-I./(RRO_2))
RCP - SQRT((RRO . Y(K))_2 . X(K)_I2)
THETAQ - ATAH(X¢K)/(RRO . Y(K)))

ARG - ABS(THETAC(K) . THETAQ)

DCPRD - RCP_PSIRDICOS(ARG)

DO 80 L - 1,LL
BML(L) - 0.0

PL¢L) - O.0

80 VL(L)-O. 0

DO 90 J - K,LL

BM - (Y(K)-Y(J))-V - X(K}_P
BMLCJ)-BMmBM/(MI(J)IQQ)

PL(J)-P_P/(A(J)_QQ)
90 VL ¢J) -V_V/(A(J)_QQ)

DCPBM = O. 0
DCPP - 0.0
DCPV = O. 0
H - LL - 1

DO 100 J - K,H
DELTAY - Y(J) - y(J.%)

DCPBM = DCPBM . ((BML(J)+BML(J.E))*.5)_DELTAY
DCPP - DCPP . ((PL(J).PL(J*I))I.5)IDELTAY
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DCPV " DCPV * ((VL(J).VLCJ*I))_.5)IDELTAY

I00 CONTINUE

DCP(K} = DCPRD . DCPBR . DCPBM/E . DCPP/E . (I.21DCPV)/G

IF (K.LT. II) WRITE(LU,I05) DCPRD,DCPBR,DCPBM,DCPP,DCPV
105 FORMAT(5EZ4.7)

110 CONTINUE
IF(IG.EQ.2) GO TO 120
DO 115 I " 1,LL

DCPI(1) = DCP(1)

115 THETCi(1)=THETAC(1)

IG=IG+I
GO TO 5

120 DO 125 I - 1,LL
DCP2(1) - DCP(1)

125 THETC2(1)-THETAC¢I)

IG'IG.I
GO TO 5

C
150 CALL TRANW
C

WRITE(I,155)
155 FORMAT('LIST DATA? [Y/HI'}

READ¢I,156) IPICK

15G FORMAT(A1)

IF (IPICK.EQ.LHII) GO TO 159

WRITE(LU,157)

I57 FORMAT('Xi',SX,'YI',5X,'DCPI",SX,'X2",5X,'Y2",5X,'DCP2")
WRITE(LU,158) (I,XI¢I),YI(I),DCPI(I},X2(I},YZ(1),DCP2(I},I'I,IO0}

158 FORMAT(14,2FIL.7,EI3.7,2X,2FII.7,E13.7)
159 CONTINUE
C

999 END

I
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C
C
C

SUBROUTIHE TRAHR
COMMOH/.C1/BUFl¢1200)
COMMON/C2/BUF2(16)

C

DIMEHSIOH IDCB(144),INAME(33

DATA INAME/2HDP,2HRO,2HFL/,ICODE/I/
C

CALL OPEN(IDCB_IER,IHAME,O,-99,36)
IF (IER.GT.O} GO TO 13

C

9 WRITE(I,IO) IER,ICODE

I0 FORMAT{'FMP ERROR ,',15," AT ICODE'',I2," PROGRAM ABORTED')
GO TO 50

C
13 ICODE-ICODE.I

CALL READF(IDCB,IER,BUF1)
IF (IER.LT.O) GO TO 9

ICODE-ICODE.I

CALL READF¢IDCB,IER,BUF2)
IF ¢IER.LT.O) GO TO 9

ICODE'ICODE.I
C

WRITE{I,30) INAME
30 FORMAT{ODATA FROM a,SA2,S WAS READS)
C

50 CALL CLOSECIDCB,IER}
RETURH
END
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C

C

C

SUBROUTINE TRANW

COMMONIC4/BUF4(400)

C

DIMENSION IDCB(144),INAME¢3)

DATA IHAME/2HDD,2HEF_2HL /,ICODE/I/
C

CALL OPEN(IDCB,IER,INAME,O,-99,3G)
IF (IER.GT.O) GO TO 13

C

9 WRITE(1,IO) IER,IOODE

10 FORMAT('FMP ERROR :°,I5, a AT ICODE-a,12, a PROGRAM ABORTED °)
GO TO 50

C
13 ICODE=ICODE.I

CALL WRITF¢IDCB,IER,BUF4_800}
IF ¢IER.LT.O) GO TO 9
ICODE=ICODE.I

C
WRITE(I,30) INAME

30 FORMAT¢'DATA FROM DEFL WAS WRITTEN TO FILE ",3A2)
C

50 CALL CLOSE¢IDCB,I£R)
RETURN

END

C

C

C

BLOCK DATA

COMMON/CI/BUFl{1200)

COMMON/C2/BUF2{16)

COMMONIC4/BUF4(400}

END
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C <830611.1023>

FTH4,L

PROGRAM EXSTA,3
C

\
C_ITHIS PROGRAM PERFORMS TNE STATIC ANALYSIS OF AN EXT/EXT SPUR GEAR SET
C

COMMON/CI/Xl(100),X2(100),YI(100),Y2(IOO),THETAl(100),THETA2(100),

& WI(100),WZ(100),ZI(LOO),Z2(100),Ri(100),R2(100)

COMMOH/CZ/EL,GI,PR1,YP1,RRO1,RI1,F1,XMIHI,

& E2,G2,PR2,YP2,RRO2,RI2,F2,XMIH2
COMMOH/C3/PI,PHI,TG1,TG2,TP,PDI,PD2,RPCI,RPC2,RACI,RAC2,TIN,RBCI,

& RBC2,C,SP,EP
COMMOH/C41DCPl(lO0),DCP2(IO0),THETCl{100),THETC2(100)
COMMOH/C5/PSIISL,PSI1EL,PSI2SL,PSI2EL,DELTA1,DELTA2,TDEFL1{5,50),

& TDEFL2(5,50)

COMMOH/C6/L1,L2,11,1RIS,IR2E,IHSTN
COMMOH/CT/BUFT(708)

DIMENSION IHAMI(3),IHAM2¢3),INAM3(3)
C

C
ARCOS(X)-PI/Z.-ATAH(X/SQRT¢I-X_m2))

DATA IHAM1/2HPA,2HRT,2H1 /,IHAM2/ZHPA,2HRT,2H2 /

DATA IN_M3/_HPA,2HRT,2H3 /
C

WRITE(L,998)
998 FORMAT('LU FOR OUTPUT DEVICE?')

READ(i_I) LU
C
7050 CALL TRAHR

TIH'I500.0

C GO TO 9989
C
C

IBYPSS-I

Li-i00

L2-L1
PSIiSL-O.

BUF7{1)=O.

C
PAS-7

LIHF - I
P - TIN/RBCI

F - F1

IF(F2.LT.F1) F - F2

C

WRITE(I,99)

99 FORMAT('EHTER NUMBER OF ITERATIONS [1 - RIGID_ 2 - DEFLECTED]')
READ(i,_) ITER

DO 120 II-I,ITER
WRITE{LU,9900)

9900 FORMAT(/OCALL EXEC FOR PARTi')
C

ASSIGN 100 TO IHSTH

CALL EXEC(B_INAMi)
100 CONTINUE
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C

WRITECLU,9910)
9910 FORMATC/'CALL EXEC FOR PART2")

C

ASSIGN II0 TO IHSTN

CALL EXECC8,1HAM2}
110 CONTINUE
C
120 CONTINUE
C

WRITE{LU,9930)

9930 FORMATC/'CALL EXEC FOR PART3? [Y/H] > ")m

READCI,130) IPICK
130 FORMATCAI)

IF CIPICK.EQ. IHY) CALL EXECCS,IHAM3)
C

EHD
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C
C
C

SUBROUTINE TRAHR

COMMOH/C1/BUF1C1200)
COMMOHIC2/BUF2C16)
COMMON/C3/BUF3C17)
COMMOH/C4/BUF4¢400)

C
DIMENSION IDCBCI44),IHAMIC3),IHAM2C3)

DATA INAM1/2HDP,2HRO,2HFL/,ICODE/I/

DATA INAM2/2HDD,2HEF,2HL /
C

CALL DPEHCIDCB,IER,IHAMI,O,-99,36)
IF CIER.GT.O) GO TO 30

C

iO WRITEC1,20) IER,ICODE
20 FORMATC'FMP ERROR ,',15," AT ICODE-',I2," PROGRAM ABORTED')

GO TO 50

C
30 ICODE'ICODE+I

CALL READFCIDCB,IER,BUFI)

IF CIER.LT.O) GO TO I0

ICODE'ICODE.I

CALL READFCIOCB,IERDBUF2)
IF (IER.LT.O) GO TO lO
ICQDEmICODE+I

CALL READFCIDCB,IER,BUF3)
IF CIER.LT.O) GO TO lO
ICODE'ICODE+I

C
WRITEC1,40) INAMI

40 FORMATC'DATA FROM ",_A2," WAS READ')
C

50 CALL CLOSECIDCB,IER)

C

CALL OPENCIDCB,IER,INAM2,0,-99,3G)
IF CIER.GT.O) GO TO 70

C

GO WRITE(1,20) IER,ICODE
GO TO 90

C

70 ICODE-ICODE+/
CALL READFCIDCB_IER,BUF4)
IF ¢IER.LT.O) GO TO GO
ICODE-ICODE./

C

WRITE(1,40) INAM2

80 FORMATC'DATA FROM ",3A2," WAS READ')
C
90 CALL CLOSECIOCB,IER)

RETURN
EHD
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C
C
C

PROGRAM PART1,5

COMMON/CI/XI(IOO)_X2(IOO),YI(IOO),Y2(IOO),THETAI(IOO),THETA2(IO0),
& W1(lOO),W2(100),Z1(100),Z2(100)_RI(IOO),R2{IO0)

COMMOH/C2/E1,G1,PR1,YP1,RRO1,RI1,FL,XMIH1,
& E2,G2,PR2,YP2,RRO2,RI2,F2,XMIH2

COMMOH/C3/PI,PHI,TG1,TG2,TP,PDI,PD2,RPC1,RPC2,RAC1,RAC2,TIH,RBCI,
& RBC2,C,SP,EP

COMMOH/C4/DCPI(IOO),DCP2(IOO),THETCI(IOO),THETC2CZO0)

COMMOH/C51PSIISL,PSIIEL,PSI2SL,PSI2EL,DELTAI,DELTA2,TDEFLI(5,50),
& TDEFL2(5,50)

COMMOH/CG/L1,L2,11,1RiS,IR2E,IHSTH

DIMENSION UICIOO),U2CIOO),VI(IOO),V2(IOO),CDEF{50)
ARCOS(X)-PI/2.-ATAH(X/SQRT(I-X_2})

C

AB=SQRT(RACI_2-RBCI_2).SQRT(RAC2_2-RBC2_2)-C_SIH(PHI)
EIB=SQRT(RACI_2-RBCII_2)
EIA=EIB-AB

EIP=RPCllSIH(PHI)
AP=EIP-EIA

PB=AB-AP

SP-AP
EP=PB

C

WRITE(I,279)

279 FORMAT('EHTER OUTPUT DEVICE')
READ(1,I) LU

C

IF (I1.EQ.2) GO TO 47
C

WRITE(LU,280) SP,EP

280 FORMAT('SP '',F12.7,3X,'EP ,',F12.7)
L1=100
L2-L1

US = -(SP}ICOS(PHI)
VS = -(SP)_SIH(PHI) + RPC1
UE = EP_COS(PHI)
VE = EPmSIH(PHI) . RPC1

R1S = S_RT(USI_2 . VS_12)
R2S=SQRTCUS_2.(C-VS)_2)
R1E=SGRT(UE_I2.VEt_2)
R2E = SQRT(UEI_2 . (C-VE)_N2)
ARG1 = ARCOS(RBOi/RiS)

BETAIS = TP/PDI . (TAH¢PHI)-PHI} - (TAH(ARGI)-ARGI)
ARG2 = ABS¢US)/VS

PSlI5L = PII2. + ATAH{ARG2) . BETAIS
ARG1 - ARCOS(RBC1/RIE)

BETAIE = TP/PDI + {TAH{PHI)-PHI) - (TAH(ARGX)-ARGI)
ARG2 = VE/UE

PSIiEL = ATAH(ARG2) . BETAIE
ARG1 = ARCOS(RBC2/R2S)

BETA2S = TP/PO2 . (TAH(PHI)-PHI) - (TAH(ARGI)-ARGI)
ARG2 = ABS(US)/(C-VS)
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PSI2SL = (3._PI)/2. - ATAH(ARG2) . BETA2S
ARGI = ARCOS(RBC21R2E)

BETA2E - TPIPD2 . (TAH(PHI}-PHI) (TAH(ARGI)-ARG1)

ARG2 = UE/(C-VE}

PSI2EL = (3._PI)/2. . ATAH(AR62) + BETA2E

DELTA1 - (PSIISL - PSIIEL)/49.
DELTA2 = (TGI/TG2}_DELTAI

C

YIS=RIS_(COS(BETAIS))-RROl

YIE-RIE_(COS(BETAIE))-RROI
y2S-R2S_(COS(BETA2S))-RR02

Y2E-R2E_(COS(BETA2E))-RR02

C

DO 290 IRIS-I,LI

IF(RIS.GE.RI(IRIS}) GO TO 291
290 CONTINUE

291 DO 292 IR2S-I,L2

IF{R2S.GE.R2(IRZS)} GO TO 293
292 CONTINUE

293 DO 294 IRIE=I,L1
IF(RIE.GE.RI(IRIE)) GO TO 295

294 CONTINUE

295 DO 296 IR2E=I,L2
IF(R2E.GE.R2(IR2E)) GO TO 297

29G CONTIHUE
297 CONTIHUE

WRITECLU,9000) IRIS,YIS,IR2S,Y2S,IRIE,YIE,IR2E,Y2E
9000 FORMAT(//'THEORETICAL INITIAL AHD FINAL POIHTS OF COHTACT _

& /1X,4(18,FII.7,4X))

NRITE(LU,8900) RIS,Ri(IRIS),R2S,R2¢IR2S),RIE,RI(IRIE},R2E,R2(IR2E)
8900 FORMAT('THEORETICAL AND ACTUAL RADII TO CONTACT POIHTS'/1X,

& 4{2FII.7,4X})
47 CONTIHUE

PSSISL-PSIISL

PSSIEL-PSIIEL
PSS2EL-PSI2EL

PSS2SL-PSI2SL
INT=50

WRITE(LU,9001) PSIISL,PSI/EL,PSI2SL,PSI2EL,DELTA1,DELTA2
9001FORMAT{'THEORETICAL IHITIAL AHD FINAL ANGLES OF COHTACT',

&', ANGULAR INCREMENTS'/4Fll.7,3X,2Fll.7)
V1SP-O.O
U1SP=O.O
VZSP=O.O
U2SP-O.O
V1EP=O.O
U1EP-O.O
V2EP-O.O
U2EP=O.O
Ul1=0.0

U22-0.0
U12EP=O.O
U12SP-O.O
MMC=O
HHC-O
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KKKK={2_Li).IO

DELT=0.2

HLIM'75
MLIM=HLIM

HLIMI=2_HLIM

MLIMi-NLIM1
LII-LI-I

L22=L2-1

IRDEL=30

IRISI=IRiS-IRDEL

IRIS2-IRIS+IRDEL

PISL'PSSISL.DELTAI_(FLOAT(t_LIM-I})_DELT
P2SL=PSS2SL-DELTA2_(FLOAT(HLIM-I))_DELT

DIFI'(YI(1)'-YI(LI))/(FLOAT(LI))
DIF2"(Y2(I}-Y2(L2))/(FLOAT(L2))

IF(DIFI.GE.DIF2) DIFF-DIF1

IF(DIF2.GT. DIFI) DIFF=DIF2
IF(IRISI.LE.I) IRISI-I

IF(IRIS2.GT.L1) IRIS2-LI-I
DIFF-9.99

WRITE(LU,9017) TDEFLI(3,i),TDEFL2(3,1),TDEFLI(3,50),TDEFL2(3,50)
9017 FORMAT('DEFL. ADDED AT EHTRAHCE',2X,2FIi.7/

& "DEFL. ADDED AT EGRESS ",2X,2FIi.7)
49 COHTIHUE

IF (HHC.Eg.B.OR.MMC.EQ.5) DIFF=DIFF.(DIFF/3.)
WRITE¢LU,4900) PSS1SL,PISL,PSS2SL,P2SL

4900 FORMAT¢/'PSS1SL,PISL, 2F14.7/ePSS2SL,P2SLa 2F14.7)
DIST'IO0.

DO 50 Hi=I,HLIM1
PSIiSL'PISL-DELTAI_(FLOAT(HI-1))_DELT
PSI2SL=P2SL+DELTA2_¢FLOAT(HI-i))_DELT
DO 51L-1_25
LC-L

U2(L)'Z2(L)_SIH(PSI2SL-i.5_PI)-(W2(L).TDEFL2(3,1))_COS(PSI2SL-I.5_
&PI)

V2(L)'C-(Z2(L)ICOS(PSI2SL-I.5_PI)+(W2(L).TDEFL2(3,i))ISIH(PSI2SL_
&I.5_PI))

U2SP-U2(LC)
V2SP-V2(LC)

DO 52 J=IRiSI,IRIS2
JC=J

UI(J)'(WICJ).TDEFLI(3,1})_SIN(PSIISL).ZI(J)_COS(PSIISL)

UI¢J.I)'(WI(J.I).TDEFLI(3,1))mSIH{PSIISL).ZI(J.I)_COS(PSIISL)

VI(J)=-(WE(J).TDEFLI(3,1))_COS(PSIISL).ZI(J)_SIH(PSIESL)
IF (VI(J).LT.V2SP) GO TO 51

VI(J*i)'-(WI(J./).TDEFLI(3,i))_COS(PSIISL).ZI(J.I)ISIN(PSIISL)
IF (VZ(J}.GE.V2SP.AND.Vi(J.I).GT.V2SP) GO TO 52
VI2SP-Vl(J)-V2SP

ARG11=Vl(J.i)-Vl(J}
ARGVII=(V2SP-VI(J})_(UI(J.1)-UI(J))
UII'(ARGV11/ARG11).UI(J)
UI2SP=UlI-U2SP
MMC=8

C WRITE(LU,5200) J,L,Ui2SP,PSIISL
5200 FORMAT(217,2F14.7)
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IF (UIi. GE.U2SP.AHD.ABS(VI2SP).LE.DIFF.AHD.Ui2SP.LE.O.O00100)
& GO TO 53

MMC-7

IF (AOS(UI2SP).LE.O.OOOOiO.AND.ABS{Vi2SP).LE.DIFF) GO TO 53
IF (ABS(Ui2SP).GT.ABS(DIST)) GO TO 52

DIST-Ui2SP
JCA-J

LCA-L

AHGS1-PSIISL
AHGS2-PSI2SL

52 COHTIHUE

51 CONTINUE

50 CONTINUE

WRITE(LU,5000) DIST,JCA,LCA,ANGSI,AHGS2
5000 FORMAT(/'MISSED INITIAL CONTACT POINT'/

&'CLOSEST APPROACH IS',Fil.7," BETWEEN PTS.',I4," AND',I4/

&" AT PSiI-',FIO.7," PSI2-.',FiO.7)
MMC-5

53 COHTIHUE

WRITECLU,9010) H1,J,L,U11,V1{J),U2(L),V2(L),U12SP,V12SP,MMC
9010 FORMAT('ACTOAL START OF COHTACT°/1X,

& 315,3(2F11.7,4X},15X,'COHTACT CODE -',I3)
4910 FORMATL'H1,J,L,MMC,-',415,20X,°Ull,V12SP, U12SP-',3F14"7,/'

&, Ul{J),UZ(L),Vl(J),V2CL)-',4F14.7,20X,'PSSISL,PSS2SL-',2F14.7)
YIS-ZI{JC)-RR01

Y2S-Z2(LC)-RRO2
V1SP=V2SP
UISP-U2SP
P1EL=PSS1EL-DELTAI_{FLOAT(MLIM-1))_DELT
P2EL-PSS2EL.DELTA2t¢FLOAT(MLIM-i)}_DELT
IR2EI=IR2E-IRDEL
IR2E2=IR2E+IRDEL
IF(IR2EI.LE.i) IR2EI-I
IF(IR2E2.GT.L2) IR2£2-L2-1

WRITE(LU,4920) PSSIEL,PIEL,PSS2EL,P2EL
4920 FORMAT(/'PSSIEL,PIEL',2FI4.7/'PSS2EL,P2EL', 2F14-7)

DO 60 MI-I,MLIM1
PSIIEL-PIEL.DELTAI_(FLOAT{Mi-I))mDELT
PSI2EL-P2EL-DELTAZ_(FLOAT(MI-I))_DELT

DO 61 J-i,25
JE-J
UI(J)-(Wi(J).TDEFLi(3, IHT))_SIH(PSIiEL).ZI(J)_COS(PSIiEL)
VI(J).-(WI(J).TDEFLI(3,1NT))xCOS(PS|iEL).ZI(J)_SIN(PSIIEL)

UIEP-Ui(JE)

VIEP-VI(JE)

DO 62 L-IR2EI,IR2E2
LE-L
U2(L)-Z2(L}ISIH(PSI2EL-I.5_PI)-(W2(L).TDEFL2(3,1NT)}_COS(PSI2EL

i-I.5_PI)

U2(L.I)-Z2(L.I)_SIN(PSI2EL-I.5_PI)-(W2(L.I).TDEFL2(3, INT))_
&COS(PSI2EL-I.5_PI)

V2(L}-C-(Z2(L}ICOS(PSI2EL-I.5_PI).(W2(L).TDEFL2(3,1HT))*SIH(PSI2EL
&-I.5_PI))

IF (V2(L).GT.VIEP) GO TO Gl

V2(L.i)-C-(Z2(L.I)ICOS(PSI2EL-I.5_PI).(W2(L.I).TDEFL2(3,1HT)) _SIN
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&(PSI2EL-I.5_PI})

IF (V2(L).LE.VIEP.AHD.V2(L.I).LT.VIEP) GO TO 62

ARG22=V2(L+I)-V2(L)

ARGV22-(VIEP-V2{L})_(U2(L.I)-U2(L))

U22-(ARGVZ2/ARG22).U2(L)

UI2EP-UIEP-U22

VIZEP-V2(L)-VIEP

NNC-5

IF (UIEP.GE.UZ2.AND.ABS(VIZSP).LE.DIFF.AHD.UI2EP.LE.O.O00080)
& GO TO 63

HHC-6
IF (ABS(U12EP).LE.O.OOOOlO.AHD.ABS(V12EP).LE.DIFF) GO TO 63

62 CONTINUE
61 CONTINUE
60 CONTINUE

NHC=8

6.3 CONTINUE

WRITECLU,9020) M1,J,L,U1(J),Vl(J},U22,V2(L),Ui2EP,V12EP,DPSI2L,
& HHC

9020 FORMAT¢'ACTUAL END OF CONTACT',/1X,315,3¢2FI1.7,4X),F11.7,
&4X,'CONTACT CODE -',I3)

DELTAl-(PSI1SL-PSIIEL)/49.
DELTA2-¢TG1/TG2)_DELTA1
YIE-ZI(JE)-RR01

Y2E-Z2(LE)-RR02

V2EP-VIEP

U2EP-UIEP

RIS=SQRT(UISP_2+V1SP_2)
RIE=SQRTCU1EP_2.V1EP_2)

88 CONTINUE
IF (NNC.EQ.8.0R.MMC.EQ.5) GO TO 49
DELTA1 = (PSIISL - PSI1EL)/(INT-I)
DELTA2 - (TG1/TG2}IDELTA1
PRAHG=ATAH(ABS(RIE_SIN¢PSI1EL)-RZS_SIN(PSI1SL))/ABS(RZE_

&COS(PSIIEL)-R1S_COS(PSIISL)))_lBO./PI

WRITE(LU,9021) PSIISL,PSILEL,PSI2SL,PSI2EL,DELTA1,DELTA2
9021FORMAT(/'ACTUAL INITIAL AND FINAL ANGLES OF CONTACT',

&', ANGULAR INCREMENTS'/4FL1.7,3X,2FLi.7)
WRITE(LU,9030) MMC,NNC,PRAHG

9030 FORMAT('CONTACT CODESs',2IB/'PRESSURE ANGLEz',FG.2)
C
9989 GO TO INSTN

9990 CONTINUE
END
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C
C
C
C

PROGRAM PART2,5
COMMOHIC1/X1CIOO),X2CIOO),Y1CIOO),Y2(IOO),THETA1CZOO),THETA2(IO0},

& N1(100),W2(100),ZL(100),Z2(lOO),RI(IOO),R2(IO0)

COMMOH/CZ/E1,G1,PR1,YP1,RRO1,RZI,F1,XMIH1,
& E2,G2,PR2,YP2,RROZ,RI2,FZ,XMIH2

COMMOH/C3/PI,PHI,TG1,TG2,TP,PD1,PD2,RPCI,RPC2,RACI,RAC2,TIH,RBCI,

& RBC2,C,SP,EP
COMMOH/C4/DCP1CIOO),DCP2CIOO),THETCI(IOO),THETC2(IO03
COMMOH/C5/PSIISL,PSIIEL,PST2SL,PSI2EL,DELTAL,DELTA2,TDEFLiC5,50),

& TDEFL2C5,50)
COMMOH/C6/L1,L2,II,ZR1S,IR2E,IHSTH
COMMOH/C7/VELRC50),PSILCSO),PSIZC50),QC5,50},TPSC5,50),CMS(50),

& AHG(8)
C

DIMEHSIOH UICIOO),U2CIOO),VI(IOO),V2CIOO),CDEFC503,
&RESIDLC2,50},THUVPC50},RCl{5,50),
&RC2C5,50),RCC1CS,50),RCC2{5,50},RHCP{50),
&THBUVC50},TDEF1C50),TDEF2C50),HDEFC503,SVSC50},
&XCI(5,50),XC2C5,50),YCI{5,50),YC2{5,50},PHIOP(50),
iPSI(503,HZPS(50),PVSC50),VELRAT(IOO),STATLD(IO03

REAL M,JD,JG1,JG2,JL,KDS,KGPAVG,KLS,LDS,LLS,LLR,
&MII,MI2,KT
DIMEHSIOH PSIIP(S),PSI2PC5),UCPC5),VCPC5),XCPIC5),

&XCP2C5),YCPI(5),YCP2C5),RCP1C5),RCP2(5),RCCPI(5),
&RCCP2C5),UCI(5),UC2C5),VCiC5),VC2C5),TDCPI(5),
&TDCP2(5),THCP1CS),THCP2C53,PSIRDLC5),PSIRD2(5),
&H1C5),H2C5},HDC5),CDEFLC5),STIFF(5),QTPC5),PSI1TP(5),
&PSI2TP(5),ZCPI(5),ZCP2C5),WCP1C5),WCP2C5),TDC5)
DIMEHSIOH ITIMEC5),IPTICS),IPT2C5)

DATA IRLS2,1R2E2/70,72/, RPMIH,RPMOUT/30.,IO./
ARCOSCX)-PI/2.-ATAH(X/SQRTC1-XII2})

C

WRITEC%,90003

9000 FORMATC'EHTER LU OF OUTPUT DEVICE AHD HO. OF AHGULAR IHTERVALS'}

REAOCI,_) LU,IHT

CALL EXECCIi,ITIME)

WRITECLU,9001) ITIMECS),ITIMEC4),ITIME(33,1TIMEC2),ITIMECI)
9001 FORMATC/'START PART2 EXEC',I5,4(s:',I2))

WRITECLU,9002) PSIISL,PSILEL,PSIZSL,PSI2EL,DELTA1,DELTA2,TGL,TG2
9002 FORMATC'PSIISL,PSIIEL',2FI1.7,3X,'PSI2SL,PSIZEL',2Fll.7/

& "DELTAt_DELTAZ',ZFLi.7,3X,'TG1,TG2",2F6. i)
WRITE(I,9003)

9003 FORMAT('PRIHT RESULTS? [Y/HI a)

READ{I,9004) IPICK
9004 FORMATCA1}

C
C

L1=100

L2"LI
P=TIH/RBC1
F-F1
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C2=(1.-PRI_mZ)/E1 . (1.-PRZ_2)/E2
C3=(2.1¢l.-PRl_2))/(PI_Fl_E19
C4=PR1/C2._¢I.-PR1))
CS'(2._¢1.-PR2_2))/¢PImF21E2)
C6=PR2/(2._(1.-PR2))
PSIIEP-O.
PSI2EP=O.

DO 9 I = 1,50
THUVP¢I)=O.O
VELR¢I)=O.O
THBUV¢I)=O.O
RHCP(1) = 0
TDEFI¢I) = 0.0
TOEF2¢I) = 0.0
HDEF¢I) = 0.0
CDEF¢I) = 0.0

RESIDL{1,I)=O.O

RESIDL(2,I)-O.O
DO 9 K = 1,5
Q¢K,I) = 0.0
YClCK,I) 0.0
XCI¢K,I) 0.0
YC2¢K,I) 0.0
XC2CK,I) 0.0
RCICK,I) 0.0
RC2¢K,I) 0.0
RCCI(K,I) 0.0
RCC2¢K,I) 0.0

TPS(K, I3 = 0.0
IPTI¢K)-0
IPT2(K)-0

8 CONTINUE

PSIITP¢l)=PSI15L - 4.=PI/TG1
PSI2TP(1)=PSI2SL + 4._PI/TG2
PSIIL • PSIITP{1}
PSI2L = PSI2TP¢I)
PSI1LS = PSIZSL
PSIILE = PSIIEL

PSIILS = 1.0001_PSIISL
PSIILE - .99'399_PSI1EL

NRITE¢LU,9005) TIH,P,C,L1,L2

9005 FORMAT('TIH',Fg.2," P',F9.2," C',F9.5," LI,L2",215)
DO 46 I = 1,1HT

IF (IPICK.EQ.1HY) WRITE(LU,461) I

461 FORMAT(" AHGULAR POSITION',I3)
HCTP-O
Vll=O.O

DO 10 K = 2,5
d = K - 1

PSIITP¢K)=PSIITP¢J) + 2._PI/TG1
PSI2TP¢K3=PSI2TP(J) - 2._PI/TGZ

10 CONTINUE

PSII¢I)=PSIITP{3)
PSI2¢I)=PSI2TP(3)

DO 23 K = 1,5
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PSIII=PSIITP(K)

PSI22=PSI2TP(K)

UCP(K) - .0

VCP(K} - .0

ZCPiCK) O.O

ZCP2(K) 0.0
WCP1CK) 0.0
WCP2(K) 0.0
XCPI(K) 0.0

XCP2(K) 0.0
YCPI(K) 0.0
YCP2(K) 0.0

RCPICK) 0.0
RCP2(K) 0.0
RCCPICK)=0.O
RCCP2CK)=O.O
JCPTI=O
JCPT2=O
JCPBI=O
JCPB2=O
VELI'O.O
VEL2=O.O

IF((PSIITP(K).GT.PSIILS).OR.(PSItTP(K).LT. PSItLE)) GO TO 23

IRIS22"IRIS2+t
IPRIME'O

IF CK.EQ.3) GO TO 8990
ARG=(PSIITPCK)-PSIITP(3))/DELTA1

IPRIME=IFIXCARG).I

IF CARG.LT.O) IPRIME=IFIX(ARG}-I

8990 H-I-IPRIME

IF (¢I-IPRIME).LE.O.OR.(I-IPRIME).GT.50) GO TO 23

REMEMI-TDEFLI(_H)

REHEM2=TDEFL2(3,H)
IF CK.LE.3) GO TO 8993

TDEFL1C3,H)=O.O
TDEFLEC3,H)=O.O
IF (II.EQ.1) GO TO 8993

TDEFL1C3,H)-RESIDL(1,H)
TDEFL2C3,H)=RESIDLC2,H)

8993 COHTIHUE

DO 90I J=i,IRIS22
UICJ)=(WLCJ).TDEFLIC3,H))mSIHCPSIITP(K)).ZICJ)_COS(PSIITP(K))

VI(J)=-{Wi(J).TDEFLI(3,H))_COS(PSIITP(K)).ZI(J)mSIH{PSIITP(K))
901COHTIHUE

IR2E22-IR2E2+l

DO 902 L=l,IR2E22
U2CL}=Z2(L)_SIH(PSI2TP¢K)-I.5mPI)-(W2¢L).TDEFL2C3,H))_COS(PSIZTP(K

&)-I.5_PI)
V2CL)=C-CCZ2(L}_COS(PSI2TPCK)-I-5 NPI).(W2(L)°TDEFLZ(3,H))mSIH(PSI2

&TP{K}-I.5uPI)))
9O2 CQHTIHUE

TDEFLIC3,H)=REMEM1

TDEFL2{3,H)=REMEM2
11COHTIHUE

MMM=gi
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C THIS SEGMEHT LOCATES THE CONTACT POINT BETWEEH A GIVEN TOOTH PAIR
IFCCPSIITP(K).GT. PSIILS).OR.(PSIITP(K).LT. PSIILE)) GO TO 23
DISTL = (RACI - RRCI)/¢FLOAT(LI)_5.)
GO TO 14

13 DISTL - 2._DISTL

14 DO 15 J=I,IRiS2

DIST = CABS(TAHCPHI)_UICJ)-VICJ)*RPCI))/(SQRT¢(TAH(PHI))._2.1.))
IF(DIST. LT.DISTL) GO TO 16

15 CONTINUE
GO TO I3

16 IF¢DIST. EQ.O.O) GO TO 21
IFCJ.EQ.1) GO TO 18
IF¢UI(J}.EQ.O.O) GO TO 17

ARGS - ABS(RPCI-VI(J))/ABS(UI¢J))
SLOPE = ATAH(ARGS)

IF(¢SLOPE.GT.PHI).AHD.(UI¢J).LT.O.O)) GO TO 19
IF(¢SLOPE.LT.PHI).AHD.¢UI¢J).GT.O.O)) GO TO 19
GO TO 18

17 IF(VI¢J).LE.RPC1) GO TO 19

C POINT IS ABOVE THE LIHE OF ACTION
18 UA - UI(J)

VA = VI¢J)

UB = UI¢J+I)
VB = VI(J*I)

GO TO 20

C POINT IS BELOW THE LINE OF ACTION
19 UA - UI¢J-t)

VA = Vl(J-1)

UB = UtCJ)

VB - V1¢J)

20 SLOPE = (VA-VB)/¢UA-UB)
A11 = TAN(PHI)
A12 = RPC1
A21 = SLOPE

A22 = VB - SLOPElUB
UCP(K) = (A22-A12)/(AlL-A21)
VCP(K) = AilIUCP(K) + A12
GO TO 22

21UCPCK) = UICJ)

VCP(K) = VI(J)
22 COHTIHUE

RCP2H = S_RTCCUCPCK)Iu2) * CCC-VCPCK))Im2))
JCP=J

JDEL=40
JCPBI=JCP.JDEL
JCPTI=JCP-JDEL

IF (JCPB1.GE. IR1S2) JCPBI=IR1S2
IF(JCPT1.LE.1) JCPTI-i
R2N=SQRT((C-VCPCK))_2.UCP(K)II2)

DO 165 L=l,IR2E22
LCP=L

IF¢R2H.GE. R2(L}) GO TO 166
165 COHTIHUE
166 JCPB2=LCP+JDEL

JCPT2=LCP-JDEL
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IF (JCPB2.GE. IR2E2) JCPB2-1R2E2

IF(JCPT2.LE.1) JCPT2-1
C

C WRITE(LU,1GT) I,K,JCP,LCP,WI(JCP),ZI(JCP),W2(LCP),Z2(LCP)

167 FORMAT(/'POSITIOH',I3,5X,'PAIR',I2,5X,'CAHDIDATES',215/

& 'LDCAL GEAR CODR. HO. 1",2FI0.7," HO.2',2F10.7)
MMM-92

C
UIU2P-UI(JCP)-U2(LCP)

VIV2P-VI(JCP)-V2¢LCP)

IF((K.EQ.3).AHD.(I.EQ.1).AHD.(V2SP.HE.O.O)} VCP(K)-V2SP

IF((K.EQ.3).AHD.(I.EQ.I).AHD.(V2SP.HE.O.O)) UCP{K)-U2SP
IF((K.EQ.3).AHD.(I.EQ.Z).AHD.(V2SP.HE.O.O)) GO TO 350

IF(¢K.EG.3).AHD.¢I.EQ.50).AHD.(VIEP.HE.O.O)) VCP(K}-VIEP

IF(¢K.EQ.3).AHD.(I.EG.50).AHD.(VIEP.HE.O.O)) UCP(K)=UZEP

IF((K.EQ.3).AHD.(I.EQ.50).AHD.(ViEP.HE.O.O)) GO TO 350

DVII=O.O
U11-0.0
U22-0.0
V11-0.0
ALIMIT-O.OOOO1_(L...35_FLOAT(2-I1))
DO 204 J-JCPTI,JCPB1
IF (J.EG.JCPT1) COMPAR-IO0.O
Ui1=Ul(J)
Vll=Vl(d)

VCPT2-V2(JCPT2)-5.
IF (Vi1.LT. VCPT2) MMM-3

IF (Vii. LT.VCPT2} GO TO 199

DO 202 L-JCPT2,JCPB2
IF (V2(L*L).GE.Vll) GO TO 222

202 COHTIHUE
MMM-7
GO TO 204

222 ARGV2-V2(L+I)-V2(L)
IF CARGV2.HE.O.O) U22=CCVlI-V2CL}}_CU2(L.I)-U2(L))/ARGV2)*U2(L)
IF CARGV2.EQ.O.O) U22-U2(L)

U12-Uli-U22
IF (Ull. GE.U22_ MMM-O
IF (U11.GE.U22) GO TO 349
IF(ABS(U12).LE.ALIMIT) MMM=I8

IF(ABS(UI2).LE.ALIMIT) GO TO 349
MCA-I

IF (VI(J*I).GT.V2¢L)) GO TD 203
ARGV3-VI(J.I)-VI(J)

IF{ARGV3. HE%0.O) Uli=€(V2(L)-VI(J))_(Ui(J.L)-UL(J} }/ARGV3).UICJ}
IF (ARGV3. EQ.O.O) UllIU1CJ.I)
U12-Uli-U2(L)
IF (UI1.GE.U2¢L)} MMM-7Z

IF (Ull. GE.UZ(L)) GO TO 349
IF(ABS(UiZ).LE.ALIMIT) MMM-73
IF(ABS(U12).LE.ALIMIT) GO TO 349

MCA-2
IF (L.EQ.L) GO TO 203
IF ¢VI(J.I).GT.VZ(L -i}) GO TO 203
IF (ARGV3.HE.O.O) Ull=C(V2(L-L) -VI(J))_(UI(J.%)-UI(J))I(VI(J°I)"
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&VICJ))).UICJ)

IF {ARGV3.EQ.O.O) UII=UI(J.I9

UI2=UII-U2(L-1)
IF (UII.GE.U2(L-i)) MMM=78

IF (UII.GE.U2(L-I)) GO TO 349

IF(ABS(UI2).LE.ALIMIT) MMM=79

IF(ABS(UI2).LE.ALIMIT) GO TO 349
MCA-3

203 IF (ABS{UI2).GE.ABS(COMPAR)) GO TO 205
COMPAR=UI2
JCA-J

LCA-L

205 COHTIHUE
204 CONTIHUE
199 COHTIHUE
504 COHTIHUE

WRITE¢LU,505) I,K,MCA,PSIITPCK),PSI2TPCK},COMPAR,JCA,LCA
505 FORMAT(°AT POSITIOH',I3," TOOTH PAIR',I2/

&" NO COHTACT FOUHD MCA',I4," PSI1,2',2F12.7/

&" CLOSEST APPROACH ,',F12.7," BETWEEN PTS.',I3" AND',I3)
UCI(K)=UI(JCP)

VCI(K)-VI(JCP)

UC2¢K)-U2¢LCP)
VC2¢K)=V2(LCP)

UVDCP=O.O
MMM-15
VELRCI)-TG2/TG%
GO TO 380

349 COHTIHUE
UCPCK)-Uil
VCP(K)-VII

350 COHTIHUE
C

C WRITE{LU,9080) J,UI¢J),Vi¢J),PSIITP(K),L,U2(L),V2(L),PSI2TP(K),
C & MMM,U12,COMPAR

9080 FORMAT(SX,'ACTUAL',I5,3FL3.7/ilX,15,3FI3.7/

& 5X,'COHTACT CODE',IS,5X,'U12,COMPAR',2F12.7)
C

IPTI(K)-J
IPT2(K3-L

UVDCP-O.O

HCTP - HCTP +1

RCPI(K} " SQRT(¢UCP(K)_2) * (VCP(K)_2))
RCP2¢K)'SQRT(UCP(K)I_2.{C-VCP(K})_2)

ZCP2(K} - CC-VCP(K))_COS(PSI2TP(K)-(3._pI)/2.) .

1UCP(K)_SIH(PSI2TP(K)-(3._PI)/2,)

ZCPI(K) = UCP(K)_COS(PSIITP(K)) . VCP(K)_SIH(PSIITP(K})
WCPI(K) - UCP(K)_SIH(PSIITP(K)) - VCP(K)_COS(PSIITPCK))

WCP2(K) = (C-VCP(K))_SIH(PSI2TP(K)-(3._PI)/2.) -
iUCP(K)_COS(PSI2TP(K)-(3._PI)/2.)
RCCPI(K)'SQRT(ABS(RCPI(K)*_2-RBCI_2))

RCCP2(K)'SQRT(ABS(RCP2(K)_2-RBC2_2))
IF(K.HE.3) GO TO 359

IF(K.EQ.3) THBUV(K)-ATAH(WCPI(K)/ZCPI(K))
AHGI'ATAH(UCP(K}/VCP(K))
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IF(UCP(K).LE.O.O) AHG1-ATAH(ABS(UCP(K))IVCP(K))
AHG2-ATAH(UCP(K}/(C-VCP(K)))
"IF(UCP(K).LE.O.O) AHG2-ATAH(ABS{UCP(K))/(C-VCP(K)))

AH12-AHGl.AHG2
AHBI-ATAH(RCCPI(K)/RBCI)

AHIB-AHBI*AHG1
IF (UCP(K).GT.O.O) AHIB'ANBL-AHGI

AHll-PHI-AHG1
AHZ2-AHG2.PHI

IF CUCPCK}.GE.O.O) AHiI=PHI+AHG1
IF (UCP(K).GE.O.O) AH22-PHI-AHG2

RCCHI=SQRT(ABS(RBCII_2.RCPi(K)_2-2._RBCIIRCPI(K)_COS(AHI1)))

RCCH2=SQRT(ABS(RBC2_2.RCPZ(K)_I2-2._RBC2_RCP2(K)_COS(AH22)))

PPHD-RBCI/COS(AHIB)
RPMOTH-PPHD_RPMIH/(C-PPHD)

VELR{I)-RPMIH/RPMOTH

VEL1-RCPI(K)_RPMIH_2._PI/12-

VEL2-RCP2¢K)_RPMOTHI2._PI/12.
PPP-PPHD-RPCl

VEL11-VEL1

VEL22-RCP2(K)_RPMOUT_2._PI/12.
SV12=SQRT(ABS(VELI_2.VEL2_Z-2.1VELllVEL21COS(AHlZ)))

SVS(1)-SV12
SVll.SQRT(ABS(VELll_12.VEL22_m2-Z._VELll_VEL22tCOS(AHI2)))
OMEGA1-2._PI_RPMIH/60.

OMEGA2-2._PI_RPMOUT/60.
SLIDVI=SQRT(ABS¢RCPICK)_m2-RBCI_2))

SLIDV2-SQRT(ABS(RCP2(K)_IZ-RBC2_2))

SVI3-(ABS(OMEGA2mSLIDV2-OMEGAI_SLIDVI))_5.
SVR-SVS(1)/SVI3

RVELR-RPMOTH/RPMOUT

C IHTERFEREHCE CHECK
LIHF-1
HHHH-1
IF(RCPI(K).LT.RBCl) LIHF-2
IF¢RCP2(K).LT.RBC2) LIHF-2

IF¢RCPI(K).LT.RBI1) LIHF-2

IF(RCP2(K).LT.RBI2) LIHF-2

IF¢VCP(K).GT.O.O) UVDCP-SQRT((UCP{K)-UI(JCP))*J_2.(VCP(K)-VI(JCP))*
1_2)
IF(VCP(K}.EQ.O.O) UVDCP--1.0

IF(VCP{K).LT.VI¢JCP)) UVDCP--UVDCP

PHIOP(1)-(AHBl*AHG1)_57.29578
IF (UCP(K).GT.O.O) PHIOP(1)-{AHBi-AHG1)_57.29578

359 COHTIHUE
360 COHTIHUE

UU1MAX-O.O
KKMAX-O

KKMM-O
HMAX-O

IF(RCPi(K).EQ.O.O.OR.RCP2(K).EQ.O.O) GO TO 23
IF((PSIiTP(K).GT.PSIILS).OR.(PSIITP(K).LT.PSIILE)) GO TO 23
XCPI{K) - WCPI(K}

XCP2(K} - WCP2(K)
YCPI(K) - ZCPi(K) - RR01
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YCP2(K)-ZCP2(K}-RR02

23 CONTINUE

C

QI = 1.0
KT - 0.0

PSIRIT - 0.0

PSIR2T = 0.0

DO 35 K - 1,5
TDCPI(K) - 0.0
TDCP2(K) = 0.0

THCPI(K} - 0.0

THCP2(K} = 0.0

TD(K) - 0.0

PSIRDI(K) - 0.0

PSIRD2(K) - 0.0

HI(K) = 0.0
H2(K) - 0.0

HD(K) - 0.0
COEFL(K) - 0.0

STIFF(K) - 0.0
KT-O.O

TPS(K,I)=O.O
MM-7

IF(ROPI(K).EQ.O.O.OR.RCP2(K).EQ.O.O) MM-35
IF((PSIITP(K).GT.PSIiLS).OR.(PSIITP(K).LT.PSIILE)) MM-36

IF(RCPI(K).EQ.O.O.OR.RCP2{K).EQ.O.O) GO TO 35
IF((PSIITP(K).GT.PSIILS).OR.(PSIITP(K).LT.PSIILE)) GO TO 35

DO 24 Ki - I,LI
IF(YI(KI).EQ. YCPI(K).OR.YI(1).LT.YCPI(K)) GO TO 30
IF(YI(K1).LT.YCPI(K)) GO TO 31

24 CONTINUE

25 DO 26 K2 - 1,L2
IF(Y2(K2).EQ.YCP2(K)) GO TO 32

IF(Y2(K2).LT.YCP2(K)) GO TO 33
26 CONTINUE
30 TDCPL(K) - DCPI(K1)

THCPi(K) = THETCI(KI)

GO TO 25
31CONTIHUE

YIHCRM=(YI(KI-1)-YCPI(K))I(YI(KI-I)-YI(K1))

TDCPi(K)=DCPI(KL-i)+YIHCRMI(OCPI(K1)-DCPI(Ki-I))
THCPI(K)'THETCI(KI-I).YIHCRMm(THETCI(KI)-THETCI(KI-I)}

GO TO 25
32 TDCP2{K) - DCP2(K2)

THCP2(K) - THETC2(K2)
GO TO 35

33 CONTINUE
YIHCRM'(Y2{K2-i)-YCP2CK))I(Y2(K2-1)-Y2(K2))

TDCP2(K)'DCP2{K2-L).YINCRHI(DCP2(KZ)-DCP2(K2-1))

THCP2(K)'THETC2(K2-L)*YINCRM_(THETC2(K2)-THETC2(K2-1))
35 CONTINUE

DO 36 K - 1,5

IF{RCPI(K).EQ.O.O.OR.RCP2(K).EQ,O.O) GO TO 36
IF((PSIITP(K).GT.PSIILS).OR.(PSIITP(K).LT.PSIILE)) GO TO 36

TDCK) - TDCPI(K) + TDCP2(K)
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C1 = (4._RCCPI(K)_RCCP2(K))/((PI_F)_(RCCPI(K)-RCCP2(K}))
BH = SQRT(CI_C2_Q1)
HI(K) - XCPI(K)ICOS¢THCPI(K))

H2(K) = XCPZ(K)/COS(THCPZ(K))

ARG3 - (2._HICK))/BH
ARG4 - (2._H2(K))/BH

HD(K)-(C3_(ALOG(ARG3)-C4).C5_(ALOG(ARG4)-CG))_QI

CDEFL(K) - TD(K) . HD(K)
STIFF(K) - i.O/CDEFL(K)

KT - KT * STIFF(K)

TPS(K,I)-STIFF{K)
36 COHTIHUE

CMS(1)=KT

DO 37 K - 1,5
QTP(K) = 0.0
IF (KT. HE.O.O) GTP(K)-(STIFF(K)/KT)_p
IF (PSIITP(K).GT.PSIILS.OR.PSIiTP(K).LT.PSIILE) GO TO 37
Vll - QTP(K)_COS(THCPI(K))
TI - V%II(YCPI(K) + RRO%)

PSIRDI(K) - (T1/(4._PI_FL_GI))_(1./(RII_2)-I./(RROI_2))

PSIRIT - PSIRiT . PSIRDi(K)
V22 - QTP(K)_COS(THCP2(K))

T2 - V22_(YCP2(K) + RR02)

PSIRD2(K) - (T2/t4._PImF21G2))_(I./(RI2_2)-I./(RR02_2))

PSIR2T - PSIR2T . PSIRD2(K)

37 COHTIHUE
KT-O.O

DO 40 K - 1,5
IFCRCPI(K).EQ.O.O.OR.RCP2(K).EQ.O.O) GO TO 40
IF((PSI1TPCK).GT.PSIILS).OR.(PSIITP(K).LT.PSI1LE)) GO TO 40
THETAQ = ATAH(XCPi(K)/(RROi . YCPi(K)))

ARG = ABS(THCPI(K) . THETAQ)
STIFF(K) - I.O/CDEFL(K)

KT - KT + STIFF(K)

TPS(K,I)=STIFF(K)
TDCPI(K) - TDCPi(K)IQTP(K) . RCPI(K)_(PSIRIT-PSIRDI(K))_COS(ARG)

THETAQ - ATAH(XCP2(K)/(RRO2.YCP2(K))}
ARG - ABS(THCP2(K) + THETAG)

TDCP2(K) - TDCP2(K)_QTP(K) . RCP2(K)_(PSIR2T-PSIRD2(K))_COS(ARG)

TD(K) = TDCPI(K) . TDCP2(K)

BH - SQRT(CI_C2_QTP(K))
ARG3 - (2._HI(K))/BH

ARG4 l (2._H2(K))/BH

HD(K) - (C3_(ALOG(ARG3)-C4) . C5_(ALOG(ARG4)-CG))_QTP(K)
CMS(1)-KT

CDEFL(K) - TD(K) + HD(K)
40 COHTIHUE

RHCP(I) - HCTP

DO 4000 K=Z,5
IF (PSI1TP(K).GT.PSI1LS.OR. PSI1TP(K).LT.PSIiLE) GO TO 4000
IF (GTP(K),HE.O.O) GO TO 4000
RCPII-SQRT(UCI(K)_I2 . VCL(K)_2)
RCP22"SQRT(UC2(K)_2 . (C-VC2(K))_2)

TDCPI(K)=RCPii_(PSIR1T-PSIRDI(K))
TDCP2(K)=RCP22I(PSIR2T-PSIRD2(K))
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4000 CONTINUE

DO 43 K - 1,5

TPS(K,I)-STIFF(K)
Q(K,I) - QTP(K)

YCI(K,I) - YCPI(K)

XCi(K,I) - XCPi(K)
YC2(K,I) - YCP2(K)

XC2(K,I) - XCP2(K)

RCI(K,I) - RCPi(K)

RC2(K,I) - RCP2(K)

RCCi(K,I) " RCCPI(K)
RCC2(K,I)-RCCP2(K)

TDEFLE(K,I)-TDCPE(K) . HD(K)_DELTAI/(DELTAE+DELTA2)

TDEFL2(K,I)-TDCP2(K) • HD(K)_DELTA2/(DELTAi.DELTA2)
IF(K.NE.3) GO TO 41

RESIDL(I,I)-TDEFLI¢3,1)

RESIDL(2,1)-TDEFL2(3,1)
IF((VCP(3).HE.O.O).AHD.(UCP(3).LE.O.O)) THUVP(1)-ATAH(UCP(3)/VCP(3

I))-THBUV(1)+THPPi

IF(¢VCP(3).HE.O.O).AHD.(UCP(3).GT.O.O)) THUVP{I)-ATAN(UCP(3)/VCP(3

I))-THBUV(1).THPPI

IFCVCP(3).EQ.O.O) THUVP(1)-O.O

THUVP{I)-THUVP(1)I57.29578
41 CONTINUE

IF (IPICK.EQ.1HN.OR.QTP¢K).LT.5.) GO TO 43

WRITE(LU,4iE) K,STIFF(K),QTP(K),TDEFLI(K,I),TDEFL2(K,I),

& IPTi(K),PSIETP(K_,IPT2(K),PSI2TP(K)
411 FORMAT(IG,EI3.7,FIO.2,2EIi.5,SX,2(IG,FII.7,3X))

43 CONTINUE
TDEFI(1) - TDCPI(3)
TDEF2(1) - TDCP2(3)

HDEF(1) - HD(3)

CDEF(1) - CDEFL(3)

TPS(3,1)-STIFF(3)

IF (Q¢4,1).GT.I.O.ANO.PSIIEP.EQ.O) PSIIEP-PSIITP(3)
IF (Q(4,1).GT.I.O.AHD.PSI2EP.EQ.O) PSI2EP-PSI2TP(3)
GO TO 45

44 TPS(3,1) l O.O
45 PSIITP{I) - PSIIL - FLOAT(1)_DELTA1

PSI2TP(1) - PSI2L . FLOAT(1)_DELTA2

HZP-O.O

IF {RCi(3,1).EQ.O.O.OR.RC2(3,1).EQ.O.O) GO TO 4500
SRCH-I./RCCHI.I./RCCH2

HZN'O.564_SQRT((Q(3,I)_SRCH)/(F_C2))
SHZH-HZN_SVS(1)_O.2

SRCC-1./RCCI(3,1).I./RCC2(3,1)
HZP-O.564_SQRT((Q(3,1)_SRCC)/(F_C2))
SHZI-HZP_SVi3_O.2

IF (II.EQ.2) SHZI-HZP_SVI2_O.2

RBCH-RBCIJVELR(1)

RCC2(3,1)-SQRT(RC2(3,1)_2-RBCH_2)
4500 COHTIHUE

46 CONTINUE

WRITE{LU,9989)
9989 FORMAT('OOMPLETED PART2")
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IF (II.Efl.2) GO TO 9990

AHG(1)=PSIISL

AHG(2)-PSIIEP

AHG(3)-PSI2SL

AHG(4)-PSI2EP

GO TO 9991
9990 AHG(5)=PSIISL

AHG(G)-PSIIEP
AHG(7)-PSI2SL

AHG(8)-PSIZEP

9991 GO TO IHSTH

END
C

PROGRAM PART3,5
C

COMMOH/C7/BUF7(708)

C

DIMENSION IDCB(144},INAME(3)

DATA IHAME/2HEX,2HDA,2HTA/,ICODE/I/
C

CALL OPEH(IDCB,IER,IHAME,I,-99,36)
IF (IER.GT.O) GO TO 13

C

9 WRITE¢I,IO) IER,ICODE

I0 FORMAT('FMP ERROR ,',15," AT ICODE-',I2," PROGRAM ABORTED')
GO TO 50

C
13 ICODE=ICODE+I

CALL WRITF¢IDCB,IER,BUF7,1416)
IF (IER.LT.O) GO TO 9

C

WRITE(i,30) IHAME

30 FORMAT('DATA FROM SEGMT WAS WRITTEN TO FILE ",3A2)
C

50 CALL CLOSE(IDCB,IER)
END

C

C

BLOCK DATA

COMMOH/C1/BUFl(1200)

COMMON/C2/BUFZ(16)

COMMOH/C3/BUF3(17)

COMMOHIC41BUF4(400)

COMMOH/C5/BUF5(506)

COMMOH/CG/L1,L2,II,IRIS,IR2E,IHSTH
COMMOH/C7/BUF7(708)

C
END
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C <830610.1607>
FTN4,L

PROGRAM EPCYC
C

C_THIS PROGRAM ASSEMBLES THE SUN/PLAHET AND PLAHET/RIHG STIFFHESS FUHCT.
C

COMMOH/CB/RHCPE(50),PSIIE{50),PSI2E(50),QE(5,50),TPSE(5,50),
&CMSE(50),AHGE(8)

CDMMOH/Cg/RHCPI(50),PSILI(50),PSIZI(50),QI(5,50),TPSI(5,50),
aCMSI(50),AHGI{8)

COMMOHICIO/ PSIS(50,3),KGE(50,3),PSIP(50,3),KGI(50,3),
REPE(3),REPI(3),DUMMY(IO)

CDMMON/CI£/VRATEX{50,3),VRATIH(50,3)
COMMDN/C12/TPE(50,3),TPI(50,3)

DIMENSION ITIME(5),KGDATA(3),KEXDAT(3),KIHDAT(3),ITDATA(3)

DIMENSION ISHARE{3),PSIIEX(50),PSI2EX(50),PSIIIH(50),PSIZIH{50)
REAL KGE,KGI

DATA KEXDAT/2HEX,2HDA,2HTA/, KIHDAT/2HIH,2HDA,2HTA/

DATA KGDATA/2HKG,2HDA,2HTA/' ITDATA/2HST,2HDA,2HTA/
DATA ISHARE/2HSH,ZHAR,2HE /

DATA TGS,TGP,TGR/14.,28.,70./, PI/3.1415927/
C

WRITE(I,I)

1FORMAT('LU FOR OUPUT DEVICE?')
READ(L,_) LU
CALL EXEC(11,ITIME)

WRITE(LU,2) ITIME(5),ITIME(4),ITIME¢3),ITIME(2),ITIME(1)
2 FORMAT(/'EPIC2 EXEC START AT ",I5,4(',',12)/)

C

CALL TRANR{KEXDAT,8)
CALL TRANR(KINDAT,9)
CALL TRANR{KGDATA,IO)
CALL TRANR{ITDATA,I1)
CALL TRAHR(ISHARE,12)

C

DO 6 I-1,50
PSIIEX(1)-PSIIE(1) - PI/2.

PSI2EX(1)-(3._PI/2.) - PSI2E(1)

PSIlIN(1)-(2.mPI/360.)_(-PSILI(1))

PSI21H(1)-{2._PI/360.)_(-PSI21(1))
6 CONTINUE

WRITE{1,11)

11 FORMAT('LIST EXDATA AND INDATA? [Y/HI _')
READ(1,12) IPICK

12 FDRMATCA1)

IF (IPICK.EQ.1HH) GO TO 14

WRITECLU,13) ANGE,ANGI,

8 (I,PSIIE{I),PSI2E(1)_TPSEC2,1),TPSE(3,1),CMSE(I),RHCPECI),

& I,PSIII¢I),PSI21(1),TPSI(2,1),TPSI(3,1),CMSI¢I),RHCPI(1),I.i,50)
13 FORMATC'AHGE',BF13.7/'AHGI',8FL3.7//50(2(15,2F9.7,JELL.5,F9.6)/))
14 WRITE{I,15)

15 FORMAT(/'OPTIOHS, 1-KGE 2-GPSE 3-KGI 4-GPSI',
_" 5-RELIST 6-NO CHAHGE'/

&'ENTER CHANGES [_INCLUDE DATA POINTS FOR DPTIOHS 1-4_1 > ")
READ(1,_) ICHHG,HUM
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GO TO (160,165,170,175,6,193, ICHHG

160 WRITE(I,161) CMSE(HUM),RNCPE(HUM)
161FORMAT('CURREHT VALUES,',2EL5.7,/'EHTER NEW VALUES')

READ(I_) CMSE(HUM),RHCPE(HUM)
GO TO 180

165 WRITE(1,1S1) TPSE(2,HUM),TPSE(3,NUM)
READ(1,_) TPSE(2,HUM),TPSE(3,HUM)
GO TO 180

170 WRITE{I,IG1) CMSI(NUM),RHCPI(HUM)

READ(I,1) CMSI¢NUM),RHCPI(NUM)
GO TO 180

175 WRITE(i,IB1) TPSI(2,NUM),TPSI(3,NUM)
READ(I,1) TPSI(2,NUM),TPSI(3,NUM)

180 WRITE(I,181) HUM,TPSE(2,NUM),TPSE(3,HUM),CMSE(HUN),RNCPE(HUM),
& TPSI(2,HUM),TPSI(3,HUM),CMSI{HUM),RNCPI(HUM)

181FORMAT('HEW VALUES @',I4,2(3FIO.I,FlO.?,4X))

GO TO 14

19 DO 20 I-1,50
IF (OEC4,1).GT.I.0) GO TO Zl

20 CONTINUE
21 IEPE-I

ITPE-50-IEPE

DO Z2 I-i,50

IF (OIC4,1).GT.I.O) GO TO 23
22 CONTIHUE
23 IEPI-I

ITPI-50-IEPI

WRITE(I,24) IEPE,IEPI
24 FORMAT('IEPE,IEPI',ZIS," CHANGE? [Y/HI'}

READ(I,12) IPICK
IF ¢IPICK.EQ. LHH) GO TO 28

WRITE¢1,25)

25 FORMAT{*EHTER HEW VALUES FOR IEPE AND IEPI*)

READ{1,_) IEPE,IEPI
WRITE(I,2S) IEPE,IEPI

26 FORMAT{'NEW VALUES FOR IEPE _IEPI',216)

WRITE¢LU,27) IEPE,IEPI
27 FORMAT¢tIEPE,IEPI',215}

28 PRS -ANGI¢I)
PRE -AHGI(2)

PRSP-AHGI¢5)
PREP-AHGI(G)

PR -2_PI - ANGE¢3)

RATE-(PRSP-PREP)/¢PRS-PRE)
PRP -_REP + RATEJ(PR-PRE)
PRPP-PRP - PI/2.

DO 30 I-1,50
IF ¢PRPP.GT.PSIIIH(I)) GO TO 31

30 CONTIHUE
31HALF-(PSIIIH(I-1) - PSIIIH¢I))_0.5 . PSIIIH(1)

IF (PRPP.GT.HALF) I-I-1
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WRITE(I,32} PRS,PRE,PRSP,PREP,PR,RATE,PRP,PRPP,I

32 FORMAT('PRS, PRE, PRSP, PREP, PR, RATE, PRP, PRPP, I'/
& 8Fll.7,15)

C

33 WRITE(I,34)

34 FORHAT('WHICH SUN/PLANET/RING TO BE CONSIDERED?
a "[HIT "4" TO SKIP]')
READ{1,_) ISPR

IF (ISPR.GT.3} GO TO 36

REPE{ISPR)-FLOAT(IEPE)
REPI(ISPR)=FLOAT(IEPI)

O

DO 35 J=1,50

PSIS{J,ISPR)=PSIIEX(1) - PSIIEX(J)
PSIP(J,ISPR)=PSIIIN(i) - PSIIIH(J)
K=J

IF (K.GT. IEPE-1) K'K-IEPE.I
KGE(J,ISPR)=CHSE(K)

IF (CHSE¢K).LT.2.SE5) KGE(J,ISPR)=5.E5
L'I+J-L

IF {L.GT. IEPI-t) L=L-IEPI*I
KGI¢J,ISPR)=CHSI¢L)

IF (CMSI¢L).LT.2.5E5) KGI¢J,ISPR)=5.E5
VRATEX¢J,ISPR)-RHCPE¢J)
VRATI_¢J,ISPR)-RHCPI(L)

35 CONTIHUE
C

3G HENTH-O

DO 37 J=1,50
TPE¢J,2)=O.
TPE¢J,3)-TPSE¢_,J)
TPI¢J,2)=O.O
L=I.J-1

IF ¢L.GT. IEPI-1) HEHTH=I
IF ¢L.GT. IEPI-1) L=L-IEPI.I
TPICJ,3)=TPSI¢3,L)

IF (NEI4TH.EQ.1) TPI(J,3)=TPSI(2,L)
37 COHTIHUE

C

WRITE¢I,40)

40 FORHATC'AHY FURTHER REVISIONS? [Y/HI _')
READ¢I,12) IPICK

IF ¢IPICK.EQ.1HY) GO TO 33
C

42 WRITE(1_43)

43 FORHAT¢'LIST DATA FILE KGDATA? [Y/HI _')
READ¢L,12) IPIGK

IF (IPICK.EQ.1HN) GO TO 46

NRITE¢I,44)

44 FORHAT('LU NUMBER OF OUTPUT DEVICE?')
READ(1,_) LU

WRITE(LU,45) IEPE,IEPI,(J,¢PSIS(J,K),KGE(J,K),K=I,3),
& J,(PSIP(J,L),KGI¢J,L),L-1,3),J=I,50)

45 FORHAT('IEPE,IEPI',215/50¢I2,3¢FIO.G,FIO.II,IG,3¢FIO.6,FIO.1)/))C
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46 WRITE(I,47)

47 FORMAT('LIST DATA FILE STDATA? [YIN] _')

READ(I,12) IPICK
IF (IPICK.EQ.IHH) GO TO 50

WRITE(I,44)

READ(i,_) LU

WRITE(LU,49) CJ,(VRATEX(J,K),K=i, 3},J,(VRATIH(J'L)'L=I'3)'J=I'50_

49 FORMAT(50(2(13,3FiO.4,SX)/))

C

50 WRITE(I,51)

51 FORMAT(*LIST DATA FILE SHARE? [Y/H] _')

READ(I,12) IPICK
IF (IPICK.EQ.IHH) GO TO 56

WRITE(i,44)

READ(i,_) LU

WRITE(LU,55) (I,TPE(I,2},TPE(I,3),KGE(I,I),

& I,TPI(I,2),TPI(I,3),KGICI,1),I=I, 50)

55 FORMAT(50(IS,3FIO.I,14,3FIO.1/))

5B WRITE(I,57)

57 FORMAT('WRITE TO FILE KEXDAT? [Y/HI _')

READ(I,12) IPICK
IF (IPIOK.EQ. iHY) CALL TRAHW(KEXDAT,8)

WRITE(I,58)

58 FORMAT('WRITE TO FILE KIHDAT? (Y/HI _')

READ(L,12) IPICK

IF (IPICK.EQ. IHY) CALL TRANW(KIHDAT,9)

WRITECI,SB)

59 FORMAT('WRITE TO FILE KGDATA? [Y/HI _')

READ(I,12) IPICK
IF (IPICK.EQ. iHY) CALL TRAHW(KGDATA,iO)

WRITE(1,61)

61 FORMAT('WRITE TO FILE ITDATA? [Y/H] _')

READ(I,12} IPICK

IF (IPICK.EQ. IHY) CALL TRAHW(ITDATA,11)

WRITE(1,G5)

$5 FORMAT('WRITE TO FILE SHARE? [Y/H] _')

READ(I,12} IPIOK

IF (IPICK.EQ. IHY) CALL TRANW(ISHARE,12)

C

END
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C

C

C

SUBROUTINE TRANR{INAME,IB)
COMMON/CB/BUF8{708)

COMMON/C9/BUF9{708)
COMMON/CIO/BUFIO(616)
COMMON/CII/BUFII(300)

COMMON/C12/BUF12(3009
C

DIMENSION IDCB(144),INAME(3)
DATA ICODE/I/

C

CALL OPEN(IDCB,IER,IHAME,O,-99,369
IF {IER.GT.O) GO TO 13

C

9 WRITE(I,IO) IER,ICODE,INAME

10 FORMAT¢'FMP ERROR ,',15," AT ICODE-',I2,' ON FILE ",3A2/
& "PROGRAM ABORTED')

CALL EXEC¢6)
C

13 ICODE-ICODE.I

IF ¢IB.EG.8) CALL READF(IDCB,IER,BUF8)

IF (IB.EQ.9) CALL READF{IDCB,IER,BUF9)

IF {IB.EQ. IO) CALL READF{IDCB,IER,BUFIO}

IF ¢IB.EQ.11) CALL READF(IDCB,IER,BUFll)

IF ¢IB.EQ.12) CALL READF{IDCB,IER,BUFI2)
IF ¢IER.LT.O) GO TO 9

C

WRITE¢I,30) INAME

30 FORMAT('DATA FROM ",3A2," WAS READ')

50 CALL CLOSE¢IDCB,IER)
RETURN

END
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C

C

SUBROUTINE TRAHW(IHAME,I8)

COMMOH/C8/BUF8{708)

COMMOH/CB/BUF9(708)
COMMOH/ClO/BUFiO(616)
COMMONlC111BUFll(300)
COMMONICI21BUF12(300)

DIMENSION IDCB(144),INAME(3)

DATA ICODE/i/

C

CALL OPEH(IDCB,IER,INAME,O,-99,36)

IF (IER.GT.O) GO TO 13

C

9 WRITE(i,IO) IER,ICODE,INAME

10 FORMAT('FMP ERROR =',15," AT ICODE=',I2," OH FILE ",3A2/

& "PROGRAM ABORTED')

CALL EXEC¢G)
C
13 ICODE'ICODE.I

IF (IB.EQ.8) CALL WRITF(IDCB,IER,BUF8,1416)

IF (IB.EQ.9) CALL NRITF(IDCB,IER,BUFg,1416}

IF (IB.EQ.IO) CALL WRITF¢IDCB,IER,BUFiO,i212}

IF (IB.EQ.II} CALL WRITF(IDCB,IER,BUFii,600)

IF (IB.EG.12) CALL WRITF(IDCB,IER,BUF12,630)

IF (IER.LT.O) GO TO 9

O

WRITE(I,30) INAME

30 FORMAT('DATA FROM EPIC2 WAS WRITTEN TO FILE ",3A2)

50 CALL CLOSE(IDCB,IER)

RETURN

END

C

C

C

BLOCK DATA

COMMON/C8/BUF8(708)
COMMON/C9/BUF9(708)
COMMON/CIO/BUFIO(616)
COMMOHICIilBUFIl(300)

COMMOH/C12/BUF12(300)
C

END
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C <830611.1140>

FTN4, L
PROGRAM INTEG

C

C_I_THIS PROGRAM INTEGRATES DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS OF MOTION FOR A NINE
C_D.O.F. PGT USING A 4th ORDER RUNGE KUTTA TECHNIQUE
C

COHMON/CIOIPSIE¢50,3),KGE(50,3},PSII(50_3},KGI{50,3?,REPEC3?,
& REPI(3},RBCS,RBCP,RBCR,TOUT,ANGLE(6)
COMMON/Ci1IVRE{50,3),VRI{50,3)

COMMON/C13/XI(18),DXI(18},NE,HP,NRK,IP,LPP,ISTORE,JEP,NCT
COMMDH/C14/TIME{400},RESULT(15,400),ENDPT

C

DIMENSION IEPE(3_,PSIEPE¢3),IEPI{3},PSIEPI(3),PHI(33,ALPHA{33

DIMENSION PSPP(3},PSPPD¢3),PSPPDD{3},KGPE¢3},KGPI(3),TRE(3},TRI(3}

DIMENSION CGPE{3},CGPI{3),GPTFE{3)_GPTFI¢_}_ITIME{5),DFE{3},OFI(3)
DIMENSION PSIAE{3),PSIAI{3),RBCPP{3},RBCRP{3),KDAT{3},IDAT(3)
DIMENSION CRME¢3),CRMI(3),INAME¢3)

REAL M,JD,JS,JP,JC,JR,JL,KDS,KLS,KG,LDS,LLS,KEQ,KSUN,MSUH
REAL KGE,KGI,KGPE,KGPI

DATA PI/3.1415927/, IHAME/2HTR,2HAN,2HW /

DATA Nl,N2/i,2/, KDAT/ZHKG,2HDA,2HTA/, IDAT/2HST,2HDA,2HTA/
CI_J_

DATA DP,PHID/5.0000000,22.5/, DELS,DELR/2_.01/
DATA ES,EP,ER/3_30.E6/, PRS,PRP,PRR/3_.285/
DATA GAMAS,GAMAP,GAMAR/3_.288/, ZETAK/.OSO/

DATA FWS,FWP,FWR/3_I.O/_ RD,RL/i.5,1.5/, ZETAS,ZETAG/.O05,.iO00/
DATA TGS,TGP,TGR/25.,24.,73./, TIN/4500.O/

C

WRITE(I_I)

I FORMAT{'ENTER LU FOR OUTPUT DEVICE')
READ¢I,_} LU

WRITE(I,3)

3 FORMAT('PRIHT INTERMEDIATE RESULTS? [Y/HI')
READ(I,4) IWRIT

4 FORMAT¢_I)

CALL EXEG(II,ITIME)

WRITE(LU,2) ITIME(5),ITIME(4),ITIME(_),ITIME(2),ITIME(1)
2 FORMAT¢'FINAB EXEC START AT',15,4¢'=',12))

C

CALL TRANR(KDAT,IO)

CALL TRAHR(IDAT,Ii)
C

6 PHIR'PHID_PI/180.
PDS'TGS/DP

PDP'TGP/DP
PDR'TGR/DP

RPCS'O.5iPDS

RPCP'O.5_PDP

RPCR'O.5_PDR
RC'RPCS+RPCP

CP=PI/DP

BP=CP_COS(PHIR)

RBCS=RPCS_COS(PHIR)
RBCP=RPCP_COS{PHIR)
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RBCR=RPCR_COS(PHIR)

PITCHE=2._PI/TGS
PITCHI-Z._PI/TGP

00 7 I-1,3

IEPE(1) -IFIX(REPE(1))

IEPI(1) -IFIX(REPI(1))
PBIEPE(1)-PSIE(IEPE(1))

PSIEPI(1)-PSII(IEPI(1))
PHI(1) -PSIEPE(1)_(I-1)/3.

ALPHA(1)-PI - PHIR - (I-1)N2._PII3.

7 COHTIHUE
WRITE(I,10)

10 FORMAT('ENTER VALUE FOR KSUH, MSUH, CSUH AHD INPUT RPM')

READ(i,I) KSUH,MSUH,CSUH,RPMIH

C
C IF(JS.EQ.O.) JS-.5_GAMAS_PIIFWS_RPCS_4/386.

C IF(JP.EQ.O.} Jp..5_GAMAPIPI_FWP_RPCPI_4/366.

C IF(JR.EQ.O.) JR-_._JP . Jp_(386./((RPCP_*4)_(RPCR_2)))
C IFCJD.EQ.O.O) JO - 50._JR

C IF(JL.EQ.O.O) JL - 50._JR
C IF(LDS.EQ.O.O) LDS - 6.

C IF(LLS.EQ.O.O) LLS - 6.
C GDS 30000000./(2._(1. . .285))
C GLS 30000000./(2.1(1. . .285))
C RL RD • SQRT(TGR/TGS)
C KDS CPI_CC2._RD)I_4)_GDS)/(32._LDS)

C KLS (pI_((2._RL)_4)_GLS)/(32._LLS)
C COS (2._ZETAS_SQRT(KDS))/SQRT((JO.JS)/(JDHJS))

C CLS (2._ZETASISQRT(KLS))ISQRT((JL.JR)/(JL_JR))

C CSUH- 2._ZETAKISQRT(KSUH_MSUH)
C MSUH=JS/(RPBSI_Z)
C

JD 5.
JS .04
MSUH .015
JP .03-.3
JR 2.
JL 5.
KDS 8.85E5

KLS 8.85E5

CDS 0.65
CLS 3.5

CSUH .04

C
C
C_mN_NSET UP EQUIVALEHT GEAR SYSTEM
C

RVALU = TGR/(TGR.TGS)
RPMIH = RVALUmRPMIH
RPMOUT = (TGSITGR)_RPMIH
TOUT - (TGR/TGS)_TIH

C

DOMGAD - 2._PI_(RPMIH/60.)
DOMGAS - DOMGAD

DOMGAP - (TGS/TGP)_DOMGAS
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OOMGAR - {TGS/TGR}_DOMGAS
DOMGAL - DOMGAR

C

CYCLE " 2._PI/TGS

PERIOD - CYCLE/DOMGAD
DT - 0.0

C

WRITE{I,20} PERIOD

20 FORMAT{'PERIOD OF PITCH CYCLE:',Fll.7,' SECONDS'/

& "EHTER HUMBER OF IHTEGRATIOH CYCLES AHD STEPS PER CYCLE')
READ¢I,_) HCTR,STEP
DDT-PERIOD/STEP
WRITE(I,21) DDT

21 FORMATe'TIME STEP ",FIO.7/'EHTER ADDITIOHAL PITCH',
6 " CYCLES AHD HOW OFTEH TO SAVE RESULTS')

READ(1,_) LSAVE,JSAVE
HCT=HCTR+LSAVE

WRITECLU,22) HCT,PERIDD,DDT,JSAVE

22 FORMAT¢'ZMTEG CYCLES=,,I4 a PERIOD:, F9.7 s TIME STEP:',Fg.7,
& • EVERY•,I4eth CYCLE SAVED')

C

CALL POSITCLU,KSUH,ALPHA,TGS,TGR)
C

DPSID TIH/KDS
DPSIS 0.0
DPSIR AHGLE{1)

DPSI1 AHGLE¢2)
DPSI2 AHGLEC3)
DPSI3 AHGLE¢4)
DPSIL DPSIR - TOUT/KLS

C

DPSIDD DOMGAD
DPSISD DOMGAS
DPSIID DOMGAP
DPSI2D DOM(}AP
DPSI_D DOMGAP

DPSIRD DOMGAR

DPSILD DOMGAL
C

WRITECLU,5OOG) TGS,TGP_TGR,DP,PHID,

RPCS,RPCP,RPCR,RC,RBCS,RBCP,RBCR
500G FORMAT{'TGS,TGP,TGR ",3F5.i_" PdO,F7.3,, PHI',F5.1/

& 'RPCS,RPCP,RPCR,RC',4FL4.7/'RBCS,RBCP,RBCR ",4F14.7)

WRITECLU,5001) JD,JS,MSUH,JP,JR,JL, KDS,KLS,KSUH, CDS,CLS,CSUH,
8 PSIEPE,PSIEPI, IEPE,IEPI, RPMIH,RPMOUT,TIH,TOUT

5001FORMAT{'JD,JS,MS,JP,JR,JL',GFIO.G/
& "KDS,KLS,KSUH ",3F11.1/

"CDS,CLS,CSUH •_3F11.7/

"PSIEPEI,PSIEPII ",6F10.7/

& "IEPEI,IEPII •,315,5X,315/
& "RPMI,RPMO,TI,TO ",5FI0.3)

WRITE{LU,5002) DPSID,DPSIS,DPSI1,DPSI2,DPSI3,DPSIR,DPSIL,
& DPSIDD,DPSISD,DPSIID,DPSI2D_DPSI3D,DPSIRD,DPSILD

5002 FORMAT¢/'IHITIAL POSITIOHS AHD VELOCITIES= DRIVER, SUH, PLAHETS',
" (1,2,&3), RIHG, AHD LOAD'I7Fll.7/7Fli.5//}
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C

C
PSDP - DPSID

PSSP = DPSIS

XS = ANGLE(5)

YS - ANGLE(G)

PSPP(1) - DPSII

PSPP(2) = DPSI2
PSPP(3) - DPSI3
PSRP = DPSIR
PSLP = DPSIL

C
PSDPD = O.
PSSPD = O.
PSPPD(L) = O.

PSPPD{2) = O.

PSPPD(3) - O,

PSRPD = O.

PSLPD = O.

C

C
C

HP " 0

HRK = 1
J " 0
LC = 0
LP = 0

C TSP - 0.0

C TEP l TTOTAL
C PRI - DDT
C PT - TSP

IP " 0
LPP " 0

C ILP = 0
ISTORE l 0

C DELTAT - DDT
SSTEpI0.
JWRIT=O
HTH-0
NWRIT=0
ISAVE=JSAVE
IHDEX-i
EXTRA-PITCHE/STEP

C
C

C
275 ARGE-DPSIS/PITCHE

NC'IFIX(ARGE) . 1
IF (HC.GT.HCT) GO TO 5060
HC-IFIXCARGE . EXTRA) . 1

C

DO 295 J'l,3
PSIAECJ)-(ARGE-FLOAT(IFIX¢ARGE)))IPSIEPE(J) . PHI(J)

IF (PSIAE(J).GT. PSIEPECJ)) PSIAE(J)=PSIAE{J) - PSIEPE(J)

C
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DO 280 I=2,1EPE(J)

IF (PSIAE(J).LE.PSIE¢I,J)) GO TO 285
280 CONTINUE

285 KGPE¢J)=KGE(I-I,J) . (KGE{I,J)-KGE(I-I,J))_(PSIAE(J)-PSIE(I_I,j))/

& (PSIE(I,J)-PSIE(I-I,j))
IF (PSIAE(J).GT.PSIE(IEPE¢J),J)) KGPE(J)-KGE(IEPE(J).I,j)
IF (KGPE¢J).LT.O.) WRITE(I,28G) J,PSIAE(J),KGPE(J)

28G FORMAT{'EX>O.',I_,FiO.7,FIO.I)

CGPE(J)=(2.1ZETAG_SORTCKGPE(J)))/SQRT(¢RBCS_2}/jS+(RBCP_2)/jp_

TRE¢J)-VRE(I-I,J) . (VRE(I,J)-VRE(I-I,J))_(PSIAE(J)-PSIE(I-I,j))/

& (PSIE(I,J)-PSIE(T-I,j))
IF (PSIAE.(J).GT. PSIE(IEPE(J),J)) TRE¢J)-VRE(IEPE(J).i,j)

C

PSIAI(J)-PSIAE¢J)_TGSITGP

IF ¢PSIAI(J).GT. PSIEPI¢J)) PSIAI(J)-PSIAI(J) - PSIEPI(J)
C

DO 290 I-2,1EPI(J)

IF (PSIAI(J).LE.PSII¢I,J)) GO TO 291
290 COHTIHUE

291 KGPI(J)-KGI(I-1,J) + (KGI(I,J)-KGI¢I-I,J))_¢PSIAI(J)-PSII(I-1,j))/

i CPSII(I,J)-PSII(I-t,j))
IF (PSIAI(J).GT.PSII¢IEPI(J),J)) KGPI(J)-KGI(IEPI(J)-I,J)

IF (KGPI(J).LT 0.) WRITE¢I,292) J,PSIAE(J),PSIAI(J),KGPI(J)
292 FORMAT('IM. < O.',I3,2FIO.7,FIO.I)

CGPI(J)'(2._ZETAG_SQRT(KGPI(J)))/SQRT((RBCS_2)/Jp.(RBCR_2)/jp}

TRI¢J)-VRI(I-I,J) . (VRI¢I,J)-VRI(I-I,J))_(PSIAI(J)-PSII(I-I,j))/
& (PSII(I,J)-PSII(I-I,J))

IF (PSIAI(J).GT. PSII¢IEPI(J),J)) TRI(J)-VRI¢IEPI(J).I,J).
C TRE(J)-TGPITGS

C TRI(J)-TGRITGP
295 CONTINUE
296 CONTINUE

C
C

C_IGEAR PAIR TRANSMITTED FORCE, EXTERNAL AHD IHTERHAL___
C

CMFE-O.
CMFI-O.
FX=O.
FY-O,
TOUT -0.
TORQUE-O.

DO 300 I-1,3
RBCPP{I)-RBCSITRE(1)

CRME¢I) =RBCS_PSSP - RBCPP(1)_PSPP(1)
IF (CRME(1).LT.O.O) GO TO 302

301GPTFECl)-CGPE(1)I(RBCS_(PSSPD.DOMGAS) -
& (RBCPP(1)_PSPPD(1) . RBCP_DOMGAP) -

& XSD_COS(ALPHA(1)) * YSD_SIH(ALPHA¢I))) .
& KGPE(1)I(RBCSI(PSSP+DT_DOMGAS) -

& (RBCPP(1)_PSPP(1) . RBCPIOT_DOMGAP) +
& XS_COS(ALPHA(1)) . YS_SIH(ALPHA(1)))
GO TO 305

302 IF (ABS(CRME(1)).GT. DELS) GO TO 303
GPTFE(1)=O.O
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GO TO 305

303 GPTFE{I)-CGPE(1)_(RBCS_(PSSPD.DOMGAS)

& (RBCPPCI)_PSPPDCI) + RBCP_DOMGAP) +
& XSDICOS{ALPHA{I)) + YSD_SIH(ALPHA(1))) +
& KGPE(1)_CRBCS_(PSSP*DT_DOMGAS)

& (RBCPP{I)_PSPP(I) . RBCP_DT_DOMGAP) . DELS
& XS_COS(ALPHA(1)) . YS_SIH{ALPHA(1)))

305 CMFE-CMFE.GPTFE(1)
FX-FX . GPTFE(1)_COS(ALPHA(1) - PI)

FY-FY + GPTFE{I)_SIH(ALPHA{I) - PI}

C

RBCRPCI)-RBCP_TRI{I)

CRMI(1) =RBCP_PSPPCI) - RBCRP{I)_PSRP
IF ¢CRMI(1).LT.O.O) GO TO 307

30G GPTFI(1)-CGPI¢I)_(RBCRPCI)_PSRPD . RBCR_DOMGAR -

& RBCP_(PSPPD(I}.DOMGAP)) .

& KGPI(1)_(RBCRP¢I)_PSRP . RBCR_OT_DOMGAR -
& RBCP_(PSPP(1).DT_DOMGAP))

GO TO 310

307 IF CABSCCRMICI)).GT.DELR) GO TO 308
GPTFICI}-O.O
GO TO 310

308 GPTFI{I)=CGPICI)m(RBCRP(1)IPSRPD . RBCRIOOMGAR -
& RBCP_(P_PPDCI).DOMGAP)) +
& KGPI(1)_(RBCRPCI)IPSRP + RBCR_DT_DOMGAR -

& RBCPm(PSPP(1).DT_DOMGAP) - DELR)

310 CMFI-CMFI.GPTFI(1)
TOUT -TOUT . TIH_TRECI)_TRI(1)/3.

TORQUE=TORQUE . GPTFI(1)_RBCRP(I)

300 COHTIHUE
C
C=_=uTHE EQUATIOHS OF MOTIOH_l_ll_i_*ltlm_*___
C
C

PSOPOD-(-CDS_(CPSDPD+DOMGAD) - {PSSPD+DOMGAS))
& -KDS_¢(PSDR.DT_DOMGAD} - (PSSP.DT_DOMGAS)) + TIH)/JD

C

C
PSSPDD-(-CDS_(CPSSPD+DOMGAS} - (PSDPD.DOMGAD))

& -KDS_((PSSP.DT_DOMGAS) - {PSDP.DT_DOMGAD))

& -(RBCS_CMFE))/JS
O

XSDD=(-CSUH_XSD -KSUH_XS +FX)/MSUH

C
YSDD-(-CSUH_YSD -KSUH_YS .FY)/MSUH

C
C

DO 312 I-i,3
PSPPDD(I)={RBCPPCI)_GPTFE{I) * RBCP_GPTFICI))/JP

312 COHTIHUE
C
C

PSRPDD-(-CLS_({PSRPD+DOMGAR) - CPSLPD.OOMGAL)}
& -KLS_((PSRP.OT_DOMGAR) - (PSLP.DT_DOMGAL))

& -TORQUE)/JR
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C

C

PSLPDD'(-CLS_((PSLPD.DOMGAL) - (PSRPD*DOMGAR))

& -KLSJ((PSLP.DT_DOMGAL) - (PSRP.DT_DOMGAR)) -TOUT)/JL
C

IF(HRK.EQ.I} GO TO 320
C

815 CONTINUE

C WRITE(LU,5010) DT,PSDPDD,PSSPDD,XSDD,YSDD,(PSPPDD(1),I-I,3),
C & PSRPDD,PSLPDD,PSDPD,PSSPD,XSD,YSD,(PSPPD(I),I=I,3),PSRPD,PSLPD,
C & PSDP,PSSP,XS,YS,(PSPP(1),I=Z,3),PSRP,PSLP
5010 FORMAT(Fg.7,2Fi3.7,2E%5.7,5FI3.7/gX,2FI3.7,2EZ5.7,5F%3.7/

& 9X,2Fi3.7,2E15.7,5F13.7)
C

CALL RKUTA(DT,DDT)
CALL MOREK(PSDP,PSDPD,DDT)

CALL MOREKCPSDPD,PSDPDD,DDT)
CALL MOREK(PSSP,PSSPD,DDT)
CALL MOREKCPSSPD,PSSPDD,DDT)
CALL MOREK(XS,XSD,DDT)
CALL MOREKCXSD,XSDD,DDT)

CALL MOREK¢YS,YSD,DDT)

CALL MOREK(YSD,YSDD,DDT)
DO 316 I=i,3

CALL MOREK(PSPP(1),PSPPD(1),DDT)

CALL MOREK(PSPPD{I),PSPPDD(I),DDT)
316 COHTIHUE

CALL MOREKCPSRP,PSRPD,DDT)
CALL MOREKCPSRPD,PSRPDD,DDT)
CALL MOREK(PSLP,PSLPD,DDT)
CALL MOREKCPSLPD,PSLPDD,DDT)

C

C WRITE{LU,5010) DT,PSDPDD,PSSPDD,XSDD,YSDD,(PSPPDD¢I),I-I,3),
C & PSRPDD,PSLPDD,PSDPD,PSSPD,XSD,YSD,(PSPPD(I),I=I,3),PSRPD,PSLpD,
C & PSDP,PSSP,XS,YS,(PSPP{I),I=I,3),PSRP,PSLP
C

DPSIS - PSSP * DT_DOMGAS
GO TO 275

C

320 DPSID - PSDP + DTtDOMGAD
DPSI1 = PSPP{1) * DT_DOMGAP
DPSI2 = PSPP(2) + DT_DOMGAP
DPSI3 = PSPP(3) * DT_DOMGAP

DPSIR - PSRP * DT_DOMGAR

DPSIL - PSCP . DTIDOHGAL
C

DPSIDD PSDPD + DOMGAD

DPSISD PSSPD + DOMGAS
DPSIID PSPPD{I) . DOMGAP

DPSI2D PSPPD(2} + DOHGAP
DPSI3D PSPPD(3) . DOMGAP

DPSIRD PSRPD * DOMGAR
DPSILD PSLPD . DOMGAL

C

T - DT
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SSTEP-SSTEP.I.
C

EFTORQ-O.
DO 5020 I-1,3
DFECI}-GPTFECI)
DFICI)-GPTFI(1)

EFTORQ'EFTORQ . DFI(1)_RBCP_TRICI)

5020 COHTIHUE

C

IF (I_IRIT.EQ.1HY} _JRITECLU,5007) T,CDFE(1),I-i,3),CDFI(1),I'I,3),
& XS,YS

5007 FDRMATCF9.7,2X,3F7.1,2X,3F7.1,2X,2F/0.7)
C

JTH-IFIXCHC/2.)
IF (JTH.LT. JWRIT) GO TO 6004
CALL EXECCll,ITIME}
WRITECI,6003) tIC,ITIMEC4},ITIMEC3),ITIMEC2)

6003 FORMATC'START ",I4,'th IHTEGRATIOH CYCLE @ ",12,2(':',I2))
JWRIT'J_RIT+I

6004 IF (HC.LE.HCTR3 GO TO 315
C

IF CISAVE.HE.JSAVE) GO TO 5009
ISAVE-O
TIMECIHDEX)-T_DOHGAS/PITCHE

RESULTCI,IHDEX)-KGPEC1)

RESULTC2,1HDEX)-KGPE(2)
RESULTC3,IHDEX3-KGPEC3)

RESULT(4,1HDEX)-DFE(1)

RESULTC5,1HDEX3-DFEC2}
RESULTCS,IHDEX)-DFEC33

RESULTC7,1HDEX)-KGPICI)

RESULTC8,1HDEX3"KGPIC2)
RESULTCg,IHDEX)-KGPIC3)

RESULT(IO,IHDEX)-ABSCDFIC1))

RESULTCII,IHDEX)-ABSCDFIC2))
RESULTCI2,1HDEX)-ABS(DFIC3))

RESULT(i3,1HDEX3-XS

RESULTC14,1HDEX)'YS
RESULTCi5,1HDEX)-EFTDRQ
IHDEX-IHDEX.I

IF CIHDEX.GT.400) GO TO 5058

5009 ISAVE-ISAVE.I

C
HTH-HTH+I
IF CHTH.HE.1} GO TO 5026
CALL EXEC(ll,ITIME)
WRITE{1,5025) HCTR,ITIME{5),IT'IHEC4),ITIMEC3),ITIMEC2},ITIME(1}

5025 FORMAT{/'COHCLUDE',I4," CYLES OF IHTEGRATIOH AT',I5,4(',',I2)//}
HRITE{1,1}
READ(1,_) LU
HRITE(LU,5025) HCTR,ITIMEC5),ITIME(4),ITIMEC3),ITIMEC2),ITIME(I}
GO TO 5027

C
5026 ITH-IFIX{HTH/50.)

IF (ITH.LT.HWRIT) GO TO 315
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5027 IF (LU.EQ.I) WRITE(LU,5007) T,(DFE(1),I=I,3),CDFI(1),I=I,3),XS,YS

IF (LU.EQ.6) WRITE(LU,5029) T,ARGE,(DFE(1),I=I,3),(DFI(i),I=I,3),
& XS,YS

5029 FORMAT(FS-7,FI3.5,3X,3F8.1,3X,3F8.i,3X,2FI2.7)
5050 NWRIT=NWRIT'1

C

GO TO 315

5058 WRITECLU,5059)

5059 FORMAT('_INDEX IS GREATER THAN 400,1HTEGRATION IS CONCLUDED')
5060 CONTINUE

C
INDEX=INDEX-1

6000 WRITE{1,6001) ARGE,SSTEP,IHDEX

6001FORMATCF9.2," PITCH CYCLES COMPLETED',F8.1," INTEGRATION CYCLES'/

&I4," DATA VALUES SAVED, WRITE RESULTS TO DATA FILE? [Y/N] _')
READ(I,4) IWRIT

IF (IWRIT.NE.1HY. AND. IWRIT. NE. iHN} GO TO 6000
ENDPT=INDEXIi.

IF ¢IWRIT. EQ.1HY) CALL TRANW

IF (IWRIT. EQ. IHN) WRITECLU,6002)

6002 FORMAT¢'RESULTS NOT WRITTEN TO DATA FILE')
C

END
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C
SUBROUTINE POSIT(LU,KSUH,ALPHA,TGS,TGR)

COMMONICIOIPSIE(50,3),KGE(50,3),PSII(50,3),KGI(50,3),REPE(3),

& REPI(3),RBCS,RBCP,RBCR,TOUT,C(G)
COMMOH/Cll/TRE(50,3),TRI¢50,3)
DIMENSION A(S,S),B(G),ALPHA(3),FE(3),FI(3)

_i_mlmi_1!!DO NOT FORGET THESE PHASE AHGLES

REAL KGE,KGI,KSUH
IHTEGER PHIEC3},PHII{3)
DATA PHIE/I,12,23/, PHII/I,IO,19/

C
HPLAH-3

H'6

DO I I-i,H

DO I J=i,N
A(I,J)=O.
B(1)-O.

C(1)=O.

1COHTIHUE
C DO 5 I=1,3
C TRE(PHIE(1),I)=2.0

C TRICPHII(I),I)-R.5
C 5 COHTIHUE

C

CI_Im_ASSEMBLE LONER-TRIANGULAR STIFFNESS MATRIX AHD TORQUE VECTOR
C

C SIGMA=O.

A(1,1)=0.
SUMXX=O.
SUMXY=O.

SUMYY-O.

ER =0.
DO 2 I=I,HPLAN

C SIGMA=SIGMA.KGI(PHII¢I),I)

A(1,1)=A(1,1) . ((RBCP_TRI(PHII(I),I))I_I2)IKGI(PHII(1),I)
SUMXX=SUMXX . KGE¢PHIE¢I),I)I¢CDS(ALPHA¢I))_u2)

SUMXY=SUMXY • KGE(PHIE(1),I)ECOS(ALPHA(I))_SIH(ALPHA(1))

SUMYY-SUMYY . KGE(PHIE(1),I)_(SIH(ALPHA¢I))_2)
ER-ER . TRE(PHIE{I),I)ITRI(PHII(1),I)

C

J=I'l

C A(J,1)=-RBCRmRBCP_KGICPHII(1),I)
C A(J,J)= RBCP_RBCP_¢KGECPHIE¢I),I).KGI¢PHII¢I},I))

C A¢5,J)=-RBCP_KGE¢PHIE¢I),I)_DOS¢ALPHA(1))

C A(G,J}=-RBCP_KGE(PHIE(I),/)_SIH(ALPHA(1))
C

A(J,I)=-(RBCP_TRI(PHII¢I),I)) • RBCP m KGI¢PHII(1),I)

A(J,J)-(¢RBCS_TRE¢PHIE¢I),I))_2)mKGE(PHIECl),I) .

& (RBCPi_2)_KGI(PHII(1),I)
A(5,J}=-(RBCS_TRE(PHIE¢I),I))_KGECPHIE¢I),I)_COS(ALPHA(1))

A(B,J)--(RBCSmTRE(PHIE¢I),I))_KGE¢PHIE(1),I)iSIH(ALPHA(1))
2 CONTINUE

C

C A(1,1)=RBCRmRBCR_SIGMA

A(5,5)=KSUH . SUMXX
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A(6,5)-SUMXY
A(G,6)=KSUH . SUMYY

B(1)--TOUTw(ER/(HPLAH*TGR/TGS))

C

C_FILL SYMMETRIC NxH STIFFNESS MATRIX

C
DO 10 I-1,H-1

DO I0 J-I.l,H

A(I,J)-A(J,I)
10 CONTINUE

C

C WRITE¢LU,il) ((A(I,J),J-I,H),B(1),I'i,H)

11FORMAT(/B(F9.1,5FI2.I,FiO.II))

C

C_I_PERFORM GAUSS ELIMINATION
C

DO 40 I-i,H-1

DO 30 J-I.l,B

DIV--A¢J,I)IA(I,I)

DO 20 K-I,H

A¢J,K)-A(J,K)*DIV_A¢I,K)
20 CONTINUE

BCJ)-B(J).DIVmB¢I)

30 CONTINUE
C WRITE(LU,II) ((A(L,M)_M-I,N),B(L),L'I,H)

40 COHTINUE
C
C_PERFORM BACK-SUBSTITUTION
C

CCN)-B(H)IA(H,H)
DO 60 II-i,N-i
I-H-II
SUM-B(I)

DO 50 JJ-i,H-1
J-H*l-JJ

suM-suM-C(J)_A(I,J)

50 CONTINUE
C(1)=SUMIA(I,I)

60 COHTIHUE
C

TI-O.
TO-O.

DO 65 I-i,3
FI(1)-(RBCP_TRI(PHII(1),I)_C(L} - RBCP_C¢I.I)) = KGI(PHII(1),I)

FE(I)-(RBC_TRE(PHIE¢I),I)IC(I.i) - C(5)ICOS(ALPHA(1)) -
& C(6)ISIH(ALPHA¢I))) _ KGE(PHIE¢I),I)

TI-TI - RBCS_FE(1)
TO-TO . RBCP=TRI(PHII¢I),I)_FI(1)

65 COHTIHUE
WRITE(LU,70) (TRECPHIE(1);I),TRI(PHII¢I),I),I'I,3), (C(I),I-i,H}

70 FORMAT('EXTERHAL, INTERNAL TRANSMISSION RATIOS'I3(2FIO.B,SX)I

& "RIHG, PLANET ROTATIONS, AND SUN CENTER DISPLACEMENT'/GEL3.6)
WRITE(LU,75} FE,FI,TI,TO

75 FORMAT('EX MESH FORCES°,3FB.2,2X,'IH MESH FORCES#,3F8.2/

& "IHPUT TORQUE',F9.2,1OX,'EFFECTIVE OUPUT TORQUE',Fg.2/)
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C

RETURN

END

C

C

C

SUBROUTINE RKUTA(T,DT)

COHMOHICI31XI(18),DXI(18),HE,NP,NRK,IP,LPP,ISTORE,JEP,NCT
HE - 0

HP = HP . I

HRK = 0
IF(NP.EQ.5) HP - 1
IF(NP.EG.1) GO TO 1
IFCNP.EQ.2) RETURH
IF(NP.EQ.3) GO TO 2

IF(HP.EQ.4) HRK - I
RETURN

i DT = D_/2.

T - T . DT

RETURH

2T-T.DT

DT - 2._DT

RETURH

END

C

C

SUBROUTIHE MOREK(X,DX,DT)

COMMONICI3/XI(18},DXI(18),NE,NP,NRK,IP,LPP,ISTORE,JEP,NCT
HE " HE + 1

GO TO CI,2,3,4),HP
I XI¢HE} - X

DXI(HE) - DX

X - X + DX_DT
RETURN

2 DXICHE) " DXI(NE) . 2._DX
X = XICNE) . DX_DT
RETURH

3 DXI{NE) = DXI(NE) + 2._DX
X - XI(HE) . DXIDT
RETURH

4 DXI(HE) - ¢DXI(NE) * DX)/B.

X - XI(HE) . DXICHE)_DT
RETURN

END
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C

C
C

SUBROUTINE TRANR(IHAME,IB)
COMMOH/CIOIBUFIO(616)

COMMOHICII/BUFII{300)

DIMENSION IDCB(144),IHAME{3)
DATA ICODE/1/

C

CALL OPEN(IDCB,IER,IHAME,I,-99,36)
IF (IER.GT.O) GO TO 13

9 WRITE{I,IO) IER,ICODE,INAME
10 FORMAT{'FMP ERROR ,',15," AT ICODE'a,12, " ON FILE ",3A2/

& "PROGRAM ABORTED')

CALL CLOSE(IDCB,IER)
CALL EXEC(6)

13 ICODE-ICODE*I

IF (IB.EQ. IO) CALL READF(IDCB,IER,BUFIO)
IF (IB.E_.11) CALL READF(IDCB,IER,BUFII)

IF (IER.LT.O) GO TO 9

ICODE-ICODE.I

WRITE(I,30) IHAME
30 FORMAT('DATA FROM ",_A2," WAS READ')

50 CALL CLOSE(IDCB,IER)
RETURN

END

C

C

C
SUBROUTINE TRAHW

COMMON/C14/TIME(400),RESULT(15,400),ENDPT

DIMENSION IDCB{144),IHAME(3),ITITLE(64),BUF(15)

C

ICODE-I
N-IFIX(EHDPT)

WRITE(I,IO)
10 FORMAT('EHTER DATA FILE NAME')

READ(I,15) INAME
15 FORMAT(64A2)

WRITE{I,20)
20 FORMAT¢'EMTER HEADING LESS THAN 129 CHARACTERS')

READ(I,15) ITITLE

WRITE(I,15) ITITLE

CALL OPEN(IDCB,IER,IHAME,I,-99,36)
IF (IER.GT.O) GO TO 30

25 WRITE(I,26) IER,ICODE
26 FORMAT('FMP ERROR',I4, e AT ICODE=',Id/'PROGRAM ABENDED')

ICODE'ICODE.I

30 CALL WRITF(IDCB,IER_ITITLE,64_
IF (IER.LT.O) GO TO 25
ICODE'ICODE*I

CALL WRITF(IDCB,IER,ENDPT,2)
IF (IER.LT.O) GO TO 25

DO GO I=l,N
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BUFC1)=TIMECI3

DO 40 J=2,16

BUFCJ)=RESULT(J-I,13
40 COHTIHUE

ICODE-ICODE.I

CALL WRITFCIDCB,IER,BUF,32)
IF ¢IER.LT.03 GO TO 25

SO COHTIHUE
DUMMY-999.

ICODE=ICODE+I

CALL WRITFCIDCB,IER,DUMMY,-1)
IF CIER.LT.O) GO TO 25
WRITEC1,703 IHAME

70 FORMATC'RESULTS FROM FIHAB SUCCESSFULLY WRITTEH TO DATA FILE ",
& 3A2}

CALL CLOSECIDCB,IER)
STOP

END

C

C

C

BLOCK DATA

COMMOH/CIO/BUFlOC616}

COMMOH/CL1/BUF11C300)

COMMOH/C13/BUF13{363,IBUF13C83
COMMOH/C14/BUF14C6401)

C
EHD
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C <830611.1003>

FTH4,L
PROGRAM FORCE

C
C_T_THIS PROGRAM PERFORMS THE STATIC ANALYSIS FOR A PGT

Cm_IHCLUDES STATIC MESH AND TOOTH LOADS AS WELL AS SUM GEAR DISPLACEMENT

C

COMMONICIOIPSIEC50,3),KGECSO,3),PSIIC50,3),KGIC50,3),REPEC3),

REPI(3),RBCS,RBCP,RBCR,TOUT,C(6)
COMMOH/Cll/VREC50,3),VRIC50,3)
COMMOH/C12/TPSE¢50,3),TPSICSO,33

C
DIMEHSIO_ ITIMEC5),KGPECS),KGPICS),IEPECS),IEPICS),PSIEPE(3)

DIMENSION IGCB(192),PSIEPICS),PHICS),PSIAE(3),PSIAI(3),ALPHA(3)

DIMENSION VI(2),V2¢2),V_(Z),V4C2),XTIC(2),YTICC2),XMAJC2),YMAJ¢2),

&YLASTCZ),NPOIHTCZ),TRECS),TRICS),KDATCS),IDATCS),PSIC200),

&VALC2,2OO),ISHR(3),FE2C2OO),FESC2OO),FI2C2OO),FISC200)
REAL KGE,KGI,KGPE,KGPI,KSUH

DATA PI13.14159271, KDAT/2HKG,2HDA,2HTA/, IDAT/2HST,2HDA,2HTA/

DATA ISHRI2HSH,2HAR,2HE I
C

DATA DP,PHID/5.000,22.5/
DATA TGS,TGP,TGR/25.,24.,73./, RPMIN,TINJiO00.,4500.O/

C
DATA HPOIHT/1,5/, XTICC2),YTIC(1),XMAJC2),YMAJ{1),YLAST/610./

C
WRITECI,il)

II FORMATC'ENTER-LU FOR OUTPUT AND ID,LU FOR GRAPHICS DEVICE'/

&'t-CRT 2-PRT; 1,1-CRT 2,57-4PP')

READ{1,_) IU,ID,LU
3 FORMATCAi)

WRITECi,4)
4 FORMATC'WHICH PLOT? 1-X,Y vs PSI 2-X vs Y 3-MESH FORCES')

READ(L,m) HTH
C

CALL TRAHRCKDAT,IO)
CALL TRAHRCIDAT,ii)

CALL TRAHRCISHR,12)
IF CID.EQ.I) CALL SCRENCVI,V2,VS,V4)

IF CID.EQ.2) CALL FOURCV1,V2,VS,V4)

C

6 PHIR-PHID_PI/180.
PDS-TGS/DP
PDP-TGP/DP
PDR-TGR/DP
RPCS-O.5_PDS
RPCP=O.5_PDP
RPCR-O.5_PDR
TOUT-TIHI{TGR/TGS)
RBCS-RPCSXCOSCPHIR)
RBCP-RPCPICOSCPHIR)
RBCR-RPCRmCOSCPHIR)

DO 7 I=1,3
IEPECI) -IFIXCREPE(1))

IEPICI) -IFIXCREPICI))
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PSIEPE(1)=PSIE(IEPE(1))
PSIEPI(1)=PSII(IEPI(1))

PHI{I) =PSIEPE(1) _ (I-1)/3.

ALPHA(1)=PI - PHIR - (I-1)_2._PI/3.
7 CONTINUE

PITCHE=Z._PI/TGS
PITCHI-2._PI/TGP

C

WRITE(Z,8) TGS,TGP,TGR,TIH,IEPE,IEPI

8 FORMAT('TGS,TGP,TGR,TIN,IEPEi,IEPIi',2X,SFB. I,F8.1,2(2X,313)}
WRITE(Z,S)

9 FORMAT('EHTER SUN SUPPORT STIFFNESS, START CYCLE, NO. CYCLES, ",
& "INTERVALS PER CYCLE'/'[4 VALUES REQD] > ")
READ(I,_) KSUN,ARG,HCT,DIV
DPSIS=PITCHE_ARG

HCT-HCT+IFIX(ARG)
C

HI=ARG
H2-FLOAT(HCT)

WRITE(I,273)

273 FORHAT('ENTER HS, W4 AND YTIC SPACING')
READ(i,_) WS,H4,YTIC(2)
XTICCI)--.L
XMAJ(1)=IO.
YMAJ(2)=2.

C

CALL PLOTR(IGCB,ID,1,LU)

C IF (ID.EQ.2) CALL LIMIT(IGC8,O.,193.5,5.5,261.5}
CALL CSIZE(IGCB,2.1,.7,0.)
CALL PEH(IGCB,1)
IF (HTH.EQ.2) GO TO II0

C

DO 105 I-l,l

CALL VIEHP(IGCB,VI(1),V2(1),VS(1),V4(1))
CALL WIHDH(IGCB,H1,H2,H3,H4)
DO 105 J=1,2
CALL FXD(IGCB,HPOINT(J))

CALL LAXES(IGCB,XTIC(J),YTIC(J),NI,HS,XHAJ(j)_yMAj(j),.5)
105 COHTIHUE

GO TO 120
110 COHTINUE

TC=(W4-WS)/4.

IF (ID.EQ.I) CALL VIEHP(IGCB,58.,142.,14.,98.)

IF (ID.EQ.2) CALL VIEWP(IGCB,25.,85.,35.,95.)
CALL HINDW(IGCB,NS,N4,N3,N4)
CALL FXD(IGCS,4)

CALL LGRID(IGCB,-TC,TC,WS,WS,2.,2.}
C

120 CONTINUE

DELTA'PSIEPE(1)/DIV
ITOTAL=IFIX(DIV)+Z
NTIHE-O
ICTR=i
XOLD-H1

C
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275 ARGE-DPSIS/PITCHE
C

DO 295 J-l,3
PSIAE(J)-(ARGE-FLOAT(IFIXCARGE)))_PSIEPE(J) . PHI(J)

IF (PSIAE(J).GT.PSIEPE(J)) PSIAE(J)-PSIAE(J) - PSIEPE(J)

C

DO 280 I'2,1EPE(J)

IF (PSIAE(J).LE.PSIE(I,J)) GO TO 285
280 CONTINUE

285 EIHCRM-CPSIAE(J)-PSIE(I-1,J))/(PSIECI,J)-PSIE(I-i,J))
KGPE(J)-KGE(I-1,J) + (KGE(I,J)-KGE(I-i,J))_EINCRM
IF (PSIAE(J).GT.PSIE(IEPE(J),J)) KGPE(J}-KGE(IEPE(J)-I,J)

TRE(J) -VRE(I-1,J) + (VRE(I,J)-VRE(I-1,J))=EIHCRM

IF (PSIAE(J).GT.PSIE(IEPE(J),J)) TRE(J)-VRE(IEPE(J)*I,J)
IF (J.HE.i) GO TO 286

GPSE3 -TPSE(I-1,3) . (TPSE(I,3)-TPSE(I-1,3))_EIHCRM

IF (PSIAE(J).GT. PSIE(IEPE(J),J)) GPSE3-TPSE(IEPE(J)-i,3)

C
C

2B6 PSIAI(J)-PSIAE(J)_TGS/TGP
IF (PSIAICJ}.GT.PSIEPI(J)) PSIAI(J)-PSIAI(J) - PSIEPI(J)

C

DO 290 I-2,1EPI.J)

IF (PSIAI(J).LE.PSIICI,J)) GO TO 291
290 CONTINUE

291DIHCRM=(PSIAI(J)-PSII(I-i,J))/(PSII¢I,J)-PSIICI-1,J)}
KGPI(J}-KGI(I-1,J) • (KGI¢I,J)-KGI(I-I,J))mDIHCRM

IF (PSIAI(J).GT.PSII(IEPI(J),J)) KGPI(J)-KGI(IEPI(J)*I,J).

TRI(J) -VRICI-I,J) * (VRI(I,J)-VRI(I-I,J)}=DIHCRM
IF (PSIAI(J).GT.PSII(IEPI(J),J)) TRI(J)-VRI(IEPI(J)+I,J)
IF CJ.HE.l) GO TO 292

GPSI3 "TPS_I(I-1,3) * (TPSI(I,3)-TPSI(I-1,3))mDIHCRM
IF (PSIAI(J).GT.PSII¢IEPI(J),J)} GPSI3"TPSE¢IEPI(J).%,3)

292 CONTINUE
295 CONTINUE

C

CALL POSITCIU,ALPHA,KSUN,KGPE,KGPI,TRE,TRr_TGS,TGP,TGR)
C

PSI(ICTR)-ARGE

IF (NTH.EQ.3) GO TO 296

VAL(1,1CTR)-C(5)

VAL(2,1CTR)-C(6)
60 TO 297

296 VAL(t,ICTR)_KGPE_ABS(C(2)_RBCP - C(5)ECOS(ALPHA(t)) -
C(6)_SINCALPHA(1)))

VAL(2,1CTR)-KGPI(1)I(CC2)_RBCP - C(1)_RBCR)
FE3(ICTR)-(GPSE3/KGPE(i))_VAL(i,ICTR)

FE2(ICTR}-VAL(I,ICTR)-FE_(ICTR)
C WRITE(I,2960) PSI(ICTR),GPSE3,KGPE(L),FE2(ICTR),FE3(ICTR),

C & VAL(1,1CTR)
FI3(ICTR)-(GPSI3/K6PI(1))_VAL(2,1CTR)

FI2(ICTR)-VAL(2,1CTR}-FI3(ICTR)

C WRITECL,2960) PSI(ICTR),GPSI3,KGPI(1),FI2(ICTR),FI3(ICTR),
C & VAL{2,1CTR)

2960 FDRMATCFll.7,2Fii. I,3FiO.2)
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C

297 DPSIS=DPSIS.DELTA

IF (IPIOK.EQ. IHY) WRITE(IU,298} ARGE,KGPE,KGPI,(VAL(I,ICTR},I.I,2)
298 FDRMAT(F4.2,5X,3FIO.I,5X,3FIO.I,5X,2FIS.7)

ICTR-ICTR.I

IF (ICTR.GT. ITOTAL) GO TO 398
GO TO 275

C

398 CONTINUE
IF (HTH.EQ,2) GO TO 410
FMAX--1EIO
FMIH-1EIO

DO 409 I-.1,1

CALL VIEWP(IGCB,VI(1),V2(1),V3(1),V4(1))
CALL WINDW¢IGCB,NI,W2,W3,W4)
CALL LINECIGCB,O)
DO 399 J=I,ITOTAL

IF ¢J.EQ.i) CALL MOVE(IGCB,PSI(J},VAL(I,J))
CALL DRAW(IGCB,PSI(J),VAL¢I,J))

IF (VAL¢I,J).GT.FMAX) FMAX-VAL¢I,J)
IF (VAL(I,J).LT. FMIH) FMIH-VAL¢I,J)

399 COHTIHUE

IF ¢HTH.EQ.I.OR.I.EQ.2) GO TO 402
FEXMAX--L.E5

" FIHMAX--I.E5

CALL LINE(IGCB,2)
DO 400 J'L,ITOTAL

IF ¢J.EQ.I) CALL MOVE¢IGCB,PSI¢J},FE2(J))
CALL DRAW¢IGCB,PSI¢J),FE2¢J))

400 COHTIHUE

CALL LIHE(IGCB,1)
DO 401 J=I,ITOTAL

IF ¢J.EQ.1) CALL MOVE¢IGCB,PSI¢J),FE3(J))
C CALL DRAW(IGCB,PSI(J},FE3(J))

IF (FE3(J).GT.FEXMAX) FEXMAX-FE3(J)
40I CONTINUE

402 IF(HTH.EQ.I.0R.I.EQ.1) GO TO 409
CALL LINE(IGCB,2)
DO 406 J'L,ITOTAL

IF ¢J.EQ.I) CALL MOVE¢IGCB,PSI(J),FI2(J)).
C CALL DRAW(IGCB,PSI¢J),FI2¢J))

406 CONTINUE

CALL LINE¢IGCB,1)

DO 407 J't,ITOTAL

IF ¢J.EQ.l) CALL MOVE(IGCB,PSI(J),FI3¢J))
C CALL DRAW(IGCB,PSI¢J),FI3(J))

IF ¢FI3(J).GT. FIHMAX) FINMAX-FI3(J)
407 CONTINUE
409 CONTINUE

GO TO 430
C

410 DO 420 I'I,ITOTAL

IF ¢I.EQ.1) CALL MOVE¢IGCB,VAL¢I,I),VAL(2,1))
CALL DRAW(IGCB,VAL¢I,I),VAL(2,1))

420 CONTINUE.
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C
430 CONTINUE

WRITE(I,440) FMAX,FMIH,FEXMAX,FIHMAX

440 FORMAT{'MAX, MIH MESH LOADS',2FIO.2/'FEXMAX,FIBMAX',2FiO.2)

CALL PEH(IGCB,O)
CALL PLOTR(IGCB,ID,O)
CALL EXEC{6)
END

C
C

SUBROUTIHE TRAHR¢IHAME,IB)

COMMOH/CIO/BUFIO(GIG)

COMMOH/Cii/BUFli(300)

COMMON/CI2/BUFi2{300)

DIMENSION IDCB(144),IHAME(3)

DATA ICODE/I/

C

CALL OPEH(IDCB,IER,IHAME,I,-sg,3G)

IF (IER.GT.O) GO TO 13

9 WRITE(I,iO) IER,ICODE,IHAME

10 FORMAT('FMP ERROR ,',15," AT ICODE-',I2,' OH FILE ",3A2/

& "PROGRAM ABORTED')

CALL CLOSE¢IDCB,IER)

CALL EXEC(6)

13 ICODE=ICODE+I
IF ¢IB.EQ.IO) CALL READF{IDCB,IER,BUFIO)
IF {IB.EQ.11) CALL READF{IDCB,IER,BUFL1)
IF ¢IB.EG.12) CALL READF(IDCB,IER,BUFI2)

IF (IER.LT.O) GO TO 9

ICODE-ICDDE.I

WRITE(I,30) IHAME

30 FORMAT('DATA FROM ",3A2," WAS READ')

50 CALL CLOSE(IDCB,IER)

RETURH

EHD
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C

C

C

SUBROUTINE POSIT(LU,ALPHA,KSUN,KE,KI,TRE,TRI,TGS,TGP,TGR)

COMMONICIOIPSIE(50,3),KGE(50,3),PSII(50,3),KGI(50,3),REPE(3),
& REPI(3),RBCS,RBCP,RBCR,TOUT,C(G)

DIMENSION A(6,G),B(B),ALPHA(3),TRE(3),TRI(3),FE(3),FI(3)
DIMENSION KE(3),KI(3)

REAL KSUN,KE,KI,KGE,KGI
C

NPLAN-3

N=G

DO % I-%,N

DO % J-I,N

A¢I ,J)-O.
B¢I)=O.
C¢I)-O.

I CONTINUE

DO 5 I-1,3
TRE¢I)-TGP/TGS
TRI(1)-TGR/TGP

5 CONTINUE
C

C_ASSEMBLE LOWER-TRIANGULAR STIFFNESS MATRIX AND TORQUE VECTOR
C_ASSEMBLE LOWER-TRIANGULAR STIFFHESS MATRIX AND TORQUE VECTOR
C

A¢1,1)-0.
SUMXX-O.

SUMXY-O.
SUMYY-O.

ER -0.

DO 2 I=I,NPLAN
ACI,1)-ACI,1) + ((RBCP=TRI(1))I_2)=KI(I)

SUMXX-SUMXX . KE(1)I(COS¢ALPHA(I})I=2)

SUMXY-SUMXY . KE¢I)_COS(ALPHA¢I))_SIN(ALPHA(1))
SUMYY-SUMYY . KE{I)_(SIN¢ALPHA¢I))II2)
ER-ER . TRE¢I)_TRI(1)

C

J-I*1

ACJ,1)--¢RBCP_TRI¢I)) _ RBCP • KI(I)

A(J,J)'((RBCS_TRE¢I))I_2)_KE(1) .
& (RBCP_2)_KI¢I)

A(5,J)=-¢RBCS_TRE(1))_KE¢I)_COS(ALPHA(1))

A(8,J)'-(RBCSITRE(1))_KE¢I)_SIN(ALPHA(1)}
2 CONTINUE

O

A(5,5)-KSUN . SUMXX
A(B,5)-SUMXY

A(S,G)'KSUN . SUMYY
B(1)--TOUT_(ER/(NPLAN_¢TGR/TGS)))

C

C_I_IFILL SYMMETRIC NxN STIFFNESS MATRIX
C

DO 10 I-l,N-1

DO 10 J-I.I,N
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A(I,J)=A(J,I)
I0 CONTINUE

C WRITE(LU,II) ((A(I,J),J=I,N),B(1),I=I,H)
11FORHAT(IG(Fg.I,5FI2.1,FIO.I/))

C

C_PERFORM GAUSS ELIMINATION

C

DO 40 I-I,H-1
DO 30 J=I.l,H
DIV'-A(J,I)/A(I,I)

DO 20 K=I,H

A(J,K)=A(J,K).DIV_A(I,K)

20 CONTINUE
B(J)-B¢J)+DIV_B(1)

30 CONTINUE
C WRITE(LU,11) (¢A(L,H),H'I,H),B(L),L=I, H)

40 CONTINUE
C
C_PERFORH BACK-SUBSTITUTION
C

CCN)=BCH)/ACH,H)

DO 60 II-l,H-1
I-H-II

SUH=BCI)

DO 50 JJ-l,H-1

J-H+l-JJ

SUH-SUH-C(J)_ACI,J)

50 CONTINUE
C(1)=SUM/A{I,I)

60 CONTINUE
C
C T1-0.
C TO-O.
C DO 65 I-1,3

C FI(1)-(RBCP_TRI(I)_C¢I) - RBCP_C(I+I)) _ KI(I}

C FE(1)-(RBCS_TRE(1)_C¢I.I) - C(5)_COS(ALPHA{I)) -

C & C(6)_SIH(ALPHA(1))) = KE(1)

C TI=TI - RBCS_FE(1)

C TO-TO . RBCP_TRI(1)_FI¢I)

C 65 COHTIHUE

C WRITE(LU,70) (TRE(1),TRI(1),I'L,3), (C(1),I'i,H)
C 70 FORMAT('EXTERHAL, IHTERHAL TRAHSMISSIOH RATIOS'/3(2FIO.G,SX)/

C & "RING, PLANET ROTATIONS, AND SUN CENTER DISPLACEHEHT'/GE13.6)
C WRITE(LU,7_) FE,FI,TI,TO
C 75 FORMAT('EX MESH FORCES',3FB.2,ZX,'IH HESH FORCES',3FB.Z/
C & "INPUT TORQUE',Fg.2,1OX,'EFFECT1VE OUPUT TORQUE',F9.2}
C

RETURN
END
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SUBROUTIHE FOUR(BACK)

DIMENSIDN BACK(8),VALU(8)

DATA VALU/2_22.,2_GS.,71.,2G.,91.,46./
DO I0 I"1,8

I0 BACK(1)-VALU(I}

WRITE{I,20)

20 FORMAT('EHTER V1,V2,V3,V4 > _')

READ(I,_} BACK(1),BACK¢3),BACK(5),BACK(7)
RETURN

END

O

C

SUBROUTINE SCREM(BACK)

DIMENSIOH BACK(8),VALU(80)

DATA VALU/2_20.,2_195.,54.,5.,98.,49./

DO i0 I=1,8
10 BACK(1)-VALU(1)

RETURN

END

C

C

BLOCK DATA

COMMOH/CiO/BUFIO(616)

COMMON/CII/BUFil(300)

COMMON/C121BUF12(300)
C

END
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C <830611.1038>

FTH4,L
PROGRAM DRAW1

C

CI_*ITHIS PROGRAM EXAMINES AHD GRAPHS THE USER SPECIFIED bATA FILES
C_II_IGEHERATED BY PROGRAM IHTEG

C
COMMOH/CI5/TIME(4OO),RESULT(3,400)

DIMENSION IGCB(192),ITITLE(16),IHAME(_)

DATA ID,LU,LS/1,1,O/

DATA VI,V2,V3,V4/15.,185.,75.,99./

DATA Hl,N2/l_l/, W3,W4/O.,1300./
C

WRITE(L,IO0)
I00 FORMAT(SEHTER ID,LU FOR PLOTTIHG DEVICE [(1,1),(2,57)] _ _')

READ(I,I) ID,LU

CALL PLOTR(IGCB,ID,1,LU)
C IF (ID.EQ.2) CALL LIMIT(IGCB,O.,66.,O.,lO0.)

WRITE(L,I01)

101FORMAT(aENTER CHARACTER SIZE > _o)

READ(I,_) CHAR

CALL CSIZE(IGCB,CHAR,.75)
C

10 CALL TRAHR(INAME,ICR)
C

WRITE(I,11)
11FORMAT(#EHTER FIRST, LAST DATA POINTS, XDIV, YDIV s)

READ(I,I) ISTRT,ISTOP,XDIV,YDIV
W1-TIME(ISTRT)

W2ITIME(ISTOP)

C

12 WRITE(I,1)
I FORMAT(eENTER HUMBER OF THE VARIABLE TO BE PLOTTED [I-3] e,

" ENTER 15 FOR XvsY e)

READ(I,1) I
C

WRITE(I,2) Vi,V2,V3,V4,W1,W2,W3,W4

2 FORMAT('VIEWP:°,4F7.1/sWIHDW|a,4EI4.6/
& SCHAHGE PARAMETERS? [Y/HI > _')

READ(I,3) IPICK
3 FORMAT(AI)

IF (IPICK.HE.1HY) GO TO 9

WRITE(I,4}
4 FORMAT('CHAHGE VIEWPORT? [Y/HI > _')

READ(I,3) IPICK
IF (IPICK.HE.IHY) GO TO 6

WRITE(I,5)
5 FORMAT{°EHTER NEW VALUES FOR VI,V2,V3,V4")

READ(1,_) Vl,V2,V3,V4
6 WRITE(I,7)
7 FORMAT(eCHANGE WIHDOW? [Y/HI > _a)

READ(I,3) IPICK
IF (IPICK.HE.IHY) GO TO 9

WRITE(i,8)

8 FORMAT(#EN_ER NEW VALUES FOR W3,W4 (EHTER WI,W2 FIRST IF 1-15) s)
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IF (I.NE.$5) READ(1,_) W3,W4

IF (I.EQ.15) READ(1,_) WI,W2,W3,W4
9 CONTINUE

C

C

CALL VIEWP(IGCB,VI,V2,V3,V4}

CALL WIMDW(IGCB,WI,W2,W3,W4}
C

AI-(W2-WI)/XDIV

A2-(W4-W3)/YDIV
A3-N1

A4-W3

WRITE(I,15) NI,H2

15 FORMAT('DEOIMAL PLACES ON LABELS,',214/
& "CHANGE? [YIN] > ")m

READ(I,3) IPICK

IF (IPICK.EQ. IHN) GO TO 17

WRITE{I,16)

16 FORMAT¢'EHTER VALUES FOR DECIMAL PLACES (2 REQD)')
READ(1,_) Hl,N2

17 CALL FXD(IGCB,N1}

CALL LAXES(IGCB,AI,0.,A3,A4,1.,O.,.5)
CALL FXD(IGCB,N2)

CALL LAXES(IGCB,O.,A2,A3,A4,0.,1.,.5}
C

IF ¢I.EQ.15) GO TO 21

DO 20 J-ISTRT, ISTOP

IF {J.EQ. ISTRT} CALL HOVE¢IGCB,TIHE{J),RESULT(I,J))
CALL DRAH¢IGCB,TIME¢J),RESULT(I,J))

20 CONTINUE
GO TO 23

C

21 DO 22 J'ISTRT,ISTOP

IF (J.EO. ISTRT) CALL HOVE(IGCB,RESULT(1,J),'RESULTC2,J))
CALL DRAW(IGCB,RESULT(1,J),RESULT(2,J)}

22 CONTIHUE
23 CONTINUE

C WRITE€I,24)

C 24 FORMAT¢'OIGITIZE? [YIN] > _')
C READ(I,3) IPICK
C IF {IPICK.EQ. IHN} GO TO _0
C WRITE(I,25}

C 25 FORHAT¢'POSITION CURSOR AND NIT AHY KEY e)
C CALL DIGTZ(IGCO,XPT,YPT)
C WRITE€l,26) XPT,YPT

C 26 FORMAT¢/'COORDINATES OF CURSOR',2FIO.6/)
C GO TO Z3
C

30 WRITE(1,31)

31FORMAT¢OREDRAW? [Y/N] > _o}
READ(I,3) IPICK

IF (IPICK.HE.1HH) GO TO 12
WRITE(I,3Z)

32 FORHAT('PLOT HEW DATA SET? [Y/N] > a)
READ(I,3) IPICK
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IF {IPICK.HE.IHH) GO TO I0

C

WRITE¢I,39)

39 FORMAT{'LABELS? [Y/HI > _')

READ{I,3) IPICK
IF (IPIOK.HE.IHY} GO TO 60

CALL VIEWP(IGCB,O.,200.,O.,IO0.}

CALL WIHDW(IGCB,O.,2DO.,O.,LO0.}

C CALL CSIZE(IGCB,5.0,.75)
C CALL MOVE(IGCB,70.,56.}
C CALL LABEL(IGCB}

C WRITE{LU,41}

C 41 FORMAT('SUH/PLAHET MESH FORCES ¢TYP}')

C CALL MOVE(IGCB,70.,6.}

C CALL LABEL(IGCB}
C WRITE(LU,42)

C 42 FORMAT¢'PLAHET/RIHG MESH FORCES ¢TYP)')

WRITE¢l,45)

45 FORMAT¢'EHTER GRAPH TITLE [32 OR LESS CHARACTERS]'}

READ¢L,4G) ITITLE

46 FORMAT¢I6A2)

CALL MOVE¢IGCB,140.,95.)

CALL LABEL¢IGCB}

WRITE¢LU,46) ITITLE

CALL PEH(IGCB,O)

GO CALL PLOTR¢IGCB,ID,O}
CALL EXEC(G)
EHD

C
C

SUBROUTIHE TRAHR(IHAME,ICR}

COMMOH/C15/TIME(400),RESULT¢3,400)

DIMEHSIOH IDCB(144},IHAME(3),ITITLE(B4),BUF(16}

DATA ITITLE/G412H /, ICODE/L/

C

WRITE(I,5}

5 FORMAT('READ FROM HEW DATA FILE? [Y/HI > _'}

READ(I,6} IPICK
6 FORMAT¢AI}

IF (IPICK.EQ.IHH) GO TO 17

WRITE(i,iO)
10 FORMAT¢°EHTER DATA FILE HAME > _'}

READ(I,15} IHAME
15 FORMAT(64A2}

WRITE(I,I6}
16 FORMAT{'EHTER CARTRIDGE HUMBER > _'}

READ(I,_} ICR
17 CALL OPEH(IDCB,IER,IHAME,1,-99,1CR}

IF (IER.GT.O) GO TO 30

20 WRITE(I,25) IER,ICODE

25 FORMAT('FMP ERROR'.f4, " AT ICODE-',I4/'PROGRAM AB{HDED')
CALL EXEC(6)

30 ICODE=ICDDE+I
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CALL READFCIDCB,IER,ITITLE)
IF CIER.LT.O) GO TO 20

WRITE(1,15) ITITLE
ICODE-ICODE*I

CALL READFCIDCB,IER,EHDPT}
IF CIER.LT.O) GO TO 20

WRITEC1,40) EHDPT

40 FORMATCFG.I,'TIME VALUES STOREDa/

6 °EHTER HUMBER TO ACCESS > _)
READCI,I_ ISTOP

WRITEC1,41)

41 FORMATC/'I-EX STIFF 2-EX FORCE J-IN STIFF 4-1H FORCE',

& " 5-X,Y MOVE; TORQUE°/'EHTER DATA SET TO GRAPH > ":
READ(I,_) ISET

DO GO I-I,ISTOP
ICODE'ICODE.I

CALL READFCIDCB, IER,BUF}
IF CIER.LT.O_ GO TO 20
TIMECI}-BUF¢I}

DO 50 J-1,3 "
K-C3_ISET} - 2 . J
RESULTCJ,I)-BUFCK)

50 COHTIHUE
60 COHTIHUE

CALL CLOSECIDCB,IER}
RETURH
EHD

C
C

BLOCK DATA
COMMOH/C15/BUF15¢1600)
EHD
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